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Having just

returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed bis
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
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The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

& Job

THOSE

Cash

THOMAS G.
FRED W.

52,000!
report Indicates how well the Stager lewtag Machine maintains It early and well earned

popularity.
We invite all

Sewing Machine

those that
to call at

are

about

purchasing

331 CONGRESS STREET,

(DULY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
executed,
ap22

carefully

tc__

( HAS. A. WARREN,
(Formerly

Warren &

an

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially Invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

WHEELOCK &

Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIP

Monthly Instalment..
(gy Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
done
to
order. All Machines sold
ery
Braiding
Machine, .aid

REMO V A L

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

H. L. GREGG &

Co.,

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

8 Walnut
L. Grf.oq,

MERCHANTS !

SU,

Philadelphia.
J. B. Hamel, Jr.

.{.

jan23-ly

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

G.

CLOUDHAN,

148 EXCHANGE

ST.

JanlSlf

Florence

Sewing Machine,

Which makes Four Different.Stitches, and has the
RE VERS ABLE PEER.
This machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
(fedlea. Shuttles, Bobbins
place for Braiding.
for all kinds of Machines, Cotton nnd Silk of
all colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

W. S.

EDGAR 8. BBOWN,

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80

DYER,

Flnreace Sewing Machine Cnmaany
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be seen the

AND

COMMISSION

8.

The

BROKERS,

SHIP

W.
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on
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Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
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Feb. 7,1872.

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
I
R. W. Gao
chicaeo
C.F.Davif* f Chicago,
J. W. Tillson, 206 State st., Boston.
no2'

N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Croas Streets.

Hale’s, Corner of
de20

Free

tf
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Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spbimo Beds,
Mattbessib,
Me Donougfa J’Htrnt Bed L«»,n, Ed■uncled Chair*, Are.
kinds ol repairinc neatly done. Furnl*gM-’fi'J 1 T&Stf

and matted.
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sale,

offer for

we
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manufacture every harness
hold ourselves responsible for

we

and

STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

THE

on

Wednesday, May 1st,

WILLOWS,

FOWEE’S,

Accommodations

At Little Blue,
FARMINGTON,

....

the
the

corps of

Rooms

are

next below

H.

Summer

and

~hUNT& JEWETT,
*

Wholesale Dealers
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Italian & American Marble,
Office

319 CONGRI *8 «TBEKT,
Yard 43 PREBI.E MTBEET.

SHALL

cut
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will not iuil

that

hand
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satisfactory to all marble work-
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ers.

Mill
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Sears Building,
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BISINES9 PAPER Bought and

sold, and
negotiated.
Corporation
DKP09IT8 received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONN of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Loans

Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.
ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission,
dec 22

eod6m

WILLIAM A.EVAJSb,

COUNSELLOR

FORT FAIRFIELD.
JO I
tf_
1840.

ESTABLISHED
w.

FRANK BACON,
Manufacturer of

Gold and Silver Leaf, Bronze, Gold Foil and Den(i»W Plate,

No. 33 Hawkins St,

near

BOSTON,

fiaF*Refining done

at abort

Sudbury Street,

MASS.
notice.

Middle 8c Union Sts.

FRESH

Diamonds,

QUALITY,

ad273m

SILVER

146

Silks for trimmings, (in all colors,) Collars,
Bows and Scarfs, Bonnets and
and

Hats.

All to be sold at the lowest prices,
ap27dlw then eodlw

__

Gig Saw For Sale.
a

GOOD Gate

Saw, nearly

new.

Which will

Maple

Dress

LIBERAL

St.

PRICES!

or adCor. York

16tl

New

APPROVAL

And the latest styles of

Millinery, Pattern Bonnets & Hats
Will be opened at

Mo. 80 MIDDLE ST., Up Stairs,

-AT-*

APRIL

SHORT

NOTICE !

ap3-lm

Bible Society of Maine.
animal meeting of this society, for the election
of officers for the ensuing year, will be held

cfclock p. m., at the
Association Booms. All
members paying their annual assessment, and others
interested are Invited to attend.
w. H. HOBBS, Esc. Sec’y,
apl8td

Young

GOODS!

95.

Dressmaking In the best style done to order.
The subscriber having had large experience in the
South and West, and in New York City, feels prepared to say to the Ladies of Portland and vicinity,
that she can please them if they will favor her with
a

call.
N. B.

A

M.

P. MATHEWS.

Sewing Machines far sale. ap24*lw

To Traders!
RARE chance for Business—Store, Dwelling

House, Lot Land and Barn for sale or to let;
near Portland, on line. Railroad.
Apply at 14 ExapSOdlw
change st.

cheapest

cinity.
The voice of one claiming to be a lineal descendant of John the Baptist is heard crying
in the wilderness at Cairo, Illinois.
ine

ot

where a man

full of bears.

Street.
sircei.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, N«. 99 Tc—ple 81., mar
C.ngreu. All kind. efSilremnd Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Ceagreu

Street.

Schools.
ENGLISH

FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Ceagreu Street.
a ad

Stair Builder.
Ft LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street, np
stairs.

H.

Watches, Jewelry, tee.
A. AUBBOSE MERRILL, Ne. 139 Hiddie Street.
J. W. Sc 9. H. MCDUFFEK, Cor. middle
Sc Union Sts.

for

«

lsrs.

And now there is another prima donna,
surpassing excellence. Which her name
Prelly, and she sings at Paris.
has

colored

a

in her sister’s

Borgia,
lager with

of
is

in

Europe

who
un-

in earnest,
in

reason

Sunday morning

the patient was wrapped
in a woolen blanket wrung out of a warm solution of muriate of ammonia, eighteen to
This was the
twenty grains to the ounce.
treatment which checked this fearful malady,
and which the doctors, for the sake of humanity, are anxious should be published to
the world and thoroughly tested.

cannot govern their

health. The Empress of Austria is consumptive, the Empress of Russia suffers from
gout and dropsy of the heart, the Empress of
Germany is a victim to rheumatism, the
yueen or Holland is subject to frequent fits ot
hysteria, the Queen of Portugal is a confirmed invalid, and the Queen of Denmark is deaf.

Thk Eruption

Prof. Huxley has returned to England from
in restored health.

The touching spectacle of a boy leading
home his drunken parent was witnessed at
Burlington, Iowa, last week. The progress
was slow, however, as the
boy was considerably the diunker of the two.—Misanthropic

Paragraphist.

There was considerable ftm at a representation of “Romeo and Juliet” in a wretched

little Freu;:h theatre. Madam Dehame, the
Juliet of th'> occasion, was lying dead on a
tomb. It wa raining torrents; a drop came
through the roof and fell on Juliet’s nose;
she made a face; another drop fell on her
eyelids; she winked. It was a facial expression not taught by Delsarte.
Finally, she
the

drops

and

re

In

Street.

Undoubted

Security,

GOVERNMENT

PATTERNS

Of all the latest and most reliable
designs for Ladies'
and Children’s Dress, Graded in Various
Sizes, put
in Illustrated Envelopes, with full directions for

so accurately cut
and notched that any novice can
put them together.
Patterns sent by Mail, post-free from any of the

Branches.

Trimmed and Plain Patterns at greatly reduerd
Prices.
Send for Catalogue, mailed free.

S. W. Eaton &

PAYABLE
QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OP GOYERNHENT TAX, AND
ED,

133 Riddle

Son,

St., Portland, Raine.

Agent for the State of Maine for the

Lpeaniport,

Jones & Schuyler,
Its. 19 Piae St,, Itew York.

No. 12

Weed

Sewing Machine

Machines qf all kinds Repaired.
nwiuM)

a

Hvncr*)

«r

viicray

<wir«

ah25dlw

Registered Coupon Bonds
and Interest paid at American Exchange
Bank, flew York, January and July, by State

Principal

Treasurer.

These bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they especially commend themselves to
Savings Banks ana Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.

They comprise the only debt in the State of Illiprovided for by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

nois

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
67 Exchange Street.
a|.27_
THE NEW

FI SHEKJIEiV!
TWINES AND

NETTING,

MAKUFACTKEb fi
wm. x. uooprr
soys,
Send lor price-list.
Baltimore, Bid.
jell
dl.

ti

PANTALOON

STUFFS

seem

W.
137

C.

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE STREET,

worthy the attention of the public. Also the
goods just received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for
gentlemen’s wear.
Please call and see them.
are

W. C.
»p27-3w

BECKETT,

Merchant Tailor.

137 Middle St., Portland, Me.

For Philadelphia.
Despatch

Eine.

I can

testify to the high therapeutical value
Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites,and consider it deserving of attention by

of Fellow’s

the profession generally.
AAhON Alward, M. D.,
Mayor of the City of St. John.

to wince a little under these foreshad-

apr27-dlw&wlt

owings of the “heated term” and yesterday
the healthy members made an attempt to
fix the day of final adjournment on the 29th
of May—but were defeated by the cooler
blooded ones for whose sluggish circulation

Native Pearl versus Porcelain.—Dentist’s ware is a poor substitute for Nature’s.
Let those who so believe, use the Sozodont
which, if daily applied, will prevent all necessity for false teeth by keeping the real ones
sound and healthy.
M&W

“93 in the shade” has no terrors. The vote
This is not the resolution
stood 110 to 80.
passed by the Senate early in the session but
a new one

To stimulate the nervous system and invigorit when prostrated by such distressing maladies as kidney, bladder and glandular diseases,
ate

by

to the same effect introduced

Mr. Dickey. The Senate resolution is still
slumbering under the watchful care of Mr.
tUC

and will not

IT

OJ □

nuu

probably

llt'.uuo

montal

VVUIUUVWV)

permitted to awake
been finally disposed

be

Senator

Senate Pension

they

sieve

Edmunds’

skin and

the

to be

less

Several other bills of

more

amendments to the rules of the Senate have
off
proposed for the purpose ofthecutting
business,
along
hasten
in
order
to
debate,
with a view to final adjournment at as early

been

a

day as possible.

infallible and

un-

apr30-4wf

This is the season

of the year

when the

Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
__

or

Several

an

storing the liver and kidneys to healthy action,
mlW&S
invigorating the nervous system.

senate.

importance have been passed.

are

Veoetine.—By its use you will prevent
many of the diseases prevailing in the Spring
and Summer season.
Mvstkrv Solved.—The great secret of the
wonderful success of Veoetine. It strikes at
the root of disease by purifying the blood, re-

business
The Senate is working
appropriamost of the
bills, having devoted
tion
of
the
consideration
the
to
week
Deficiency
and Navy Bills, neither of which is yet

completed.

blood, they

Salesman Wanted.—A dry goods clerk is
wanted at E. H. C. Hooper, Biddeford. None
but good salesmen need apply.
ap.TO-1 w

hne.^

the

as

rivalling remedy.

TAKljrr IN THE house.
fondled a little yesterday
The tariff bill was
with the deand is now under consideration
to extend beyond Fribate limited so as not
The country may exday at three o’clock.
of wisdom from
pect numerous installments
the next few
the “popular” branch during
bkfobe the
on the

no

They
cine, purely.vegetable, prepared from California herbs by a regular physiciau. Foi all diseases of the stomach, liver, kidneys, bladder,

cases if
must be meritorious
he “hews
out of his hands alive,for

days.

there is

proudly

many so-called “tonics" and “appetisers,"
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
Pa J. Walker’s Caliname of medicines.
fornia Vinegar Bitters, are none of these.
are not a beverage, but a genuine medi-

They
come

If._1.

The Cause of Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foes in the

pensions.

Committee—remains

nliraioo I ilohi li*,f

medicine equal to or which acts so
Smolander's Buchu. It strikes at
the root of such diseases, and a
perfect cure is
the inevitable result.
apr30-eodlw.

The House has passed one hundred and
sixty-six bills granting pensions .to as many
individuals whose particular cases were not
included in the general pension laws, besides the usual number of bills relating to
other subjects. These pension bills were the
result of two evening sessions expressly for
the purpose. How many of them will finally

get through

<1 tl/i

irregularities, loss of vigor, und complaints of
the urino-genital organs and general
debility,

until the tariff bill has
of. This vote is not understood to absolutely defeat adjournment on the 29th but is certainly an emphatic declaration of the present
sense of the House upon that question, and
the prospect, now, is a prolonged session.
This has been a good business week, if the
amount of legislation is the criterion from
which to judge.
special

”

BUSINESS NOTICES.

shedding their winter clothing as well as
their wisdom, while ice cream and cool lemonade is becoming popular. The House

to the

—AT—

little hatehet.’

‘Winter couldn’t linger in the lap of spring”
with the thermometer at 93 in the shade.
So he has “got up” and left-and we are enjoying
summer temperature at the above figure with
fruit trees and flowers generally in full bloom
and everything beautiful. Congressmen are

seen.

Pink Street,

New York, April 15,1872.
The quarterly Gold Coupon maturing May 1st on
the First Mortgage 8 per cent. Gold Sinking Fund
Bonds of the Logansport, Crawfordsviile
Southwestern Railway of Indiana, will be paid on or after
that date at our office.
JONES & SCHUYLER,
Financial Agents of the Company.
ap22d«few2w-w!7

roodle, ti roodle,

Onr Washington Letter.

Lfttncs IU

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.

xuc wue 18 limited
to $ig,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles
affords the shortest existlong,
ing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and Intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, tor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

or nephews to visit him.
One of these playfellows, and in some way connected, was one
of the Custis boys, whose first name was
Isaac. Well, Isaac and Georgie were
playing
together in the orchard on the day when the
historic cherry tree was disfigured. The paternal Washington came along, and was very
much enraged to see his favorite tree cut and
hacked in a very bnngling manner. So lie
said to Georgie, ‘Come here, you rascal 1
Who cut this cherry tree of mine f Georgie
gazed for a moment at the riding-whip in the
old gentleman’s hand, and then replied: ‘Father, I cannot tell a lie, Ike cut it with mu

THE WEATHER AND ADJOURNMENT.

BONDS,

ASD

The ‘•Little Hatchet
Stout.—'The
Tribune has a new version of the
hatchet story: “Washington’s parents were
very particular as to little Georgie’s playfellows, never allowing any but his little cousins

Chicago

Washington D. C., April 27th, 1872.

up
Making, Trimming, etc., etc,; and

18—tf

ti

del Greco and Torre del Annunsiata have

everythinj^in

ray-__

IS" ew York

Brothers,

Congress

roodle,

ac-

been over thrown by showers of stones and
burning lava, and thousands of people are
homeless and camping in the fields.
The
King and the Roman authorities are doing
their power to alleviate the sufferings. The eruption increases in extent
and intensity daily, and Naples is in a terrible panic. Many of the towns in the vicinity
of the mountain are clung to by their inhabitants, who prefer to stand by their homes and
die, rather than leave them.

take a popular air and tease it to death with
what they are pleased to call variations on it,
,is often trying enough to the patience 5f
those who, with all their love of music, have
no groat interest in feats of mere
It is irreverently proposed in the wicked journal above named, to try the effect on poetical
readers of introducing similar variations into
poetry: as thus—
To be, fiddle—or not to be, diddle—
That is the question, de rol de dol day,
Whether ’tis nobler, doodle—in the mind
to suffer, poedle—

ti

Vbsutius.—Pliny’s

mountain, yet although more than a hundred
persons have been killed, no Americans or
English have been missing. Buildings in Tor-

dodging them.

The audience caught the idea and sympathized with her.
“Look out, Mrs. Juliet,”
said one fellow; “there’s a whopper a-comin’
—I see it 1”
“Mind ycur eye!” said another.
“Madam,” said a third, rising, “will you acOf course
cept the use of my umbrella?”
the tragedy ended in a farce.

them,

of

count of the great eruption of the Italian volcano in ancient times shows that he would
have made an admirable newspaper reporter,
aud it is a pity that he is not alive to describe
the terrible scenes now enacted near Naples.
Vesuvius stands alone upon the plain of Campania, on a base about thirty miles in circumference. The main peak, which rises to an
elevation of 3949 feet, is the one now in erupnon, ana iears are entertained tnat It may
destroy all the towns contiguous to Naples,
and that the flames may even reach Naples
itself. The first recorded eruption occurred
79 years before Christ; and up to 1865 there
had been sixty eruptions of considerable magnitude. In 1681, in 1779, in 1794, in 1822,
and in 1855 very
violent
manifestations
occurred, nearly all of which were exfn 1861, Terre del
ceedingly disastrous.
Greco was threatened, as now, and the tremof
the
earth
lasted
three years.
The
blings
travelers, during the past week seem to have
ventured
near
the
burning
dangerously

Egypt

watching

that

suffered severely from obstinate vomiting until Monday at ten o’clock, when that also
ceased, leaving the patient comparatively
easy, but very much prostrated. Since that
time he has gradually improved, and now is
to all appearances quite well. In addition to
the above treatment, small quantities of
chloroform were inhaled at times, and on

own

took to

UIMh

everything

ed at intervals of an hour to an hour a^d a
half until nine o’clock Sunday morning, when
the last convulsion occurred, after which he

The Atlantic says of Figuier’s “To-Morrow
of Death” that as the mind of man can not
well conceive of .a joke four hundred pages

long, one must suppose M. Figuier
though otherwise there is little
thinking so.”

^MUU

here give, as follows:
'fhe inject! in under the skin of large doses
of morphine, and the administration of large
doses of castor, which is a powerful anti-spasmodic. About one grain of the sulphate of
morphine was injected under the skin once
in four hours, and a half a drachm of the
powdered castor, mixed with syrup, given internally. The effect was to produce sleep in
about half an hour, which lasted about an
hour and a half, when the convulsions return-

was. on the 25th, released
writ of habeas corpus, amid the congratulations of his friends.

MME. DEMOREST’S

ACCURATE

1UUULU

we

Brigham Young

Atlanta, Ga.,
mingled arsenic

“barki ig
9

.t

Mb bUC

intense dread of water also exhibited itself.
The doctor decided to place the patient upon
the same treatment which had been successful in a former case, which, for the aid it may
be to others who suffer from this treatment,

The slings and arrows, noodle—of outrageous fortune, foodie—
Or to take arms, kafoozleum—against a sea
of troubles, kaboozleum—and by opposing

Fashions.

C_.il.!.

iiubUUlg

fiatient

to discard corsets.

ants.

end

of

J_»»

wwgt

W

During these convulsions the
would sieze the pillows from his bed
n his teeth, and shake and rend them with
all the seeming ferocity of an angry dog. An

At a meeting of the St. Louis Medical Society two doctors became tinctured with indignation, and indulged in an allopathic prize
fight. Their brethren provided a “solution”
of the difficulty by separating the combat-

We have just received from

Emporium

in convulsions,

was

111__
«»V

mg strenuous efforts to bite

Thebe Is a rather amusing suggestion In
the Orchestra. The way in which musicians

SUMMER FASHIONS

SEEKERS AND OTHERS.

came near.
are

«**

How to Cure Hydrophobia.—A corres-

ulster county, N. Y.,
There is a plenty of bad
boys there, too, but Elishas are scarce.
mountains

I notice

pondent of the Detroit Tribune describes at
some length a fearful case of hydrophobia,

Beal Estate Agents.

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANT
wl2
mchl9d&w3m

ROOMS!
NEW

Goods Procured

ON

Millinery Rooms.

The Peoria Review thiuks that the

JOHN-C. PROCTER, Na. 03 Exchange

SHAWLS!

mag^

b« sold at

NEW

THE

manner.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
FBENY, Car. Cumberland and Frank-

Goods,

For the present we are
offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in
currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and fdll particulars, with pamphlets and
famished by us on personal sr written appll-

April

May 2,1872. at
Thursday,
Men’s Christian

Enquire

WILSON,
A drew LITTLEFiELD &(a31tf
and
s

Exchange

WARE,

fine assortment ol

Thread, Malta and French Laces,
Gimps and Buttons, Ornaments and Frogs Tor
Sacques, Fringes

Wood!
KM. HUSK.

a

New

erses.

MIDDLE ST.

received from New York,

CJHOKCE INVOICE OF

ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

M. A. BOS WORTH’S,

the paper he takes.

way to obtain a newspaper is to wait till the
man who founded it
dies, and then steal it
from the infant heirs.
There probably is a
reptile cotemporary somewhere in the vi-

Royal ladies

JAMES MILLER, Na. 01 Federal Street.
Erery descriptien af Water Fixtures ar-

THEY BEAR S PER CENT. GOLD

AND

M.&A.P. DARLING
Have

A

INTEREST,

BEST

bushels Orchard Grass,
Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,

165

Photographers.

SUITS.

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

show

fine line of

850 bushels

t

48 Market St.

—AND—

GOODS, Logangport,

fresh

JEWELRY,

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Strips.

Wrappers,

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF THE

-OF THE-

Having refitted hia store and put In a new and
stock,' Is now ready to see hit customers and

Millet,

Portland, April, 1872.ap3d

Weather

diana.

Watches,

For sale at lowest market figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

—ALSO—

STYLES
-AND-

by

fortunate results.

9 1*2 Per Cent, on the Investment.

350

LAW

AT

WHITE

THAN

NEW

known

legerdemain.

332

*

a

St.

-AND-

Eastman

-AT-

Buckwheat,

BCBAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

MORE INCOME

GRASS SEED.

190 bushels

Seersucker and Print

are

**■’'

For the benefit of those who sometimes
think of visiting this city, perhaps I may not
be wasting
your space, if X give a little information on the subject. The general objection
to visiting Washington is the expense of living.
The hotel prices rauge from $3.00 to $5.00 per
day, which is a little “steep” for a man of
moderate means (and it is for him that I
write), but by the aid of some one who has
been here long enough to “learn the ropes”,
a visitor can secure a comfortable room and
respectable board for less than 1.60 and perhaps 1.26 per day. As no one should think
of taking less than two weeks time to see any
considerable portion of the places of Interest,
the item of expense is important. Now is
the tim6 to come, as Nature has just put on
her new “Dolly Varden” suit.
Minot.

on a

SPRING

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

3209

150 bushels

Carpet-Bags.

Linen,

“Dolly Varden” Polonaise,

CORNER

bags Alsike Clover,
26 J bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.

Boston.

Blay

No Trouble to Show Goods

175

BANKERS,
No.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.

MILLINERY.

them

bushels Western Timethy.
2500 bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,
900 sacks Red Top,
12 tons New York and Western Clover,

and

Housekeeping Goods,

McDUFFEE, SPRING

WE together

a

Blouse

LAWNS,

of any similar school in

Copartnership Notice.
have associated ourselves
undersigned
for tne transaction of an Aactles

good as'-oriment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
of
Monumental
stock, at prices
to size all kinds
keep

fl

new

the

JL How either sex may fascinate and gain the love
\nd affections of any person they choose, instantly,
fhis simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free
by mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, Ac. A
exciting book. 100,OOo sold. Address T. Wilam & Co., Pub’s, Phila.
ap2t4w

WHITE

AXD—

or

STAIRS.

JOSEPH S. BAILEY.
GEORGE W. PARKER.
Portland, April 11,1872.
aplldis tmyl
“"pSYCHOMANCY, or SOUL CHARMING,”

STRIPED,

Embroidered and Plain,

April

and ConmiMion business under the nameof|J. S.
BAILBY & CO., and will give prompt attention to
all business entrusted to us. We have leased store
No 22 Exchange street, the first below Merchants'
Exchange, and shall be in possession about the first
of May; until then can be found in the office over It.

PLAIN

Will take place on Tkanlay, May 94, at their
room#, No. 1 Clapp's Block, Congreee at.
ap29dlv

Street.,

TJ3P

AND

Bonnets,

the Post Offlce,

Middle

59

and Fine Watches.

ana

for

MADE EXPREgRLY FOB THE BE.
TAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

SATIN

MAINE.

most

Jewelry

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Cangreas Street.
Agents far Haward Watch Ceaapany.

CHILDREN'S

ABBOTT

Spring

F. SHERRY, Fla. t Clapp’s Black’
Cangreas Street, eppeaitr Old City Hall.

A.

|rea>

Plain, Striped and Glace Mohair,

3t

millinery;

politics

OFFICE

ADVICE TO

The political tendencies of Belinda’s pa
may be ascertained by keeping an eye on the
dear girl’s panier of a windy, day. A man’s

New York belles

GEO. R. BATES Ac Ce.. Na. 301 1-9 Can-

4 Clapp’. Block, Rim St.

April 29-4

per edited and owned by Mr. G. T. Buby, a
colored man, formerly of Portland. A few
days since Mr. Ruby got a third compositor,
who was black, and the intelligent struck.
He wasn’t going to work with no nigger, If he
did work for one.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

at

and facilities strictly untclass. Superior advantages in Modern Languages
and Music.
Mrs. I. P. JOHNSON, and
Sirring Term commences April 2d, lift.
For Circulars address the Principal.
MISS L. G. BELCftBR.
Miss E. D. CL4RK,
March 21-eod A w4w*
Would inform the ladies of Portland that their exhibition of

an

(PORTLAND, ME.

20

Suits,

—in—

Buff,

place

The intelligent compositor is at Galveston,
Texas. Two of him were employed on a pa-

ta arder.

P.

Made

Astor hoase and the
Georgia

ring and Repairing

ranged and set ap in the beat
Jabbing promptly attended ta.

a

THIS
weeks,
Heavy Harness,
April 99, 18T8.
It has the advantage of
-entirely
building,
CarryaU Harness,
the
delightful locality and surroundings,
flneet
teachers
country.
Light Double Harness, Send
catalogues address the principal,
ALDEN 3. BLETHEN.
March 11-dim
Double
Heavy
Harness,

mrl2-d3m

Please.may

Ready

STYLES

Will take

,

lin Sts.

MILLINERY,

IV®.

Family School for Boys!

Harness,
Express Harness,

No 152 Middle Street.

Aim to

VARIETY

LADIES’

OF

ENTRANCE

e«.

LARGE

—OF—'

FRENCH

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

Business

LARSON,

Copying and enlarging done to order
AH the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, McdaMion.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the siin
Call and judge lor yourselves.
SF“,v,eilo-Good work at Moderate Pric*

A

OF

Mrs. E. R.

FOR GIRLS,

All kinds af Cphals

BATES Ac CO., Na. SO Middle Street.
J. H. EjAMSON, 139 Middle St., car. Crass.

Imitation Japanese Suits,

F®r Spring and Summer,

Georgia thinks her ex-Governor, Bullock,
now in New York, robbed her of at least
$8,000,000. Isn t there an extradition treaty

are

Upholstering.

coun-

who is

Plumbers.

*274,345 01

EXHIBITION

LATEST

FAMILY SCHOOL

Fnrnitnre and

Tuesday,

April 33 and 33.

THE

tn

public

we

stairs
Please remember

Our

J*HOTO«RAPHKR,

and

Monday

on

OPENING.

PROF,

Furniture and Hpnse Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post OHce,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Sawsflaaggi-

city.

penitentiary ?

Hem* tr^-fat® arrivals in the city

GONE TO BUILD A SECOND
TOWER OP BABEL.
TheDavisites the Greeleyites. the Trumthe
Adamsites, the Tiptonites and
bullites,
their parasites meet next
Wednesday at Cincinnati for a season of mutual exchange of
of
the
Most
troubled
souls have
grievances.
gone from here, already. As the time for the
selection of a candidate—to be beaten by
Grant next
November—draws nigh, the
scramble for that questionable honor grows
more earnest.
The aspirants are doubtless
emulous of Buncker. Pemberton, Lee, and
Seymour, each of which has been beaten, in
turn, by Grant, on the same “line”—and
each faction has begun its threats of secession (the natural result of former association)
in case of failure on the part of the convenThe
tion to “appreciate” their favorite.
“snowball” is beginning to melt already, and
as it is composed exclusively of men who all
want something that but one can get, a sudden thaw and utter dissolution is looked for
as
sooon :ts the nomination is
made.—
The
inducement to take part in this
movement is the same that the young man,
who had settled in the West, presented to hi»
honored sire, when he wrote—“Dear father,
come out here by all meuns:
mighty mean
men get office iu thin country.”

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
The simple people living round Stamford,
Conn., wept with pious fervor over basswood
relics of the Holy Land manufactured at that

Fnrnitnre—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 4« Exchange St. Upholstering ot all kinds
done to order.

A. S.

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

AN

Dentists.

Sreet end

On

88 113 240 00
3

Cloaks

LOTHROP,DEVENS Ac CO., 61 Exhange

m

on

}3 Free Street,

Ifos. 31

BROS.,

WILL OPEN

School will open its Summer Term of ten

U PHO uSTERER

EASTMAN

li

MUNGER, Correspondent,

to

& Co.,

Stocks of Harness
this State,

tage.and

GOOD

HOOPER,

H.

J. II.

Waterhouse

customers and the

propose to otter ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
van

Jy13dtf

boxed

our

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great ad-

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deering Block

ure

Emery,

Where we invite all
examine one of the

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J.

m 51
675

a5.3T5.7KI

Velvet

Street.

CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

dtm-eodllm4fcw6w

Dye-House.

F. SYmONDS, India St.
dyed and Matched.

SMALL Ac KNIGHT, Na. 134 Exchange

*•

B?ari1’

fuiriug

STAIRS),

Painter, Pleasure Harness,

Fresco

afcfra

vr1"

and Bnilders.

WHITNEY A HEANS, Pearl Street, op.
Poslte Park.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

814,806,812 37

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house In the city, are prepared to receive os boarders, s few young ladies deslrouB of aca theoretical and practical knowledge of the
'rench language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thoms*.
Apply from one P. u to three o’cloek P. n., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

and Custom Made.

L.KEILEK,

W.

: as*

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

All of Home Manufacture

6 BRADFORD STREET.

as «i*

OPENING.

n m im W

FROM PARIS,

Manufacturers,

.(UP

rklPfUTA
V'HlL/tligUv

FRESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE,

18*. to 31st December, w.

Teacher of the French Language.

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

Largest

GEORGE D. JOST,

,u

Bleachery.

SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, No. 131
middle Street.

Carpenters

im

PERSONAL.
the

WEDNESDAY M OEM NO. HAY 1, ’72.

between the

Masons and Builders.
N. E. REDLON, 933 1-9 Cangreas

of William, N»*w York.

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

Next above

Merchants,

COMPANY.

on

?A«5?«?r£f

n

in

1849.)

..
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pros’t.

SADDLE

Harness

DAVIS,

Commission

one

on
lot
which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO„ 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mh2-dtf

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of
1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
the Sixth of February next, from which date all Interest thereon
T'*«d»y at
wuicease. The certificates to be produced
the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red
scrip) lor gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dlTl4«Md
Fsrly Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after
the Seeond of
Tuesday
J
April next.

-AND-

Judge of the Supreme Court, U. 8.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Jndge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.jn3-6m

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the
the rear,
TWO
Vernon Court, together with the

Total Amount of Assets,
interest

Bonne! and Hal
S

on

Mo Policies have been issued upon Life Risks: nor upon File Risks UaooanecUsI with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
ag ;j5 aas S3
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
*973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, vli:
United States and State of Mew York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Roal Estate and Bond, and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bants.

Six per cent

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKFORD, No. 34 Plum
Street.

for Sale.

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

Cem panic®.
I. W. HUNGER.

a here ■ anted

Ch"ter of the CumI«*“y. ™hmlt the followta,

““

JOHN W.

Henry Dunn 8c Son,

>o. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

GAGE &

STREET, Corner

Premiums received on Marine Risks from 1st
January,
Premioms on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

DYER, AGENT,

LAW!

Refers to Hon. E. R.

INSURANCE
(OBfiARIZBD nr

9T9 MIDDLE IT.

Counsellor

Attorney and

NEWPORT, B. I.
$428,830.20 Cash Capital & Surplus
$260,362.00
TURNER, Pres’t.
J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’i.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
feb!0eod3m

MUTUAL

Property

The undersigned oBers for sale the ‘-New
fampshlre House,” situated in the pleasant
city of Dover, N. H. The
[and prosperous
well furnished; de[hotel is in good repair;
[liglitfully located, with fine shade trees and
'« grounds, and has excellent
stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
Inquire of, or address,
A. TUCKER,
jalOeodtf
Conductor on B. & M. R. R,

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

EDUCATIONAL.

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Hotel

ATLANTIC

§3T*Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

TALBOT,

BOWKER, Pren't.

ap5d4w

MIDDLE STREET.

THOMAS H.

the premises, or of the subscriber.
ap26d&w3w-w!8
ELIHU HASTY, Portland

—

OF

jan31

$645,129.29

Total nraount of Marine Premiums,

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

aplO

494

PHILADELPHIA.

SARGENT,

PI

NEWPORT

•€ the pablic ft® rvapectfklly called ta the

a

Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.

and

ARNOLD, Sec’y.

Th« »««■*»•■

»

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

work promptly
and at the lowest jirtces.

Capital k Surplus

OTHERS

Tills

Printer,

Every Description of

Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

nolti

Farm For Sale.
New Glouceeter, 3-4 mile fromPownal
Station;
contains 120 acres good land, large orchard, and
great variety of small fruit. Building large and In
condition.
good
Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

EQUITABLE

and

Portland, Nov 1,1870.

A BREED, No. 91 middle

Street.

DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.

Farms far Sale.
Re would reter parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen ol this city: Hon. Geo. F. She?
tep Hon. A. W H. Clapp. Hen. Beniamin Kin».
bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch]

BOSTON.

& Surplus
ALBERT

PROVIDENCE, B. I.

ALL

OF

■•■see, Let*

COMPANY.
Capital

JE11RIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

North American Fire Ins

Cash

FOSTER, Bec’y.

were

181,260.
EXCEEDING

$778,880.80

k Surplus

HENRY HARRIS, Pres't.

IMPROVED

WM. H.

Co.

GUSTAV* TOUCHARD, Prw't.

IHari.k. Bllkl Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Kates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.

“THE SINGER”

apl2tf

MARKST^

Capital

Rt<Jre—one of the best locations In
A small saleable stock. Sold cn ac-

leaving the state.

particulars enquire at Jones’lMarket, 370 ConDANIEL JONES.
grsnsst._ap27dlw

C. D. RAVEN, Sec’y.

1,260.

OFFICES AT

A Portland.
sfA
coitot of

ASSETS.$1,115,573,67

noTDHci, m. i.
Cash

Schumacher BraA. O. Schlotterbeck A Co,,
No. 5 Deering Block.
303 Congress st.

For Sale or To Let.
TJREMISKS No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by
S?n- Apply to GARDNER if.
PARI?™ SSfA
South Gorham, or to Capt, Goo. W. Parf ABK.ER,
ker, Portland.
ap3tf

SAN FRANCISCO.

UliJJU fide

1871

I?

__febl3dtf_

ME.

Union insurance

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

we

RITCHELL
18

ST., PORTLAND,

NARRAGANSETT

AND

guarantee to tell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUT OK US.

anil

P1***-

are a

FOGG

THE PRESS.

Base-ball has broken out all over the
try, and young doctors rejoice.

Bakers.
W. C. COBR, No. 19 Pearl St.

Morrill’s Corner, Deering,

contains
two story house 23 by 24
by 20 *®et- A small Green House and
house and land will be sold with or
without the
Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
lot ofland alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.

HEAVY,

4WO

DEL A r.

Such

No. 166 FORE

you

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS

ready

Book, Card

itrL^e*A,lo^l*tM0Pi‘1,1

Jiacres, the buildings

Can place In perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
marine and Lite Insurance desired a t current rates.

FRESCO_PA INTER SEWING MACHINE.

M.

at

JuS!..W

kinds of machines far sale and to let.

Repairing.

connected

R. R.station, and termPortland, nearAvenue
Horse R. R; one
iri),?viL<iritlan^ and Forest
the
Tlle lot

MUNGER,

for Sewing Machines.
OYER, No. 979 middle St. All

S.

HOYT,

For Sale.

DURABLE,

SCHUMACHER,

WM.

Deering Block,

YET—

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,

ap29eodlm

HE.

Portland..

Agency

W.

Booksellers and Stationers.

For Sale.
V|1*UC fOrtiad Nursery, and Buildings

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

Adjaataaeats,

Omir nnfrnnnm.

Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory

PORTLAND,

Beepectfullj

S*JJ*5j*

OPERATION.

—AND

JOHNSON,

Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the Junction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate those

( HAS. J.

JOHN W.

leJStt*'

YET—

Versatile in Facilities and

FROM

manner.

No. 4

LO^EN^TEIN^

can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the selection of a good machine, from the fact of having used
all hinds, on all kinds of work, than would beaerivod from observing the fanciful performance ef some

of

the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. HamNeill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawauna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the trailj*ortation of coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
t&pr27

fnrikr him U'ifli

T.

The work

mett

mil

to pay for the

Machine when desired.

Also a

CT^Please call ind examine Good, end Price*.

desired,

■•«!»«« in Portland, ('ape Klixnbelb, Wesibreik. er Deering. Parties de****** •< bnildiug can nlaa be nerwmm~l*«ed with loans.
GEO. K. DAVIS A CO.,
“““* * ®**1*«e Brokers.

Laces, Fringes k Gimps, Trimmings
large and fine assortment of Hosiery.

country at the pub-

the

lishers’ lowest rates.

** "* prepaired le Uea
meaey la eaau
tr»m 9100 la any aaaaaal
mm Orel

*'*■*

throughout

mn«
_

ATWELL A CO., 174 1-9 middle Si. Advertisements Inserted in papers in maine

Loan lit

PKB

"■

Advertising Agents.
and

$20,000 ~to

k Imitation

of all kinds.

Opcnlm.

Work supplied

—AND

vhn

Fancy Goods, Beal

8

BULLETIN.

Will be pleased to exhibit to you M01f DAY, April 15th, the latest and moot fashionable styles of

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

shipment

TEEMS >8.00
*■~1

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

tie©. R. Ds> yis & Go

Gr

skillful operator.

1T9 Commercial St., Portland.

SSI

N

1 8 7 2!
LOBEWSTEOf,

T.

—

165 ALiddle Street.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

DR. W. R.

I

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

Sewing Machines

daily

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and

N

a

length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 i>er square
first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuum every other
day alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after,
k Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmkments.” $2 00 per square
per week: three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted iu the “Maine State
Press” (w hich has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 j*er square for first insertion,
and 50 cents i>er square for each subsequent inser-

WHOLESALE COAL

E

-OF-

FIRST-CLASS

One inch ol space, iu

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

P

O

-OK-

Is published every Tiujksday Mohmm, at $2 60
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
of

1,1872.

_

THE MAHVESTATE PRESS

Rates

MAY

REAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS

the

At 109

Terms:

MORNING,

'“**"^^*

~

THK

[

|

feb28-3m.’itw

Machine Girl and Coat Makers wanted at
Orin Hawkes & Co.’a, 290 & 292 Congress St.
apr 24 lw
Kendall & Whitney offer a large assortment of Flowers and Vegetable Seeds that are
reliable and true to name.
apr29-eod2w

•

UL-—-■ a*---

P11ESB.

THE

At Cincinnati.
The
are

WEDNESDAY MORNINIJ, MAY

1, ’<2.

during the Rebellion.

There, is no ground
for amazement in the efforts of the same
country to escape from the consequences of
the treaty of Washington. Not that America is unworthy of respect and honorable
treatment.
Not at all. But the average
Englishmen gets his idea of the United States
and the people thereof from a class that most
them.

He believes that

the chief ambition, the aspiration, the darlis
ing purpose of every adult American citizen
to know and worship a genuine, living English Lord! He knows that every poor little
lordling that wanders over the seas and lauds
on our shores is fairly mobbed by a crowd of
tuft-hunting “democrats.” Not long ago the
eccentric heir to the Earldom of Aberdeen
left his home and the honors and titles that
had descended to him, and undertook to earn
an

honest

living by

the sweat of his brow in
He followed the sea, and be-

this country.
tween whiles lived in various obscure places—
Richmond, Maine, among the rest. Finally
he was drowned while acting as mate of a
schooner bound from Boston to Australia.
Then the whole romantic story came out.

shipmates who had flapped him familiarly on the shoulder, the shipowners and
shipmasters who had used him as they would
any subordinate, the Richmond girl wham he
had “courted,” all found to their surprise
that they had associated in different ways
with the heir of one of the oldest, richest and
proudest families in the British peerage. This
event was enough to unsettle the American
mind, or at least such mind as American
snobdom has.
Thenceforth no simpering
youth with mutton-chop whiskers and a short
coat has been safe from the
suspicion that he
is some inconceivably rich and noble British
Lothair in disguise. A carelessness in the
The

of the letter “h” is in itself sufficient

use

to

render

young

well-dressed, pretentious
object of tender interest to the

any

man an

young ladies of many of our “first families.”
There is an impression widely prevalent among
the American aristocracy that the country is
full of young English lords wandering about
incognito auu pauung to place their coronet
on the brow of some American belle.
Accordingly, a few months ago, when a young
Briton who called himself Gordon Gordon, or

George Gordou, or George Henry Gordon, as
pleased him best, came to this country, and
appeared to represent a large amount of valuable property, it was decided at once in the
circles of society in which he moved that he
must really be Lord Gordon. So he was
called Lord Gordon
while
making a
triumphal social progress through the principal cities of this country. It was the peculiar
and especial delight of our free and
independent patriots, to geuuflex in his noble
presence, and to bask in his patrician smile. It
was a proud day for Beacon street and Fifth

Avenue, when Lord Gordon blessed them
with his presence.
It was only after he had
successfully swindled various jieople, and had
in consequence been committed to
prison,
that his followers happened to think that he
had never professed to be a peer, and that he
had merely submitted to be called my Lord,
without either protest or assent. He is
only
the last of a long line of Gordon
Gordons,
who have amused themselves with the
passion
of us plain republicans for titles. No doubt,
he holds the American people in very
light
esteem, and imagines that they would sacrifice their national independence to
any sovereign who would judiciously distribute a few
baronetcies and dukedoms among them.
The Argus of yesterday morning has a
long article in which, among other things,
the Ogdensburg loan is discussed, and an evident attempt is made to draw us into some
sort of controversy on this subject. We shall
discuss this or any other question in
the spirit which the Argus adopts. Debate
on this subject is hardly timely, as it has alnever

ready

been announced that the Directors of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad are engaged in negotiations with contractors, the
result of which will probably present a new

phase
question. When the time arrives we shall comment on this matter, as we
do upon every other business
question, with
an eye single to Portlai d’s interests.
The
of the

Argus is a thoroughly Bourbon sheet-obstructive and retrogressive—indifferent or hostile
to all movements for
advancing our commercial and

manufacturing

interests. The Pbess
and Argus will naturally disagree. We shall

endeavor to confine our arguments to the
merits of each case and not imitate the bad
example of our neighbor—a disgrace to journ-

alism—by indulging in personal vituperation.
William Lloyd Garrison has written
article

an

for

the

Independent,

favoring

Grant’s renomination and re-election. Mr.
Garrison cannot be accused of being an officeholder or an office-seeker.
Speaking of the
action of the

Philadelphia Convention, he
says: “It will be the act of the party, solidly
combined, intelligently governed, independently moved, and inflexibly resolved; and to
the ratification of the act by those who are in
office no discredit is to be attached,but rather

commendation.”
The anti-admintration organs are
m
trying
to comfort themselves with rumors that Gen.
Grant will not accept the Philadelphia nom-

ination.

The eagerness with which they
grasp at reports of this kind is the best possible evidence that they regard Grant as the
strongest candidate that can be selected by
the Republican party, and that their
only
hope of defeating that party rests on the posof the retirement of its chosen leader

sibility
rom

the field.

The Cincinnati

meeting

is claimed to be a

papular movement. It may be in some States
but in Maine it can hardly make that claim.
The last report gives the names of but two
gentlemen there from this State, who went
of their own accord and who, by the programme for representation, will have fourteen
votes in the Convention.

The Democratic citizens of St. Louis have
nave

resoiveu to

mat

city selected as the
the National Democratic

of

place
holding
MisConvention, if it is possible to do so.
souri is clearly entitled to do this poor honor
as the
birthplace of a movement on which all
the hopes of the Democracy are based.
The ex-rebel Gen. Imboden has written a
letter to |the Cincinnati leaders
saying that
HoraceGreeley is the raau that can beatGrant,
and who will fire the Southern
white
and

colored,

cure

heart,

with an enthusiasm that will se-

the Tribune

philosopher

every

Southern

State.

That patriot, Jeff. Davis, our
exchanges
say, takes a lively interest in the Cincinnati
movement and felicitates himself with the
hope that now with these new allies, he can
beat Grant.
It is claimed that the Cincinnati movement
will purify the
Republican party. There can
be no doubt of
it; in the course of fermentation the impurities run off

first.

A Smart Little
Game.—Michael Moore, a
business man of South Boston was examined
before Comn.issio.er
States Court for an attempt to
defraud the
United States Treasury, and was held
in 815(H)
for trial in the
upper Court. It appears
he Procured. fr°m some as
yet
undue"*'® “l.UCe
fr^ment of a 350 treasure
of the issue of 1861.
Seeing a
“ dollar
hp forwarded to the
Treasury Dinar't

Ve'tSd

imteete1;iTT;.a

rSnre

vit,

swoni

ubout
note

toPbefoiTa Jus^f1^1?,hi8a®da:

March 17, 1860, the otlw

was

destroyed,

and

ask in a

thsw^

°f

t-1®

euctesfd'fltodol6

for the
which he
lars with the accrued interest. Unfortm,.,.
for such little games the Treasury
keep a file of all bills destroyed there, and
examination of them discovered the identical
bill into which the fragment fitted
exactly, it
had been
nicely cut out, and the theory is that
when the note was redeemed and before
tiling
some clerk cut out the central
portion
of tlie eagle wliich it
contained,
ine
How li" ““usually fine piece of engravi,lto Moore’s possession is a
mvstcrv
aud
almost as
clean as when first

fragment,

Department

ail

wi,i?hC”“?t

fflwhite tb^sirr ,much 8ta,ined
issuwyj1®*®
a

The
fierce

full of interest.

The

#urvey of the field gives

a

veteran

AiabamarefimmersutCincinnatiK„tiuto
row Monday
night,

during which the
•omphmentary terms of “thief, liar, rebel &c
were freely
exchanged.

“Parley

s

of the genHo says Mon-

by every
The delegates continue to
of the
tint as vet there is no evidence
has been announced
it
which
multitude
of political posiwould attend. The few men
far made their appearance
tion who have thus
unsucessful office
without
exce
ption
ure almost
seekers, or those who have been removed from
office under the present administration; but a
delegates are mere
majority of the self-styled
political scrubs, who have nothing to lose, and
\y!h> have much to gain.
This irresponsible gathering of office-seekers
and sore-heads actually makes the Andy Johnson bread and butter convention at Philadelphia respectable, for that body met to glorify
the ex-Alderman, accomplished its purpose,
aud then decorously adjourned.
The assemblage on Wednesday will only he
auimated by a desire, oftcu based on revenge,
to beat Grant, and with the
exception of the
free traders, the delegates who nave arrived
thus far have no other specific object in view.
They do not appear to be animated by any
principle, or to know what sort of a platform
they desire, or to lie anxious for harmony and
united action. Indeed, many predict that the
whole affair will break up in a regular row.

train

BITTER FEUD OVER

assumed its wonted
aspect on the Penobscot river. Tho most of
the mills commenced sawing this morning.—
The ice is out of the streams aud fast wearing
away on the lakes, and the song of the river
driver is heard in the land. The prospect for

>

;

lumbermen is better than for many years.
Our citizens are tugging away at theoretical
j manufacturing, aud tiiere is good ground for
expecting something to come of it. One speaki er at a late meeting said that “the people of
| Bangor always get up an excitemeut on religion, temperance or something else just before
the ice went out. This year it was manufacturing and he hoped that unlike all these excitements heretofore, this would not go out with

1

j

I the ice.”
j The political situation is drowsy, one ripple
alone—the reported attendance of the Hon.
I
Augustus D. Manson upon the Cincinnati Con;

vention.
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The .Story of the Missing Expressman.—
As has already been published, Fred A. Simon,

missing Salem expressman, returned home
| on
Saturday. The Register gives the following
;
account of his absence, gathered from an interview with him: He says that he left Salem on
I
the 5.15 p. m. train ou Thursday, 18th instant.

j
j
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ought to have brought to Salem; got the hat
and started to take the 9.30 train home. Between eight aud nine o’clock coming down
Union street, just beyond North street, something came over his head; be struggled to get
clear; heard no voices, but had seen two men

uuunuws

among the Illinois politicians not become
conciletl, and Mr. Adams’ friends may hold the
balance of [tower between Trumbull and Davis.
DA-VIS

that Convention east of the Kennebec river.
Mr. Manson has not voted at recent elections,
aud is in a chrysalis state, politically.
Much merriment has been caused by the
large number of gentlemen in the First District, who arc willing to serve it in Congress.—
If there is any lack, we can furnish you an
abundant supply front the Fourth District. We
are now in an anxious state waiting for the decision of Hon. John A. Peters, as to whether
he desires or consents to a re-election. If he
decides not to he a candidate then such a rush
Penobscot only can furnish. Among the names
of gentlemen desirous of stepping in, or
whom the
people may step in to the
shoes of Mr. Peters, are Gen. S. F. Hersey,
Hon. Lewis Barker, Hon. Josiah Crosby and
several others, quietly waiting for “something
to turn up.
Aroostook County—long suffering and full of good men, will claim it, as that
county has had no Representative within its borders for nearly thirty years, when it was represented fv r one term by the late Hon. Shepard
Cary. If it goes to Aroostook, I judge the
contest will he between Hon. Ebeu Woodbury
aud Llewellyn Powers, Esq. J am of the
opiuiou, however, that Gen. Hersey wtll be the
successful man.
Penobscot.

; the

rec-

THE

Territorially Mr. Manson will represent
large bailiwick, as I hear of no other delegate

to

THE SPOILS.

gates

cnoice,

once more

our

1

And so it has come about that the Cincinnati
Convention is as much a struggle of men aud
their followers to seize the nomination, and is
as much a mere scramble for office, as any old
party convention that ever assembled; indeed,
there is a veryfunusual amount of bitter
personal denunciation freely
indulged in by the
friends of the rival candidates, which may terminate in irreconcilable hostility.
MR. ADAMSES CHANCES NOT IMPROVING.
Mr. Adams has developed no new strength
to-day. There are not twenty delegates from
New England here all told, aud not half a dozen of them are openly advocating his nomination; while others oppose it. The Maine deleare especially prejudiced against him, and
e has no organized force of friends from any
few Irish Repubquarter to defend him. The
beans here are especially bitter against him;
and talk loudly about him in the hotel halls.
One of them, a Mr. James W. Fitzgerald,
who is the recognized leader of the Irish voters,
declared that he would bet a thousand dollars
that Adams, if nominated, would not get a
thousand Irish votes in the whole country. He
said the Irish were about tired of the Democratic party, anyhow, and would like a good
chance to leave it and never go back to it. They
would support Grant very heartily in preference to Adams, and he did not know' but they
would support Grant even against any other
candidate likely to be nominated. Tf Adams
is nominated Fitzgerald will take the stump
for Grant and organize Irish Grant Clubs all
over the country.
Apart from this Feniau opposition, however,
it is evident that Mr, Adams stands well with
the great mass of the delegates, and may be an
avauauie seconu

1

Bangor, April 29th, 1872.
Business has

arrive

STOCK FIRM.

behind him; first saw them near the Old State
The Davis men are well organized, well offiHouse. All was blauk from the time he strugcered and numerically strong. They seem to
have more money and more Democratic influgled to get clear from the thiug over his head
until he found himself in the train for Albany,
ence to back them than the friends of any othabout 5 or 5£ o’clock on Saturday morning near
er candidate can muster.
In fact, all the Demthe State line.
He felt stupid, but aroused
ocratic influence of the West is for Davis. He
himself aud asked the conductor how he had
seems to have been agreed upon at Washington
come
so far in that condition.
and
leaders
he
will
lie
The conductor
the
by
there,
vigorously
told him his ticket was in his hat and had been
insisted upon here, but the indications are in
punched at the regular places. The conductor
favor of a Kilkenny cat fight of a triangular
spoke as though he thought that Simon was unnature between Davis, Trumbull and Palmer.
der the influence of liquor, and as
There is a degree of bitterness between those
though such
cases were not uncommon for him to meet with.
factions greater than between any one of
When
the
train
arrived at Albany he staggered
them and Grant, and as only one of them
out and sat down in the
can he nominated, Grant is likely to receive the
depot. A police officer
came and aroused him aud asked if he was
The
Davis
two.
men
of
the
goremaining
support
ing any farther. Simon answered, No, he had
have formed an alliance with the Pennsylvania
interests, and offer to place Gov. Curtin on 1 no money. He had a brown overcoat on, but
no undercoat or vest.
Policeman asked hint
their ticket as Vice President, if they do not
where he got his liquor. He replied that he had
have to conciliate Mr. Greeley by offering it to
not
been
drinking and related tne circumstances
him, although his friends declare that he will
as above.
The officer said that story was too
play second Addle to no man.
aud took him to the police station and
thin,
TILE ILLINOIS FECD.
him until Sunday morning, when, there
kept no
There is a bitter feud between the partisans
being
charge against him, he was released.
of Trumbull, Davis and Palmer. The Chicago
He looked around for some job to get means to
Tribune is strong for Trumbull, and will, in
come home, but without success.
He had food
case of the success of Davis, support the regugiven him, aud an Irishman, who said he would
lar ticket, Palmer is a dead weight, having
not turn
out
of
doors, allowed him to sleep
hip)
been too good a Uaion General to secure the
on a chair in his kitchen that
night. He tried
support of the Kentucky and Tennessee rebels.
again to secure work on Monday. That night
The Tribune is als* bitter on Palmer and says
he took the train for home, but was put off at
he shall not have the second place on the
the next station. This was
repeated every day,
Adams ticket.
Simon trying to get work at
every station where
he
DAVIS HAS THE INSIDE TRACK.
was put off, until he
finally reached Boston,
on
arriving
This gives but a faint idea of the bitterness
Saturday, and came home. The
evening of his disappearance Simon
existing among the Illinois men, but the organ- Thursday
had about $190, all his own
ization and money of the friends of Davis give
money, in his vest
pocket, and a silver watch, all of which he misshim the inside traek.
ed when he came to himself.
GOV. BENJAMIN GRATZ BROWN

is

here by some five hundred delegates from Missouri, and by scores of Germans
from other Western States. He presents a happy
example of the working of a coalition of Liberal Republicans and tfie Democratic party in
placiug the State in the hands of the Democrats,
whose first fruit was the choice of Frank Blair
for Senator.

represented

A Ticket to be Repudiate!).—It is stated
that the delegation of workingmen after waiting on the President Monday, had an interview
with Senator Wilson, of which
they stated
there would soon lie published au official letter
from the Massachusetts' Crispins and other

workingmen’s associations, repudiating the
PLANS FOR ESCAPE IN CASE OF DEFEAT.
nomination of Davis and Parker made at
While mentioning men, let me add that'while
Columbus.
Senator Wilson stated to them
the leaders here -are all apparently inspired by \ that he considered those
nominations unauthora desire to beat Grant, it is not unusual to hear
ized pud the act of a few
scheming politicians,
one of them finish an earnest argument in
the disruption of the present
seeking
political
favor of his favorite candidate by asserting
organizations. He said also that they could
that should that favorite not he nominated, he
not seek the good of the
men
laboring
by placshall bolt the nomination and vote for Grant.
ing on their ticket a man worth two millions of
This cautiousness is observable among some of
who naturally represents capital rather
dollars,
those who have been loudest in working up the
than labor. The delegation expressed
great
Cincinnati Convention, and in making it apsatisfaction at the action of President Grant in
pear to be a popnlar movement.
the eight hour law.
enforcing
These are not the leaders that burn their ships
to show their followers that there is no way but
Felonious Assault in Portsmouth.—A
to go forward and conquer, but each is haui[>erfelonious assault on a womau named Henrietta
itig himself with all sorts of contrivances to
C. Morrill, was made
make his escape. Each is exhorting the rest
Monday eveuing by a
to go forward boldly to the interior, whils he
young man named McCarty. It appears that
wants to keep near the beach, where he can
the woman being a stranger in town, went into
quietly slip in and swim off to the ship from
a drinking saloon at the north end
which they embarked. It is not by such timid
to inquire
and cautious spirits that a movement is to he
the way to a certain portion of the city where
led to break the robust and confident Republishe boarded, and when she left the saloon alcan party.
luded to, McCarty, with two or three
others,
A PROMINENT DEMOCRAT’S OPINION.
followed and attacked her. Officer Wallace
Judge Doolittle, who is the most prominent went to the woman’s assistance, when McCarty
member of the Democratic party in Cincinnati.
made for the officer, who beinff alone, and
has been interviewed, and lie declared that he
thinking he should tret the worst of it, drew
to
with
act
the
Democratic party.— I his pistol and shot McCarty in the arm which
proposed
Whether that party will make a nomination at
caused him to surrender at once. He was taken
w me iMilieu
the St. Louis Convention will, in his opinion deMiuiuii, waere me oan was exIf
pend upon the action of this Convention.
they tracted and his wound, which is an ugly one,
was properly dressed.
made a good nomination and a good platform, he
would he in favor of indorsing both: if thev inNews Items by Mail
sistedon Republican principles and Republican
candidates, he would ask for Democratic priu- I
Vermont farmers complain of a
scarcity of
ciples and a Democratic candidate. He said good farm hands.
he would not support either Trumbull or
Connecticut will cultivate more tobacco this
Adams for President. He was not so positive
as to Davis.
After further tails Mr. Doolittle
year than ever before.
said he didn’t believe in the Liberal Republican
A fire broke out at 3 o'clock
Tuesday mornmovement very much.
He thought a war Deing in the car house of the Worcester & Nashua
mocrat would do better than a Liberal Republican.
Railroad Company, at Nashua, which
The war Democrat, he said, was a man
building,
who differed.from the Democracy only on a sinWith the contents,
consisting of a train of cars,
which
had
gle question,
long since beeu decid- snow
plough, &c., was totally destroyed. Waed; whereas the Liberal Republican was a man
ter was scarce, and- the
who was only opposed to Grant. Now, said he,
rolling mill of the
Grant may be a weak man, as they sav, but he
Nashua Iron and Steel
Company took fire from
is nobody’s fool, and it will take more strength
the heat aud was also burned to the
ground. A
than
anybody can bring to this Convention to small portion of the
beat him. The Senator then went on to talk of
machinery was saved, but
tlie loss is very heavy, estimated at
the relative numerical strength of the two par
§40,000 or
ties, the Liberal and the Democratic. He said §50,000. It is said to be insured for
$55,000.
the Democrats had 3,000,000 voters, solid and
The loss of the railroad
company is not learned.
compact, ready to vote for any candidate propA
North
forth.
The
Liberals
Carolina
had
erly put
pajier of Democratic tenonly a few
hundred thousand, at most, and they were prindencies rejoices that Gen. Ransom has been adcipally scallawags and soreheads.
mitted to a scat in the United States
Senate,
Tuesday’s advices from Cincinnati say that
because he “can speak
eloquently and ably in
the expected crowd has arrived at last, and
our behalf wbou assailed
by harpies and carion
every hotel is full to overflowing, while the
crows.”
halls are filled with men who have
evidently
The New York Herald
suggests that the head
passed the night in railroad cars, and have
officials of the State of Missouri
found no place in which to make their toilettes.
suspend President-making for a little while and try their
This morning the great cumber of tbe new
hands at suppressing the horrible
lawlessness
arrivals are for Davis, and I am credibly inthat exists in the western
part of the State.
formed that his agent at his home residence,
The recent
Bloomington, 111., was at hie law office yester- nut for thebloody disturbances there msy be a
Cincinnati Convention to
crack,
day issuing free tickets to all of his friends.— with Grata
Brown for the cracker.
This lavish expenditure of money is
inCanadian papers say that the
emigration of
creasing the number of Davisitcs.
the French Canadians to the United

j

THE

States ffom
the townships is
assuming larger proportions
than ever. Since
January, 1871, no less than
12i> families have left the
parish of Somerset

TARIFF STUMBLING BLOCK.

Should the Davis faction succeed in nominating him a holt of tree traders to Mozart Hall is
confidently predicted. Indeed, the prospects

harmony are growing worse, and it appears
almost impossible to engineer the movement
safely through the surrounding dangers. The
free traders, headed by Wells, Atkinson, Grosfor

and Cox, have the hrains of the gathering, and are not willing to permit the pig iron
protectionists to pull wool over their eyes.
The following resolution, drafted by Horae!
Greeley, is the last resort of the protectionists,
and they hope to secure its insertion in the
platform as a compromise, but may not succeed:
Ifesoftied,That finding ourselves not full agreed
with respect to free trade as opposed to protection, we respectfully commend the grave issues
in that controversy to the careful study and unbiased adjudication of the people, urging them
to choose|members of Gongless who truly eiu-.
body and will faithfully reflect their will on
that subject;
pledging ourselves that that will,
when thus authoritatively made known, shall
lie implicitly obeyed.

|

alone, which is said 16 be a rich parish, and the
emigration is largely composed of well-to-do
farmers.
The New' York Standard is soon to be discontinued, t he enterprise proving a very losingone.
In two years it has sunk

venor

An PYpliancrh

$150,000.

in

possible lawfully

to get rid of

in any other

way.
An Iowa woman the other
day drowned her
infant in a barrel, ond then
leaning over held
her own head in the water until life was
ex-

tinct. Her husband found her in that
position,
and immediately became
crazy and still remains so.
*

Memorial
tlie country

day will

be observed
generally than

throughout

more
ever before
coining 30tb of May.
Ilie
the leading
friends of Adams and Brown late last
Tlie other Sunday some Philadelphians to
night, at
prove
which Carl bchurz and others endeavored to arthat liquor could be bought at bars in that city,
range a ticket of Adams ami Brown or Browrn
on that day, undertook to drink at
every place
aud Adams, but the friends of each
persistententity claim the first place on the ticket.— 1 that they could find open. At five o’clock in
Schurz then hinted as a compromise that both I tlie afternoon they brought
up at the station
support Gov. Cox of Ohio, but the suggestion
house.
did not meet with any respose.
Tlie revised census of London shows a
popuGREELEY’S PROSPECTS.
lation of 3,254,200. In tlie most densely popuGreeley’s friends have arrived at the fruit in
lated
the
and
Berwick
sub-district of Westsection,
profess great confidence that j
strength,
they can nominate him. If they can persuade
minster, there are 429 persons to tlie acre.
Gratz Brown’s friends to take for him the secThere would appear to he room iu St. John,
ond place on the ticket it will give the Tribune
N- B., for some of the clerks with whom Bosphilosopher considerable strength.
Gov. Fenton’s ability as an organizer has
ton, New York and other cities are over-crowdplaced the New York delegation in better order
ed. A dry goods firm in that
city who adverthan any other. They disclaim personal preftised for a flerk the other
day, received only
erences as to men or the platform.
are
They
one
application, and that from one unacquaintavowedly for the man to beat Grant, and they
will cast their votes as they may judge of the
ed witli tlie business.
complexion of the Convention.
Quebec permits cock fights on Sunday.
THE NEW ENGLAND DELEGATIONS.
Hen. Negley’s bill, introduced into the House
Gen. Bartlett lias arrived to reinforce the
Monday, proposes to pay certain Western railMassachusetts delegation, and Edward Harris
nwcoine from Rhode Island with his wool
roads the difference bet ween two cents a mile
rhare '* a'wh a slim attendance
and the regular tariff rates for soldiers during
States that it will hardlv
Two cents a mile was enough for
the war.
iBR!,’aS
ami it is
transporting men in cattle cars. It would cost,
New England
of thc sll'a11
it is said, one hundred million dollars to carry
bed-rooms of the
LABOR REFORM
nit the measure.
representation
The National Executive
Philadelphia is to have an academy of fine
Committee of the
Labor Reform party, winch nominated
arts, tlie building will be begun to-dav. The
Judge
Davis at Columbus, is represented here bv Mr
cost will be $500,000 of which sum $230j000 has
I’ratt of Indiana, Chairman, Richard
Treviuiek been raised.
of Michigan, John Siddy and Mr. Sylvais of
Tlie trial of Scott and Chest, tlie alleged
of
New
Mr.
Gould
York
and A.
Pennsylvania,
Windsor Lock’s commenced in Hartfor, yesterC. Cameron of Illinois, Sec’y.

ADAMS AND BROWN.
was an informal caucus of
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AND

FANCY

GOODS,

FOB

TRIMMINGS,

so

to

atives, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, is salvation to
the weak, and the best security for the continuance
of the health and vigor of the strong. Now is the
time not only to protect the’system* against the common ailments of the season, but to prevent the disorders incident to a warmer tempeiaturc. Let not the
exhausting heats of the summer months find you unprepared to meet them. A course of Hostetter’s Bitters, commenced now, will put all the physical energies in fighting trim, double the capacity of the internal organs to repel the causes of disease, refresh the
brain and clear it of all hypochondriacal cobwebs,
and place the whole physique in an attitude of defence with every available point fortified and guarded and as nearly invulnerable to unwholesome influences a a it is possible for he human structure to be.

TO SEE

The store of Gilman Cram, in Bangor, was
entered on Friday night by burglars, who car- j
ried off ready-made clothing to the value of !

Buttons and Braids.

C-A.3L.m

in Portland for years.

has heen

usual line, which

our

FOB

—AT—

MISSES’

BOYS’

pu

HOP-WORN

MONDAY,
ON

DATE

Nebraska.New York—Liverpool.May
Corinthian.Portlaud.. ..Liverpool.May
Atlantic.New York.. Liverpool
May
—

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
4

FIRST

20th.

Housekeeping

SECOND

FLOOR,

White Goods,
In Variety,

Sch Bowdoln, Randall, Baltimore,—coal to Jas L
Farmer.
Sch J Wbitehouse, Famham, Baltimore,—coal to
J L Farmer.
Sch Royal Oak, Benson, Pembroke,—hard wood to
S Rounds & Sons.
Sch Independence, Turner, Mt Desert,—hard wood
to Win E Dennison.
Sch A Hooper, Parker, Steuben.

DAYTON, OHIO,.

8>i

LEEDS A- FARMINGTON R. R.

«>■

FOURTH FLOOR
shall manufecture the most of our suits.

Desirable

April

Inin

Jnspnhin^

D B

Pendlcton,Portland for

Bath for do.
Ar 29th,
Portland; J
York.

Now

o_

Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
or Seminal Weakness, and all othsr
Sjternistorrtaiea
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the invous

aud

discretions

or excesses

of mature

28th,’

This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. 199th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in tieautiful French clotb.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTI'UTK, No. 4 Bultinch Street. Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted, on the above as well as ail
diseases requiring skill and experience.

ouly

5rice.

mar25-dly

sn

York;

1

HUNDRED TONS Nat Coal,
a very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of the year,—and
reasonable enough at 37.23 per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR dt BRO.
Apri 9-sntf
S. J, PLUNDER,

WILL HEAL THE SICK

><n

Congress St*,
Portland, Me.
to 12 A. M, and 2 to 5 P. M.
sn

Off Dover 16th, barque Franklin,
Orleans for Cronstadt.
Ar at Penarth 16tli, ship Harry
Havre.
Slil ftn Queenstown 17th, brig

Hassell,

rnvV* *1...., ...Ill *1.-1.

*1_

Portland Rnaicipal
Portland aid PAR
Bath
Bangor

A

First-Class Residence at the
West End.
No. 35 Carlton St., Near Pine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
Bwelled front mastic block; built by the day, In the
best manner; 13 rooms, Including bath
hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and plastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property is situated in a growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May bo seen any day from 4
to 0 p. m, Mondays and Srturday excepted.
Apr 27-sntf

rooni;

tf’•
6>a

6’a
£’■

Portlaad Sc Rochester R. R.

y*9

Farmington R. R.
g’a
Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,
Sc
Santo
Atchison, Topeka
7'u
Fe, Gold
Northern Paciflc, Gold,
T-30’s
FOR SALK BY

PAYSON,

.19 EXCHANGE
ST.,
PORTLAND.

_»p2«ntf
SAVE THE CHILDRENS
MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, because of Pin- IForma.
The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and
dangerous of all
worms in childreu or adults is DK. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
ill worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 60 cts. per
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
w5-4m
jau31d&w
SN

FrCd SmlthSmith, for
N«
Ar at St John, NB, 27tli, schs Annie W RrMn«.
eomb, and Emma, Pitt, Portland.
“h

BPOKEW.

Garnet,

Caucus.

Zephyr,
Gertrude,

Republicans of New Gloucester are requested
the Town House, on Saturday, May 4th,
at
three o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to at1872,
tend the Republican Convention to be held in BiddePer Order Town Com.
Fsrd, May 8th.
The

to meet at

<

Apr 29.

d&w

td

splendid asaortment

from the

the new and desirable shades, selected
Boston and New York markets.
elegant variety of

an

Shawls and

Tuesdays,

return

Cloakings.

0T“Tickets sold

on the Boston Boat for all
places
the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHAD BOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf

on

take pleasure to

patrons, that
eral

we

Would rail special attention to

to

In one
rant.

friends and

our

cur

Groceries,

large stock
a large stock

we shall open to-day with
standard and fancy brands of Flour, Which

we

cf

(SnccesRor*

of

to

Coveil & Valpev.)

ap27dtf

wishing a choice article
before purchasing elsewhere.
Parties

will do

well to call

D. W.

B.—Flour sent to any part of the city free of ex-

N.

we war-

Congress, Cor. Brown St.

offer

the lowest cash prices.

at

and two button—every pair of wblcb

COYELL & CO.,

have retained our old stand 86 Fed-

street, and in addition to

our new

“BOURDON” KID GLOVES,

FLOUR.

announce

ol

Comprising all

; ed)
a. m, passing over the old route.
! Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays,
on

a

DRESS FABRICS,
Also,

CLARK,

* *

w

pense.

■

*

i

mmm mm

DEALER

fifow Store No. 142 and 144 Exchange St.

IN

W. L. WILSON A CO.
Apr30-eod 3t

n

MILLINERY !
Miss S. F.
Having removed

to the

A

HATS

&

Also

FRENCH

a

rail Supply Guaranteed the Eat (re
Season at the Lowest Rates.

TRUE,
lbs.

10

formerly occupied by
A. UPTON,

store

a

*“

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
to Oct. 15th.

day, from May 15th

$5 no

TOO
9 90
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th
May and later
than 15th Oct., at the mme rate
per month' aa during
the season.
apl5
rach27

2®

would call the attention ot her former
patrons and
the public generally, to her fresh stock of
goods, comprising all the new and desirable shapes in

..

..

ICE

BONNETS.

4i

HOUSE, MARKET STREET

nice selection of

AND

No. 32

FLOWERS A LACES.

Exchange Street,

Orders for mourning will receive particular attention.
mayld3t

PORTLAND,

HAVING SECURED THE SERVICES

ME.

•

ICE!

FLAVORING

FIRST-CLASS DRESSMAKER,

EX-

ICE!

FOR

MONDAY,

FLAVORING

perfectly free from
poisonous oils and acids tchick enter into the
composition (f many of the factitious fniit flavors
now in the market.
They arc not qpily true to their
names, but arc prepared from fruits of the best qualand
so
ity,
highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years ‘time ami
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United states
and Canada.
They are neatly put up In five sizes
—unpaneled, holding more than paneled bottles
appearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords

quantity

and

quality

will be

strictly

tracts, to insist upon obtaining them in order to
avoid many of the factitious brands
of their

larger profits.

•JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
sale by first-class Grocers and
Druggists geuerally.
dec3sNeod

On

Marriage.

Happy Relief for Youna iHei from the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage

removed. New method ol treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, iu
wealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION; No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mchl6dsn3m

MAY

Leavitt, Burnham A Co.,

6,

With all the latest

6tyles. and we feel confident
can give perfect satisfaction to all who mav favor
Children's Suits a specialty.

Having secured their

we

mayl

PURE
Are

^

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

mu it

PIPE

DAILY OR FOR THE SEASON.

MADE BY

AT

J. W. STOCKWELL &

LOWEST RATES.

5SF" ORDERS

CO.,

been used by us for the last three
years for
Drains and Sewers.
We have found it entirely satisfactory and have no hesitation in recommending it for those purposes.
THE PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Treasurer.
Portland, April 20, 1872.

Office, No.

The undersigned are prepared to furnish Pipes for
Sewers, in almost any quantltv if the orders are received early in the season.
The City of Portland has in use more than ten
thousand feet of this pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 in, 15 in, 18 in, 20 in and 24 inch sizes, being used

Croasdale

HAS

in 1871.

8^T“See

Engineer's official

report

for 1871 and 1872.

J. W. STOCKWELL &
28

163

and

Danforth

CO.,

Or

FOR SALE

1

IAN

COMMERCIAL

SrS*

as
j?®0*1' a,“* l,r|celower tlau anv othtr
liable Sujier Phosphate.
sptflalm

upwards.
ap26dlm

dozen and

Sent

SMART active boy to learn the retail dry goods
biisiUi'HH; reference required.
COVBLL A CO..
B|>29lf
Cor. Congress & Brown.

quanti-

by Expreas C.

HIGH

rooms

at

HTBEET,

For the purpose of cutting and fitting dresses, would
respectfully invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 8 p.
genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Haft- Dve producm., and see the late style patterns she has just receives IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or
Natural
ed.
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
Will also sell patterns to those who may wish to
contain a particle of lead or any injurious eouipound.
of her.
myl*lm
I purchase
Sold by all Druggists.
l«BOND
Fac,«ry
I
N.Y
STREET,
..
SN
ft* C1. Iff* A«
D&W
Jyll
jy
STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechauic Association, will be held in the LiDR. MORSE’S “UTERINEJ TONIC** is
prepared brary Room^Mecanics’ Hall, ou Thursday Evening,
ixpressly for strengthening the system, imparting I May 2, at 7J o'clock.
GEO. A. HARMON. Scc'y.
my ltd
tone and vitality to the various
organs, removing
luch weaknesses and complaints as tend to underTo Let!
nine the constitution and which cause a
great
pleasant Cottage House No. 11 Cedar St.
iraount of suffering if neglected.
mhlt>eod*n3m
M. G. PALMER.
myleodtf
The

A

THE

STONE^ DAM.

WORTH

Having taken

re-

Wanted.

34 C’aurt

quaits, pints, and 1 pint** bottles

*48

STREET,

Whotemle Agent* for Maine.

FIELD At

NO.

BY

Conant 8c Rand,

•

Batchelor’* Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best in the world—perreliable and instantaneous; no disharmless
fectly
appointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.

Superphosphate

|

Nqunre.
CO.,
to furnish Porter, Ale,
SC.B**ton, is prepared
A
and Pfetra Lager Beer in halves and quarter barrels,
in

B.

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Strep!,

Porter, Ale & Lager Beer.

Miss A

14 Cross

mll2distf

May l-eo<l-n law-lm

one

80UCITED.

A. C. PROCTER. S3 Exchange
Ms.,

PORTLAND, ME.

also in
ties of
O. D.

ICE!

prepared te furnish

sn

CEMENT

stock of

us.

ARVEDSON, 345 Congress St.

Mm.

offered, becaus

For

SEASON 1872.

We shall oi*en

__

Menzies, Valparaiso.
S.nVrandi"!1' V1,19th' 8hil’ Commodore, Gilmore,

NOTICE

Wednesdays, Fridays, and
Thursdays and Saturdays.

.hall open

spbiivo a si nnr.it

and after May 1,1872, stages will leave PortONatland
and Bridgton
every day, (Sundays except7 o’clock

EV I* *» necessary In sorao cases for persons deBurnett's Superior Flavoring Exsiring

I.eeda Sc

II. M.

We

*7‘2

St.

Old Line Re-Established !

TRACTS,

maintained.

y>a

Flu"blng 12tb. barque Hawthorne,Williams,

STANDARD

Their Standard

Chicago

Yerk. and cld 8th for Odessa.

Jan 26, lat 39 S, lou 43 W, ship
Oliver from
Rio Janeiro for Akyab.
April 21, lat 48 44, lou 29 18, ship
from New
Orleans for Liverpool.
24, lat 33, Ion 70, barque
from Portland for Cuba.
April 20, lat 36 32, lou 74 45, brig Nellie Ware from
Porto Rico for New York, (with lots of
topmasts )
April 27, lat 41 10, Ion 67 10, ship Europa, from Batavia for Boston.

FOSTER Sc SON,

BONDS!

HelToat ,6tb ln8t> bar<lue Anile,
Morrison,
England
Sid fm Hamburg 15th, barque
City of Bangor,
K

FOR_SALE.

Monday, _A_pril Q9,

THK

MRS. A.

for the human stomach.
These Extracts are icarranted

essentially improves the colors.

A.

Ciciifuegos.
Ar at St Vincent Mch 20, barque Am-, Coffin from
Gambia, and sailed 22d for Boston.
Ar at Constantinople 7th, barque
Niplion, Emerson

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price iu exchange.
mchKten eod3m

Mi COVOKESS ST.

__ap30tf

F. LATHER.

the

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

for

n^ost

Burlington, Codar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92$
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s... $4
Connecticut Valley 7s..
95
New York and Oswego 7s.95

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is uo subject which should more
engross attention than the purity of the preimrations which
are used in flavoi'ing the various
compounds prepared

tions.

Morse Wvm-in
3

Winfield, Miller

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
the prices of a few of the
desirable Bonds:

Mange, Jellies, Sauces,
papa, Gravies, ale.
The superiority of these Extracts consists iu their

Carpets perfectly on both sides, (after
removing the dust,) with our

which

lm New

we

below

Blase

Orders left at onr Dye and Cleansing Works
No. *J4 UNION ST., will receive prompt atten-

FOREIGN PORTE.
Ar at Liverpool 28th, ship Geo H Warren W.sslbury, New York; Lydia Skollield, Forsaith, New Orleans; Norwester, Sedgcley, do: Nile, Newcomb ami
and
L B Gilchrist, Watts. New Yori.

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

gada Syrups, Ice Creams, Caslards, Pies,

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

New York.

As

EASTMAN BROS.,

BURNETT’S

CARPET RENOVATING.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 20th, sch M L Varnev
tarney,
Dunham Bath.
Shi 29th, schs Charleston, Trim, Bangor- Roomer

Europe.

-AT-

BRANCH.

Coifgress

STAGE

We

Fonr per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

BLACK SILKS

variety.

FLOUR.

Slate St., Boatos.

PAISLEY SHAWLS
AND

myldiw

F. A. HAWLEY A CO.,

ror.

endless

YORK
335

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

No. 1 Devonshire,

1-dlw

NEW

OF A

Vest,

We elcanne

STREET.

mr8»N mwf

WITHOUT MEDICINE.

To purchase “Clothes” for summer wear;
Hat and Shoes complete
Coat, Pant.
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
a26
Boston.
ap!3su3mchwk

EUR*

MIDDLE

lOO

TWO

Ttian mill,

schs N BcmA F Howe,

Bankers and Brokers.

years.

Krnu>n

—

April

E. T. ELDEN.
D. 0. GOLDEB.

Beach street will through this process
go,
Which is too narrow now, you know,
That Boys may get to Fenno’s Store
With greater ease than heretofore.

H Parks, Williams, Baltimore for
McCloskey, Crowell, Portland for New

Y"ky70dtys.13th’

Monday,

A Book for Every Mail.

Hutchings, Bangor.

Bristol'1'

oil

BEACH STREET.
Some of our streets sonarrow are
There’s ocarcely room to travel there y~m
So Boston take* an honest prido
In making them more straight and wide.

BOSTON—Ar 29th, barque Flori M Hnrlbut Mil
lay. Newport. E; schs IB Beard, Lewis. St John
Fairfield, Gilley, Calais; Delia Hinds, Wells- John
Tyler, Ingraham, and Elizabeth, Webber CalaisAurora, Haskell, Macliias; A K Woodard. Woodard
and Maria C Frye, Frye, Ellsworth; C S Dver Deer’
Franklin; H Mhcomber, Williams, Sullivan- Exchange. Kowe, Bath; Atlantic, Lynch, and October
Perkins, Portland.
Ar 30th, sch Coquette, Merry, Wiscasset.
Cld 30th, brigs Waltham, Maguire, Matanzas- Car
^eIcb' FortlaIld: pch Caml>bell, Eaton,
Philadelphia
SALEM—Ar 29th, schs Emily, Jordan Ellsworth
Wor,b'
J B Myers, Lewis, Bangor.
GLOUCES1ER
Ar 20th, sch Margaret Ann
Karet Ann,

New

Prices,

sn

HourB: from 9
apl6d2w*

brig W

Foss,

New

."HUCK

OFFICE 301 1-2

Doane, Veazie, Bucksville

VINEYARD-HA VEN-Ar

at

<1

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SKLF-PRKSERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner-

River; Mary Shields, Wait, Somerset;

Pdriu..,i.

Goods,

«HU

The

brig Jennie Morton, Gamage, Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 20th, sch Webster Bernard. Smith, Martinique*
Sid 22d, brig S J Strout, Hammond. Havana; 25th,
sch Everglade, Dow, Columbia Mills, Me.
ALEXANDE1A—Ar 26th, sch Ada F Whitney,
Marsters. Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, sch Nellie Star, Poland,
Pascagoula, Fla.
Ar 28th, sch Ella Amsden, Brooks, Portland.
Sid 27h, barque Andes, Davis, for Ponce, PR; brig
Emily, Eldridge, Boston; sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey,

Littfpinhn

SWAN & BARRETT,

BANKERS,

29.

24th, ship Sciota, Mitchell.

Thomas. |
Ar 20th,

28th, brig

«uuuw,

ap26dtf

PENSACOLA—Ar 22d, ship John Watt, Stm9on,
New' Orleans; Argo, Mitchell, Mobile.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 22d, schs Beta, Brown, New
York; Geo B Somes, Pray, SW Harbor.
Cld 17th, sch Altavela, Joy, Fall River.
SAVANNAH—Cld 27tli, ship Tranquebar, Waterhouse, Liverpool; barque Fanny J McLellan, McLellan, Montevideo; sch J G Stover, Arey, Jacksonville.
DARIEN—Cld 25th, brig Erie, Sears, Portland.
ST MARYS, GA
Ar 13tb. sch Eri, Stewart, St

schs Hattnie Westbrook.

7’i

A g. F. Gold

FOR RALE BY

One Price and Ns Variation.

Puss 24th, ships Lizzie Moses; 24th,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, schs Express
l^attv
P
y»
Calais; F A Pike, Gove, Perry.
Also ar 29th. brig H Means. Staples, Port Johnson

ATCHISON, TOPEKA
Each

Having enlarged, remodeled and thoroughly repaired our store throughout, it is our intention to
keep a much larger assortment than heretofore, and
adhere as vre have always done to the system of

of

Barber, do; Sari,
Owen, Pettengill. Saeua schs
Ella L Trefethen, Starling,
Eleuthera; Henry Perkins, Seymour, Port au Prince ; Percy, Colwell for
Eastport.

7>a

ON FIFTH FLOOR
We shall manufacture for our retail
trade, Linen
Bosoms, Linen Sets, and Ladies’ Undeiwear, &e.

.“l'v“

NEW

!
7’«

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Go d.

shall warrant according to price asked. We
shall also make to order Ladies’ and Children's suits.

j/imcD.

Abbott^Providence.’
Cld 29th, brig Anita

A VICRNNES R. R. Gold.

one we

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 20th. ship Corsica, Havener, Newcastle, NSW.
GALVESTON—Ar 20th, brig Neponset, Strout,

Fall

Trimmings, Corsets, dr.
astonishingly low price.

an

«’■

CHICAGO, DANVILLE

Dress

mur

CALLAND SEE

Hamburg KdgingB,
Fre»oh and Greiinan Coraetn,
Hosiery,
Silk and Liale Gloves,
At prices defying competition.
KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES.
New shades, beautiful stales, best makes, in one, two
and three buttons,
plain and fhncy stitcbed,for ladies,
gents, misses and children; color to match every suit,
sizes to fit every band and at
prices which undersell
everybody, from 30cts up to $2.40 per pair. We are
the sole agents for the Josephine Seamless Kids.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. 7-30
EUROPEAN Sc N. AM. R. R., Gwld

May

PASS A ME NT A RIE,
In

«>■

Lace Points and Jackets,

We

MEMORANDA.

Zampa, Jewett, Macldas; Georgie Staples, Lord, Norwich; Alaska, Strout, Machias; Alabama, Duncan
do; Abbio S Emery, Emery, Rockland; Adriana
Wilson, Providence; E H Nash, Nash, Machias; G M
Partridge, Banker, Rockland; J B Marshall, Marshall, and A E Willard, from Boston; Casco Lodge,
Pierce, Portland; Koret, Crocker, and Nellie Treat,

MAINE..

win

VGOOD

FRINGES,
GIMPS, and

i

BONDS!

»>«

At

Ship Frank Flint, (of Thomaston) Smalley, at Boston from Liverpool, reports a
strong gale April 2, lat
41 42, Ion 56 45, lasting 36 hours, during which split
sails, stove forward house, wheelhonse and boat, and
filled cabin with water; also, swept decks, started
cargo and head raii.
Sch St Croix, Eaton, from Cardenas for New York,
ashore at Shark River, NJ, is full of water and it Is

Doyle,

SILK

maw

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ON

BOOTHBAY, April 25-Sld, schs Olive H Robinson, Pink ham, and Arizona, Gove, Western Banks.
April 27—Ar, sch Northern Light, Orne, Boston.

Eleuthera.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 27th, barque Helen Sands,
Woodside, Rotterdam.
Ar 28th, ship Anna Camp, Lincoln,
Liverpool; brig
Charlotte, Whittemore, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, barques Ormus, Pettengill,
Marseilles 57 days; Eureka, Holloway. Charente 58
days; Augustine Kobbe, Carver, Matanzas 9days;
brigs S E Kennedy, Gray, Cardenas 12 days; Robin,
Woodman, Cardenas 11 days; sells Hattie E Smith
Brown, Barcelona 12 days; Chattanooga, Snare
Aguadilla PR; Uncle Tom, Look, Jacksonville 6 ds
Lvndou, Hilliard, St John, NB; Union, Arey, and
Mary B, Smith, Rockland; E L Gregory, Thorndike,
do; White Sea, Jones, Vinalhaven; William Duren

ROHAN SASHES, Plaid and Striped Sash
Ribbons. Also Black and Colored Gro Grains, Faucy Ties and Bows, all at bottom prices.
REAL. MALTA LACES. Just received
900 pieces; all new patterns, and positively selling
less than importer’s prices.
Also Malta machine made and silk-mixed Laces.

STATIC OF

wuw

COLORED

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on England, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.

All the New Styles of Ladies’ Suits,

Rockland.

SW
Delithaven.

Canada.

8

oniwoiu.

any gentleman who may
inayld&wtf-WlS

Milliner; must also understand the Silling of Millinery goods. Wanted also an exp.. Ienced Saleswoman. Apply at 33* Congress st.

TURQUOISE 8ILKH, something new for hat
trimmings.

GRO GRAIN SILKS,
Crapes, Illusions, Blond Laces, Ac. All at popular
prices.

7>«

FLOOR,

Tips

and dress

New York.

V.

In showing him to
him.

see

Wanted.
Ostrich

Portland,
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
or

T>«

Hosiery,

April 27—Sid, schs Hattie, Huckins, for New York;
Princess Augusta, Holmes, Magdalen Isles.
April 28—Ar, schs Quoddy, Fanning, Portland;
Sammy Ford, (new) Allen, Calais for New Haven.

Sid

issued bearing inand available at maturity in

COOK COUNTY.

THIRD

Real

Also GRO GRAIN RIBBONS iu the most
exoulslte shades; boiled and plain Ribbons, in all
widths and colors. All retailing at wholesale prices.

F DEPOSIT

by agrecme

UW.

I.'

pleasure

call to

style and shape.

In every

FBENCH VLOWEB9,
aad Pompons in great variety.

Accounts rendered and in-

«>■

Prices.

Full assortment of

Boyd.

[FROM
CORRESPONDENT.]
LUBEC. April 26—Ar, ech9 Harmony, Mitchell,
Boston; Franklin, Mitchell, Calais; Louisa. Wilson,

/Liverpool.
fm

MAINE.

CHICAGO.

OUR

New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar

English Braids,
Imitation Leghorns,
dee., dec.

BELFAST.

Popular

Paisley Shawls, at very low prices.
Toilet and other Shawls much under price
Nottingham traces and tlnrtaius,

Chase, Mulligan. Halifax, NS—John Port-

iv

French Chips,

SONS,

«>,

ON

CLEARED.
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PORTLAND.

At

Sch Pearl, Thorp, Bristol.
Sch Senator, Orue, South]>ort.
Sch W H Warren, Prout, Harpswell.
Sch L Snow, Griffin, St George for Rock port, Mass.
Sch Jessie Benton, Sellers, Penobscot for Boston.
Sch Grampus, Stratton, Sullivan for Boston.
(^Signal [Hunt’s] for a barque.

uiuugui

Miland Straws,

Fancy Goods,

Waldron & True.

&

as

For Men’s and Boys’ Wear,

Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Fred Si>offord, Turner, Baltimore,— corn to

Brig Senorita, Young, Bangor—Yeaton
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all gone.

APPROVED Commercial Bills

RICH AND LOW PRICED
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Tuesday, April

all
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terest

Lowest Market Prices.
ON

be

bargains

HOUSE is established for the transaction of
Banking Business*.
DEPOSITS received subject to chock at sight. Interest at the rate of Four ]>er cent, [ter annum allow-
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full line of

a

and

soon

crest credited

FLOOR

-AT THE-

Miaiatare Almanac.May 1.

record of the fastest five year old colt ever rti>.Maine, not private recortl, but public as f .Rovs:
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of
horses in a bard contested race of five heats; Sept, tith.
at the Now England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won In
three straight heats distancing five horses hi 2: to.
2:434, 2:42; Sept. 28th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat iu 2:42} without a break; and the
tier to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best
public
record qf the best blooded and yamest trottinu alii on
in the world remains unaccepted to this
day, and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced hi4
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, fac* show
that in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says In his
book he was the best stallion that hud yet apSince then three stallions have beaten Geo.
peared.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wllkca and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton alio
stands first on the list of seventeen that have beat
2 :30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, ami to make it more binding Lon* Islam I
Black Hawk stands second.fifteen of his postal ityha ving beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom. Patchen a
great grand-son of Henry Clay, I think Intelligent
breeders will not need a slate and peucil to cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
Aug. 1st, $40 to warrent. at Maine Hotel, Auburn.
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BILLING*, Agent

I..

THIS

Goods,

Sun rises.4.55 I Moon uses. 2.20 AM
Sun sets.7.00 | High water. 6.15 PM

1

>Auburn, Me. He Is sixteen hands high,
I blood bay with black points, aud h«w.»

public

N. Y. BRANCH.

GOLDTHWAIT’S. 11 Mur-

General

Boston

Domestic

Square,

PORTLAND,
a

APRIL

May be found

The champion five year old stallion ,.f
will make the season at .Maine Hotel.

7J-7f%lWl,

M.

leave INi IA WHARF, Boston, same
M. Fare ^1.SO. Freight taken at

BANKERS,

ed

OCEAN STEAMERS

At
ket

J. B. BROWN &

ROOMS,
ON

KING WILLIAM.

—AT TUB—

prices within the reach of all.

I

MANUFACTURING

In Lewiston, April 20, Mrs. Mary Deunett, aged 07
years 3 months.
In Waldoboro, April 13, Mr. Sanford W. Benner,
aged 47 years.
In Monmouth, April 15, Mrs. Elmira B., wife of
F. B.. Leonard, aged 63 years 7 months.

dlwmayl

ac-

alternately, leaving

GRAND OPENING

SHOES

6c

GOODS

AXD

DIED.

run

DAILY, (SUNDAY* EXCEPTED)

the

11 Market

THEIR NEW SALES

<13wmayl

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

CSOIjIVFKK WAIT’S

WILL OPEN

20, Gardiner T. Winslow and

Tripoli.Boston.Liverpool.May
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav & VCruz May

will

EVKKY DESCRIPTION*

Lett,

to all 'denominations, and considered the best .Subscription Book
of the times. This work meets a want felt by all
classes of Evangelical Christians.
Publish'd by
Jamf.8 R. Osgood Sc Co. Exclusive territory and
liberal terms offered. Apply to H. A. BROWN &
Co., Managers, 144 Treraont St.. Boston, Mato.

Notice.

CITY,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room

Variety.

canvass

milE non-rcsi«lcnt tax-payers of Deerlng ar. lie
A by liotitled that the taxes of 1871 must be- paid
the undersigned, Collector at Woodford’. Corn r,
in Deerlng. or at the Horse Railroad Office In Port
land, within twenty days from the date heronf. or
such taxeswlll lie turned over to the
proper authipi
tics for expensive collection by immediate -Jilt- of
ALMOX LEACH. Collector,
property.

JOHN BROOKS

Returning
days at 7 P.

Secure these
you may,

E. T. ELDEIV A CO.,

Phillips, both of Anson.
In Yiualhaven, April 16, Josiah W. lngerson and

1

STEAMERS

FOREST

for Rev. Dr.

»J. p. Thomson’s “HOME WORSHIP for every day in the
TOeoaduct
Year.” Recommended bv and suited

-ir—wTHE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING
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EXTRA!

First Class

establishment will be
mayld2w*

For Portland.

FOR BOSTON.

GOODS

at the

Also the up|»er

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

_

GWY.YY,

(Wharfinger’s) office or
promptly attended to.

full assortment of

BOOTS

Old Stand of Pray & Smith.

L. Foster and Barbury A.

FOR

a

as

OF

N

Steemer

Board, at 3C Free street.
part of the building In the rear.
WITH

SLIPPERS,

MEN’S,

& CO.’S,

NOTICE

MAJSI^E

Rooms lo Let,

AND YOUTH’S

997 Congress Street, Horton Block,
April 29.

tt KwhjBfe «t.

nuh2Vsntf_

mch30tf

NELSON

GEORGK

Agenffor Maine,

BAILEY,

to Owners of Vessels.

4
M. JEWETT is now ready to
open an estab-CB.. llahmeut on Merrill's Wharf for applying
Stacy’s patent duck preserver, warranted to prevent
mildew on sails of all kinds; also Tents ami Awnings
All orders left at

in tin- hottest

for hot journals.

cure

lowest, at GOLDi low rates.
THWAIT'S, HMarket Sgr.
■-<-

INSPECTION

luiportunt

Ax1*-k

Carriage

out

run

A.T 7 O’CLOCK T>.

On and after Wednesday, May 1,

MARRIED.

FROM

In Great

As low

Missouri.New York. .Havana.May
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool-May
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.May
Assyria.New York.. Glasgow.May
City of Merida.New York .Hav &V Cruz.May
City of Baltimore.. .New York.. Liverpool.May
City of Washington.New York.. Liverpool.May

will not

(1. L.

BOOTS,

AND CHILDREN’S

thoroughly replenished will he

OPEN

A large temperance meeting was held in Belfast Monday evening, to institute a Reform
Club similar to those in other Maine cities.—
Ex-Mayor Hayford presided and C. C. Roberts
of Stockton, was made Secretary. J. K. Osgood of Gardiner, and Dr. Brickett of Augusta,
made eloquent addresses, and brief remarks
were made
by Hon. N. Abbott, A. Jewett,
Gen. Nickerson, Joseph Williamson and others.
A large number signed the pledge.

NAME

Perfect

can fit any feet with
11 MARKET SQR.

Also

These goods, together with

unoccupied house belonging to Mrs. Joseph Weeks, near Grove Cemetery, Belfast,was
burned Monday aiglit. Loss about $1000.

DEPARTURE OF

It

Try it and “know how it Is youraelve.’.
“PERFECT LUBRICATOR/*
For Machinery of all kinds, and for Railroad Axles.

Widths,

them.

LADIES’,

An

Ada J. Honey.
In Waldoboro, April
Amanda M. Heyer.

kinds.

weather.

:

WALDO COUNTY.

D.

of all

commodatIons,

Something

Axle Grease !

Graphite

Is the beat lubricator known for

—AND-

All

seen

SPECIAL NOTICE!

IN

Kpr One Dollar Per Pair.
not

>jSEASKS.~

I

.M***

GOLDTHWAIT’S

FAIL

GENUINE KID GLOVES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

WARRANTED

DON'T

$115.

The Bangor Whin says it appearing that the
two barrels of whiskey seized a few days since
at the Maine Central depot were sent after the
order for them had been countermanded, the
authorities here have allowed them to be returned to Boston.
Bangor papers laugh at the Agent of the Associated Press in this city for telegraphing back
to them Monday night an account of the killing of the boy Ritchie on the New Brunswick
railway, the first account of which appeared in
their columns Monday evening.

]

1'KRUY’S IMPROVED COMKDONEan.l PIMPLE
T* Owurr. of
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Ago. Is warjM Evergreen Oiirranted tocure Fi.eku Winnie. Pimples, Eruptions
*«j.
_____
and Blotched dishgurations or the face. Hold by all I
rpHR Commission* r- have fixed ittion the very low
Druggist*. Depot 40 Bond st., New York.
» lot, for keoplug the -ame
Id flrat rate condition
througn the sens* n.
Fa, noth Pinches, Freckles,
Payment to be made to the city Treasurer in ad1
jtuii TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
SIMM having an Ino'S?1®’1
*1“’ Bl1
terest will avail
themaolven
LOTION. The well known reliable and hannlesa
of this privilege
•IAMBS BAILEY.
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. PreJ. S. PALMEK
pared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 4!)
C. K. JOSE.
Bond St.. New York. Sold by. Druggist everwliere. j
wig
su &w-6m
MWJL'S
myleo*13w
rachl6
Tauaiaca.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

Gimps,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Madison, April 7,

it in the

renovating, refreshing and purifying operation of the mightiest of all vegetable tonics and alter-

—

SPRING AND 81INNEK
The Kennebec Journal says about 2 o’clock
Sunday morning an unoccupied house in East
Pittston, belonging to Alonzo Benner, aud
formerly owned and occupied by Nathaniel
Benner, was discovered to be on fire, and lie- !
IN
fore assistance could be obtained, was totally'
consumed. No doubt the work of an incendia- |
for
Insured
$500.
ry.
We have a choice line of
The Journal says that a survey for the Ken- !
liebec & Wiscasset Railroad from King’s Mills j
Wliitefield to Augusta, commenced Monday,
Thread and G impure Laces,
under the charge of Col. A. W. Wildes. This j
of
the
for
is
made
purpose
shortening
survey
the route.
Fringes,

Slu

which rises

over

when the
—

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

In

The moisture

speak, the mephitic elements which
produce fever and ague, remittent fevers, rheumatism, and mauy painful nervous disturbances, and
which aggravate dvsj>epsia, biliousness and all minor
affections of the stomach and the bowels.
This,
therefore, is a critical ]>eriod of the year, a season
solution,

1

danger and

a

suspended

hangs

mem-

time of

it is

and evening mists and fogs, holds in

form of morning

Styles i

FURNISHING

_

SKIN
new

a

of life; but to the sensitive anil delicate

from the earth and

With all the New and Desirable

LADIES’

1

----

tlic vegetable world takes

season

tora of the human

hare Just returned from New York.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.
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Infection in the Air.
this

At

-■L—

~~

—

&=-—

I

SPRING OPENING!

The Lewiston Journal says the many friends
of 1 lea. O. Watson of Auburn, will "regret to
learn of his death on Sunday, after a long and
illness. I)ea. Watson has been a resilent of Auburn for a quarter of a century, and
during a large part of his residence here was
street Congregational
a Deacon of the High
church.
The Joumial says an attempt was made at
altout 11 o'clock Sunday night to enter the grocery store of L. C. Dunham, comer of Main and
Franklin streets, Lewiston. The attempt was
made at a back window, and as the window
was fastened.the thief or thieves broke a square
of glass to get at the fastening, and as they did
over the
so they awcke the family that lived
As members of the family opened the
store
windows they saw two men, who took fright
aud ran away.
The uumher of persons in Lewiston between
the ages of 4 and 21, on the first of April, was
49G4, "against 4558 last year.

Kicharils.

_:_n.

“search after the North Pole is one that, will
not be abandoned.”
And it ought not to be.
There are some lunatics whom it would be im-

^SPECIAL^NOTICES.^

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ANDROSCOUOIK COUNTY.

cal—The Fourth District Mutters.

good .idea

NEWS.

STATE

1

Height Prospect* for Lumbermen—The manufucturing interests looking up—Things Politi-

from'l'inciimati Monday niRlit

day night:

Ureat Britain bullies
Is it any wonder that
some British
that
it
writers,
strange
us? Is
like Carlyle, express a sovereign contempt for
ereything American? Let us not wonder
that England tried to snuff out this Republic

imperfectly represent

dpeuials

eral muddle that exists there.

The (Jordon (Jordons.

Letter from Peaobscot.

will be received by Westbrook Man
ufecturing Co., for building a stone dam on the
lower falU at Saccnrap|»at Me.
Plans and speelflcbtlonn may be seen at ths office
o
the Compony In Sacotrrappa.

PMOIHJSALS

8.ccarap,a.Keh,8.^ES **"?&&*
FOR

BAJaE!

account of IB health, a firm -i... v
house of 40 rooms, on Beacon Hill
cstabUshed twenty-one years.
Also
f®0™*. at
the West end, both on lease
r*nt- Apply
or address, K. S. Ii. Co
No*• ,0 rrchumt
St., Boston,
Room 1.

ON

,,

amLmT/“*

--------d2vrapr2?
Wanted.

A
*
A.,

t0 work by the
Tn»!m lPre^mttk<‘r~,"le
,H recommended. Address S.
iSA1'
Portland P.O.
ap23d3t&wlt
wlT
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The May Flowed.—We have no doubt that
the friends of the S. P. Society have all secured
tickets for the delightful entertainment at City

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY LI, |’72.

Hall this evening. There is a i>eculiar propriety in offering an attraction of this kind on Maywhen the usual outDay, especially
of-door ramble for flowers is made uncomfortable if not dangerous by a cold and backward
season, and May-Dav will not seem like Mayat

CITY AND VICINITY.
Xr\%

Adverilwineiit* To-Day.

NEW

Day without its usually accompaniment of
flowers and the ideal of fairies. A large assortment of fancy articles will be for sale with a
due regard for children’s wants. A nice dinner
will be served at one o’clock, and a promenade

ADVERTISEMENT

For Boston

COLUMN.
Steamers .John Brook and Forest

City—L. Billings, Agent.
Important to Owners of Vessels.
Dress Making -Miss Worth.
Dress Making—Mrs. Arvedson.
Millinery—Miss S. F. True.
M. C. M. A—Geo. A. Harmon.
King William.
Notice—Ainu in Leach.
Opening—N. Y. Branch.
Stage Notice—Chadbourn & Church.
Agents Wanted—H. A. Brown & Co.
Special Notice—C. E. Jose.

concert will end the day’s fastivities.
Railroad Matters.—We understand that
the Eastern and Portland, Saco & Portsmouth
Railroad Companies have bonded a large tract
of land at or near the corner of Union and
Commercial streets, together with wharf
property adjacent, with a view of erecting a new
station
nearer the center of business
passenger
It is also asserted by well-informed
parties that
the Maine Central Company
contemplate uniting with these roads in the occupancy of the
new station.
The directors of the latter company will hold a meeting at the Falmouth Hotel to-day, at which this and other matters of
importance to Portland will be considered.

Wanted—Milliner.
Cement Pipe—J. W. Stockwell.
House to Let—M. G. Palmer.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Carpet Renovating.
<
Opening—Nelson & Co.
Clothing—Oren llawkes & Co.
Card—r. O. O. F.
United Staten

Exceptions have been taken to the remarks

Circuit Court.

BEFORE JUDGE HHEPLEV.

Tuesday.—William T. Harwood et ux. vs. Grand
Ti sink Railway Co. Given to the jury at the adjourniniiit.
A. A.

Strout.

Bradbury & Bradbnrv.

W. W. Virgin.
BEFORE

Monday.—Mary

JUDGE BARROWS.

C. Maxwell

Elbridge Gerry.

vs.

action for money had and received from
the sale of a hum, conveyed to defendant, us plaintiff*
claims, for security for money which defendant

agreed to advance to pay off* and discharge certain
prior mortgages on it, and which tarm defendant sold
for a large surplus over and above the amount of said
mortgages, and which surplus this action was brought
to recover back. The verdict for the plaintiff* for
$I'24.12 establishes the fact that the farm w as conveyed as security as plaiutiff* claims, and was not au
absolute sale, as defendant claims, aud overthrows so
far as a verdict can the theory of the defence as published in our last issue.
Merrill.
Howard & Cleaves.
Carleton.
Butler & Fessenden.
Tuesday.—Annie L. Humphrey vs. Inhabitants of
Gray. Action for damages caused by a defect in the
road, laid at $5000. On trial.
Strout & Gage.
Vinton.
Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE LANE.

Tuesday.—George

H. Cloudman vs. Hope Mutual
Life Insurance Co. A claim of $80 for
painting the
signs of the Company at the request of its agents in
this city in 1871. Defence, that the
were not

agents

lfiiiu tuc

v.vmpauy.

uecisiou

reserveu.

Howard & Cleaves.
Symonds & Libby.
John M. Fluent vs. Same.
A claim of $181 for rent
of office for five months. Same defence.
Howard & Cleaves.
Symonds & Libby.
Wm. H. Josselyn et al. vs. Same. Action to recover for furniture furnished this
Company at the request
of its agents. Amount claimed, $150. Same defence.
Howard & Cleaves.
Symonds & Libby.
Wm. T. Kilbouru et al. vs. Same. Action to recover lor carpeting and goods furnished and
charged to
this Company at the request of its agents. Same defence.

Howard & Cleaves.
BEFORE

Court.

give

evidence

respondent was
J. H. Williams.
John H. McMinuimanand Catharine McMinniman.
Search and seizure. John paid a fine of $50 and
costs. Catharine discharged.
The liquors and vessels seized on the premises of
Horatio Boothby were declared forfeited to the city
of Portland and ordered to be destroyed, no claimor

appearing.

John Sullivan.
and waived

an

Pleaded not guilty
Recognized in the sum
at the May term of the Su-

Common seller.

examination.

$200 for his appearance
J. H. Williams.
perior Court.
John Brady. Search and seizure. Fined $50 and

of

costs.

Committed.

Brief Jottings.
Those who desire to attend the dance at Lake
Sebago to-night will be carried out and back on
the railroad for one fare.
Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co., sold at auction
yesterday house and lot, No. 31 Danfortli street,
to a Mr. P. McQuade for $3600.
The Second Parish Temperance Association,
will meet this evening in the Lecture Room of
the Memorial church at 7£ o’clock. The friends
of temperance generally are respectfully in^
vited.
Portland eats spring butter made in California.
The Bay State excursionists propose to visit
Portland again this summer.
There were thirty-three marriage licenses issued and fifty-six deaths recorded in Portland
in the month of April.
The annual meeting of the Portland Yacht
•Club will take place this evening.
On dit, that Hon. W. W. Thomas has pur-

chased store No. 84 Commercial street for the
sum of $12,000.
The gentleman nominated for President of
the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to AminalS, declined to accept and a committee has
been appointed to report a list of officers on
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. Joseph Parry, baccalaureate of music,
"Cambridge University, England, will give a
Brooks Hall, Ligonia, on Saturday
evening for the l>enefit of the Rolling Mills Liat

brary.
There will be a meeting of the Regatta Committee of the Maine Boating Association at the
Alcyon's boat house, the second Tuesday in

May.
The annual meeting of the Maine Bible Society will be held at the rooms of the Young
Men’s Christian Association, to-morrow even-

ing.
We understand that the beautiful fairy operetta of “Vivia,” will be one of the attractions
at the grand closing entertainment of the Fra-

ternity series, at City Hall,
evening, May 15th.

on

Wednesday

The lunch saloon of E. L. Howes on Moulton
was
broken into Monday night by
smashing a pane in the front window and the

street,

boys, creeping through.
About three dollars worth of pastry was taken.
Sheriff Perry seized a small lot of liquors

burglars, probably

Fore St.
The visit of the School Committee with the
Truant officer to the Islands the other day developed The fact that the advantages of education are sadly neglected by the children and

yesterday

at

Patrick

O'Mally’s

on

expected

that Messrs.

J. P. Yorston

men.

Theatre.—Miss Dolly
II ..11

..•_

-----

Hotel Arrivals.—F. E. Tufts, Boston, W.
J. CoDeland. Great Falls, W. F. Belcher, Farmington, Oscar Owens, New York, are at the
Preble House.
J. S. McQuarrie, M. E. Chandler, J. F. Caldwell and F. W. Pratt, Boston, S. D. Quarles,
Ossii>ee, N. H., John McMillan, North Conway, Ira T. Drew, Alfred, Charles Miller,.Montreal, and L. F. Jones, New York, are at the

United States.
D. W. Craig, Readfield, George P. Perley,
Bridgtou, J. H. Allen, North Anson, are at the
St. Julian.
Mrs. L. Carver, Frycburg, J. Stanley, Porter,
A. R. Morse, Harrison, E. Sands, Lewiston, M.
X). Andrews, Otisfield, C. I). Rubin, Sabattis,
0.1. Robinsou, Lynn, F. Chase, Boston, P. C.

Manley, Skowhegan, Mr. Williams, Porter, are
at City Hotel.
E. S. Phinney and wife and M. Ten Eyck,
New York, Jno. T. Grafton and B. A. Norton,
Boston, Nathaniel Hobbs, North Berwick, A.
A. Campbell, Montreal, W. M. Newhall, Lynn,
Mass., W. W: Clapp, Boston Daily Advertiser,
ft. D. Rice, Augusta, Abner Coburn, Skowhegan. A. D. Lockwood, Boston, Darius Ahlen,
Augusta, George M. Patten, Bath, R. B. Dunn,
Waterville, Anson P. Morrill, Readfield, Arthur Brown and Thomas Holt, M. M. R. R.,
the Falmouth.

The Circle of Pine Street M. E. Chucli hold
fair and festival in their vestry on Wednes1st.
Useful
day afternoon and evening, May
also refreshments
and fancy articles for sale,
A hot supper will be served
and ice cream.
The procacds to be approfrom 0 to 8 o’clock.
edifice.
a new church
priated to furnishing
are making great efforts
These Samaritan ladies
noble and praisworthy
a
to raise funds for
desired that
object. It is therefore warmly Should the
they may be liberally patronized.
it will be held Thursweather be
a

unpropitious

day, May 2d.

city,

Bidwell,

who has
is to appear at Mu-

mi

v.vuiufj.

1UV

1

j'lUI
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Uivll

to

All-

Mother Goose.—This wise and venerable
lady will hold a reception for the benefit of the
Second Parish Society at Mechanics’ Hall to-

largely
lar.

Henry B. Remick, of Kittery, who was recently sentenced to State Prison at Thomaston, for a term of ten years, died in Alfred jail
last Friday night. Mr. Remick had been so ill
since his sentence last December
his removal from jail to prison.

as

to prevent

ItllSCKLI.Al'rEOIJS NOTICED.
Card.
The Committee of Arrangements for the recent celebration of the
Anniversary of the I.
O. O. F., desire to tender their sincere thanks
in behalf of the Order to the City Marshal and
Police for their escort and attention on that
occasion.
The grandest opening of the season will occur to-day at Nelson & Co.’s.
They have just
returned from New York with the choicest
stock of Laces, Embroideries, Hdkf s. Collars,

Neck-ties, Kid Gloves and Fancy Goods ever
brought into Portland. Everybody should make
an effort to go and see their
goods. From what
have heard their show
window will be worth
seeing, as it will be decked with flowers interwoven with beautiful laces, nobby ties, &c.—
Read what they say .in our special notice column.

How is your 30 cents for low? We are selling the Elmwood cloth faced collar at 25 cents.
J. Burleigh & Co., 89 Middle street.
The place to buy Boys’ Clothing is at Orin
Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292 Congress street.
“Largest assortments,“ “lowest prices,” “our
manufacture.”
There is going to be a splendid opportunity
for bargains at F. O.'Bailey & Co.’s salesroom

to-day

in

Admission

free._

The ladies of the Samaritan Association desire to express their grateful thanks to all who
aided them by gifts and attendance at their recent Orphan
Fair, particularly do they thank
the young ladies and gentlemen who took part
in the dramatic entertainment which
proved so
great a success, to themselves
of the Association.

dry

and

fancy goods.

Mr. Bishop is astonishing the people every
day with his new process of cleansing carpets
the floor. Office, 16 Market

on

ami the

receipts

point.
The iron work for the bridges on the Boston
and Maiue Railroad extension in this
vicinity,
is in transit uud will soon
arrive.

shortly
Large
stagings, &c., have
is to be pushed for-

purchases of lumber for
been made, and the work
ward as rapidly as possible.

The “May Day” festivities at the vestry of
the Pavilion church, next Friday afternoon
a nd
evoniug, will no doubt be very attractive.
A supper will la? served in the
vestry, which
has lately been repaired in a very
manner.

tasty

A Republican Caucus will be held in

Square.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has

been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337
Congress, cor-,
ner of Oak street.

Saco City Council.—At an adjourned meeting of the City Council of Saco, April 29th, the
following business was transacted:
Ordered, That the Committee on Fire Department be instructed to cause the steam fire
engine “Saco,” to be put in good condition, according tc. the suggestions of the Chief Engineer.

Ordered, That the Street Commissioner of
Highway District, No. 4, be authorized and directed under the direction of the Committee on

Department

and Chief Engineer, to enlarge the reservoirs on Common street, now in
of
reconstruction.
process
Ordered, That that the Boston and Maiue
Railroad corporation have permission to extend
their line across the Common and
Burying
ground as now located, not exceeding four rods
in width on the
following conditions, to wit,
that said corporation build a
good foot walk
under said road, at some point between Common street and the school house on
the Com-moil, to be designated by the Committee on
Streets, and pay to the city of Saco the sum of
$2,200 for damages to the Common, and the
further sum of $3,000 for damages to School
District, No. 1.
Ordered,, That the Boston and Maiue Railroad corporation be permitted to cross the corner of Bartlett street, at the junction of Bartlett and Common streets, by
extending their
abutment on the line of Common
street, across
Bartlett street twenty-one feet, and
offering no
other obstruction to the travel on said
street, on
the following conditions, to wit: That said
corporation pay to Elliot Swcetser, the sum of
8500 for damages to his property.
Ordered, That so much of the annual report
ire

r

J

printing.—Every description ot Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 101)

Exchange St.

Wx. M. Marks.

All those in want of a hot or cold bath
should remember that Smith, No. 100 Exchange
street, is always ready to attend to the wants
of his customers.
Keep the Hair Unblemished.— ‘I

am

like

[the top,” said a
venerable Indian Chief, pointing to his thiu
and bleaching locks. Thousands of men ,aud
women in civilized sociAy, much younger than
old

hemlock —withered at

the old Sagamore, are like him, “withered at
the top,” simply because they have neglected
to use the means of preserving and beautifying
the hair which science had placed at their disposal. If Lyon’s Katharion be faithfully up
plied once or twice a day, to the fibres and the

scalp, it is just as impossible that the hair
should decay, wither, fall out and becoin*
harsh and fuzzy, as that a meadow, duly refreshed with nightly dews and sunlit rains,
should become arid and barren of green blades.
This matchless preparation not only keeps the
hair alive and the skin of the head in a healthy
and clean condition, but actually multiplies
the filaments and imparts to them a lustre,
flexible and wavy beauty unattainable by any
other mode of treatment. It does not, like the
metalic and sulphurous hair dyes, dry up the
natural moisture of the scalp, but supplies nutriment to the roots of the hair and vigor to the

apr29th-eodlw&wlt

fibres.
Adamson’s Balsam
mrl5-T T S &

Asthma, Coughs,

cures

Price 30 and 70 ets.

wly.

No head with a brain in it that has ever witnessed the operation of Phalon’s Chemical
Hair Invioohator, on harsh, dry, weak or
thiu hair, can doubt for a moment its regenerating properties. It literally compels the hair
it.

ond lumilfifioc

fltrftTKrtl W>n S

apr30

the fibrous mass.

eodlw

Bouquet Soap has
delightful perfume, and is in

Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere
a

«

^jo.v.uu

an

luiamro

W

vacciuiuillll

be referred to the Board of Health.
All the above were passed in concurrence.
The petition of Loren Foss and
others, for
an appropriation
of 3500, for widening the
bridge and road at Goose Fair stream, on the
Portland road, was referred to Committee on
Streets.
__

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Brakcasaa Killed.

Bangoh, April 30.—A freight brakeman,
named Joel Littlefield, was struck
by an over-

head bridge one-half mile above
Lincoln, on
the E. & N. A. Railroad, this
morning and
thrown between the cars of bis train and horribly crashed and mutilated. He lived but a
short time after being run over. He was
appointed a brakeman but three months ago, having formerly served three years as section man
at Winn, at which
place be leaves a family.

WASHINGTON.
American

novel but very

every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artimr4-eod3m
cles.
Weather

Report, April 30, lil P. Ltl.

War Department, Signal Service, IT. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of

Commerce.
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and

the

Treaty

of

Secretary

of the Treasury informed the President yesterday that the success of our fuuded
as
well as the financial schemes of various
Foan,
American corporations in Europe, depend upon
their success in London, and if the treaty of
Washington was rejected by England all would
be likely to fail, as there could be no compensating success in other European waters.
The Knaaian Minister.
Washington, April 30.—Baron Doffernberg,
the new Russian Ambassador, presented his
credentials to the President to-day.
Complimentary speeches were made by each.
Excitement Abvut the Alabama Claims'
There was a good deal of talk and some little
excitement among members of the House of
Several of the most
Representatives to-day.
prominent gentlemen expressing the belief from
information received that our claims for conseriuental damages are to be abandoned.
Swiss Colonics.
Dr. William Joos, a member of the National
Chronicle of Switzerland, is here to ascertain
she most favorable localities in the
country for
Swiss settlers and secure them from imposition
>n establishing themselves in their new homes.
He will visit Tennessee, Virgiuia and other
States.
Dabbling in Politics.
Justic Davis has been in receipt to-day of uu[iierous telegrams
from Cincinnati, advising
him of the progress of political affairs.
The Aran investigation.
The Senate Arms Committee meet next Monlay. Mr. Hamlin is proparing the report and
Hr. Stevenson will he present, embodying his
•iews as a minority of the committee.

were no

arrests.

The World Lecture* the Democratic Party*

The World to-morrow in reply to the articles
of the Albany Argus aud Washington Patriot
protests against what it calls “the intrusive impertinence of a clique of Democratic Congressmen in their
attempt to control the Cincinnati
Convention in the interest of Judge Davis, aud
their denunciation of the World for expressing
its honest judgment in entire independence or
this intriguing cabol.”
“It has been,” says the World, “our settled
wish that the Cincinnati Convention should not
act under any sort of Democratic duress and
wo have in expressing our preference for Adams, at least, demonstrated that there is no
united attempt at Democratic dictation and
have saved the liberal Republicans from the
imputation of actiug as a mere sideshow to the
Democratic party. An attempt to revive the
system of nominating Presidential candidates
by Congressional caucus, which broke down in
1824 from its own rottenness, is a preposterous
auaeronism.
The proclaimed purpose of the Cincinnati
Convention is reform of the government and if
the convention acts wisely it will aim for a candidate for President who will have the maximum of Republican
popularity and the minimum
of Democratic hostility and possesses the highest qualifications for the office."
“Who, of all
the named candidates” it concludes, "combines
these requisites in so eminent a degree as Mr.
Adams,’
Et Cetera.
Several ohildreu were injured, but not seriously, during a panic occasioned by a fire in the
rear of a public school on 122tli street
to-day.
Col. Jerome B. Fellows has been tendered
and will accept the Colonelcy of the !>th Itegiment, vacated by the death of Fisk.
The Bay Flour Mills in Brooklyn were damaged to the amount of $25,000 by tire last night.
Insured $15,000.
Veto of the City Charter Bill.

Clear
Clear

Lt rain
Clear
Clear
Fair
Clear

Eerger Arrested.
Boston, April 30.—David Nicliols,

Clear
Clear
and elevation

to

Salt Lake City, April 30.—The Third District Court was opened this morning bv a Territorial marshal instead of a United States
marshal. Judge Strickland announced that
since the decision of the
Supreme Court he
would recognize the Territorial marshal, attorney aud officers of the Court. Assistant Attorney H igh presented a certified copy of the
decision of the Supreme Court in the
Englebrecht ease and in conformity with the
ruling
therein that the manner of drawing petit jurors
since September, 1870, was illegal, moved for
leave to enter a nolle prosqui as to all indictments found in that tune, and that the prisonThe Court ordered a nolle prusers lie released.
que entered, anil that the prisoners be turned
over to the Territorial marshal to be released
during the day unless steps were taken to detain them. The number thus set at liberty is
forty-live, including twenty-four arrested' for
murder, ten for lewd and lascivious cohabitation, two for adultery, three for riot and three
for adultery.

a

broker,

arrested to-day charged with
forging the
name of Horace Saunders, another
broker, to a
note for $0,875, and was held to answer in $13,000 bail.
Hh Killed.
John Tarbox was killed in Newburyport today by a fall while working on new city railroad
depot. He leaves a wife and five children.
«nod Time.
Lowell, April 30.—The manager of the National Telegraph Co., of this city received today a copv of the Sacramento Daily Record of
the 22d of April, seven days from the time of
was

publication

in

Sacramento, by

a

dispatch bag.

yinrringc in High I.ife.
Scbinukield, April 30.—The marriage of
('mint Mitkiewiss of Russia, and Miss Carrie
Lester of Rochester, N. Y., the reputed heiress,
took place at Amherst to-day.
The parties
were first married
privately by a Catholic Priest
and afterwards publicly the bride’s friends witA

nessed the ceremony.
Michael Murray of this
city, a switch tender
for the Boston &
Albany Railroad, was run
over by an engine this
afternoon and iirstantlv

killed.

The French government lias revoked the
passport system with Switzerland.

THE CINCINNATI BABEL.
Things mighty uncertain—Davis

to

bar

The following

t

—

Missouri

j

stands Arm

for Brown—florr

r

crowd from Maine—The tariff, the rod
whhh they spilt.

Cincinnati, April 30.—Arrivals to-day ar
steadily increasing and from some direction

propose to vote

Bostou Mtock Lin.
[.Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 30.]
Eastern Railroad.108 'S'-108*
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth HR.w 132
Domestic Market*.
New’ York, April 30—Evening—Cotton dull and
*c lower; sales 263 bales; Middling uplands 23|c.—
Flour unchanged; sales 6900 bbls; State 6 50 @ 8 00;
Round hoop Ohio 7 40 @9 25; Western 6 50 @9 50;
Southern 8 00 @ 12 25. Wheat 1 @ 2c lower: sales
73,000 bush: No 1 Spring 1 65 @ 1 66; No 2 do at 1 60
@164*; Winter Red Western 180 @185; White
Michigau 1 90 @ 2 05. Corn heavy aud lc lower; sales
73,000 bush; Mixed Western 74
75c, closing at 74c.
Oats firmer; sales 68.000 bush; Ohio 52
@ 54c; Western 54* @ 56c. Beef quiet. Pork
lower; new mess
13 65 @ 13 70. Lard lower; steam
8}c; kettle 9*c
Butter heavy; new 30 @ 31c.
Whiskey lower at 90*
@ 91c. Rice firm at 8|@9*c. Sugar firm; Muscovado 8* @ 9c; Refiniug 8}c. Coffee dull; Rio 17*
@
19*c in Gold. Molasses dull; New Orleans 60 @ 68c;
Muscovado 34 @ 40c. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpentine dull at 56*@57c. Petroleum
firm; crude 13(3)
131c; refined 22* @ 224c. Tallow steady at 8} @ 98c"
Freights to Liverpool ateady; Corn per steam 4d.
Savannah, April 30.—Cotton quiet and firm;
Middling uplands 22* @ 22}c.
Charleston, April30.-Cotton firm; Middling® up*
lands at 22*c.
Mobile, April 30.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling
uplands 22Jc.
New Orleans. April 30.-Cottou firm: Mi.i.nino

Mr. Brooks—Let me ask the gentleman from
Mass., whether he intends to vote for the bill
he reported.
Mr. Dawes repeated his question.
Mr. Brooks—\Ve intend to vote for it and
now will the gentleman from Mass., say he will
vote for it?
Mr. Dawes—I do not intend to vote It in its
present shape and unless it be amended in
some important particulars I will vote
against
it.
Mr. Brooks—Does the gentleman think it is
right to report a bill which he does not intend
to

support.

Mr. Dawes—I report it in accordance with
my public duties and with the express permission—as I stated before the House that I dissented most emphatically from the essential
provisions of it.
Mr. Kelly of Ra., inquired whether anybody
was
responsible for this bill. (Laughter.)
Whose bill is it?
Mr. Brooks—I do not think the Speaker
could have made a fairer possible committee of
Ways and Means if he had tried—four and a
half on each side. (Laughter.)
Mr. McNeeley of 111., took a position for free
trade and direct taxation.
The Committee rose.
Mr. Maynard from the Committee on Ways
and Means reported a bill for the re-issue of
United States bonds in all cases of bonds destroyed or defaced without fault or the part of
their owners, under such rules and regulations
as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe,
which passed.
The session of to-morrow evening was set
apart for business of the Committee on Territories.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Hay of 111.,
Coburn, Cox, Campbell and Finkelnburg, a
Committee to attend the National Sharpshooters festival at H iglands, 111., May 19.

Adjourned.

Watertown, April .30.—Cattle Market.-Reccipts
Cattle 429 head; there was leaa anxiety to purchase, although prices remain very much tho same as
last week; sates of choice at 10 00 @ 10 BO; extra 8 00
@9 75; first quality 7 50@ 8 50; second quality 6 25
<8 7 00; third quality 5 25 @ 6 00. Sheep and Lambs—
Receipts 2165 head; Sheep sold rather slowly and the
advance of last week is lost; best lots of Spring

hogs.
Shipments—4,000

000 busli corn,

hogs.

Toledo, April 30.—Flour firm. Wheat active and
higher and advanced 2 @ 4c, closing weak; Amber
Michigan 178 @180$; No 2 red Michigan 170$@
1 71$. Corn and Oats quiet and
unchanged.
Cincinnati, April 30.—Pork dull but firm; regular 13 00; city packed i4 00. Lard dull but firm at 8}
@ 9c. Bulk meats held at 4fc for loose shoulders;
sides held at 6} @ 7$c Bacon dull but
Arm; shoulders
5$c; sides 7$@ 7$c. Live Hogs in lair demand at 4 10
@ 4 50; receipts 1100 head. Cattle Brnier and advanced $ @ $c. Whiskey In fair demand at 84c.

Knrapemi] markets.
London, April 30—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 934 for
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 904; do
1865, dm, 91$; do 1867, 93$; 10-408, 89$.
Pabis, April 30—11.30 A. M.—Rentes 54f. 47c.
Liverpool, April 30—11.00 A. M.—Cotton steady;
lid; do Orleans 11$@ 11 jjd; sales

middling^uplands

Roeipts of Wheat tor three days 12,000 quarters, including 3000 American.
Liverpool, April 30—1.30 P. M.—Cotton Ann;
sales 10,000 bales, including 3000 for simulation and
export. Breadstuff's arc quiet; Red Western Spring
•

Wheat 11s 5d.
Liverpool, April 30—2.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
unchanged; sales 10,000 bales, Including 3.000 bales
for export and speculation. Cbeese 65s. Petroleum
Fabrics at Manchester dull.
London April 30—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at
93$
for money and account.
American securities—V. S. 5-20’s 1862, 904; do 1865
old. 91$: do 1867, 93$; C. S. 10-40’s, 89$.
Paris, April 30—5.00 P. M.—Rentes closed at 36f

London, April 30-5.00 P. M.—Spirits Turpentino
49s.
Russian Tallow 54s.

FASHIONABLE
FANCY
I

The father of murdered Cline is insane in conof the death of his son.
Thp wlmlo
family was ordered to leave the farm by Sheriff
Bryant, who confesses that he is powerless to
secrete them. The sous have fled to the bush,
taking their father with them, and the daughter escaped to Harrisonville on foot.
Adjutant
Siegel and Commissioners Phillips and Cockerell had a consultation yesterday, and left for
Pleasant Hill. Sheriff Bryant of Cass county
arrived last night.
Kansas City, April 30.—Persons from Cass
county state that there is a reign of terror there.
Seventeen families residing at Harrisonville
and vicinity were forced to leave on pain of
death.
The leaders of the gang declare that
they will not be satisfied until every man dior
rectly indirectly connected with the issuance
of the county bonds, is killed.
Mcriwn* Fin in the Stale Prison.
Hartford, Ct, April 30.—A fire broke out
in the rule shop of Wyllis Thrall & Son, at the
State Prison in Wethersfield, atone o’clock this
morning, threatening for a time the entire prisou buildings.
Having connections with the
water mains of this city, which furnish considerable head, alone saved the
premises. The officers and a few trusty convicts labored assidfor
four
hours
and
controlled
the flames.
uously
The rule shop was totally destroyed, causing a
loss to Thrall & Son of about $15000. The prison was damaged $200(1, with no insurance.
It
is thought the fire was caused by spontaneous
combustion of saw-dust saturated with oil dripping from the machinery.

nurk.Rruirle RanHc

tion of the work was blown to pieces. The
citizens aucuse the people of Superior City of
the act, though the actual jierpetrators have
not yet been discovered.
>nETKOROLO«I(!AT.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal)
!
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 1 (1.00 A. M.ll
Probabilities—Tilt: barometer will continue
falling from the lower lakes to tlie East and
Middle Atlantic coasts. Cloudy weather and
rain will prevail over the Middle States very
generally by Wednesday morning and extend
over New England during the
day, cloudy
and threatening weather and probably rain over
tbe Southern States, northwesterly winds and
clearing weather throughout tbo Mississippi
valley and extend over the upper lakes region
to the Ohio valley,
The Atlantic boat club of New York is practicing on tlie Thames fer the match with the

London club,

MUSIC

Day

PURSUANT

sale of the estate of DennlB

McCarty,

late of Port-

ning

by said Hall’s land northwesterly to said Evans
land, thence by said Evans land southwesterly to tho
first bound, and subject to a mortgage to John Stedworthy, for the sum of two hundred dollars, dated
24th, A. D., 1869. I will sell the said real estate
July
of the said McCarty, at public auction, on the premises in said Portland, on the
twenty-seventh day of
June, A. D., 1872, at ten o’clock A. M., for the pur-

Marshal Serano is advancing on Ilodas. The
Carlists retire as he approaches.
The number
of insurgents in the Andalusian provinces and
Santander are reported insignificant. The Carlists continue to give in submissions to the government in various parts of the kingdom.
THE

a

land. in said county, deceased, consisting of a < ertaln
parcel of land situated in said Portland, on the northeasterly side of Centro street, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at tho southerly corner of a
lot of laud now, or formerly owned by one
Mary
Evans, thence running south-easterly on said Centre
street twenty-seven feet to a stake,‘thence
runnitig
on
a
northeasterly
parallel line with said Evans land
sixty-nine feet and six inches to land now or formerly owned by heirs of the late Mary Hall, thence run-

ingly bright.

ON

the license set forth.
The promises will bp sold subject to the mortgage
before mentioned.
H. B. CLEAVES,
Adm’r of estate of Dennis McCarty deceased.
Portland, April 25, A. D., 1872.
ap29-lawM
poses in

ALABAMA

DIFFICULTY,
London, April 30.—The TimeB in an editorial
upon the present phase of the Alabama claims
question congratulates" the United States government for proposing that the liability of results sha’l never extend beyond direct consequences of the breaches of neutrality, thus paving the way for a satisfactory settlement of the
differences now existing between England and
America.

MADE TO

ORDER FROM MEASURE !

ish government considers the claim for indirect
damages withdraw. Gladstone and Earl Gran-

For Sale,

ville will compliment President Grant in Parliament for yielding to their demands.

or

The

The San Francisco Committee is considerillir

the St. Louis proposition for

a

railroad

on

the

thirty-fifth parallel.

Howaid

reports there

al>out

1000

Apache Indians at Camp Grant, Arizona, perfectly peaceable and contented with the reser-

vation.
A Brownsville, (Texas) despatch says the city
is overflowing with women and children from
Matamoras, where revolutionary sympathizers
are expelled by Cevallos.
General McCook has
The
picketed the river to preserve neutrality.
citizens have organized themselves into an extra police, anticipating an influx of marauders.
The carpet works at Maspeth, L. I., was
burned Monday. Loss $50,000. A fireman was

killed.
Gov. Jewell will lie inaugurated to-day.
Mrs. McKeuuy of Lowell, who runs a small
variety store,was arrested Tuesday for shop-lifting. Quite an amount of goods were recovered.
Cornelius 8. Underwood, Clerk of the New
York Assembly, died at Albany, Tvesday.
It is

positively untrue

that Prince Bismarck

expressed his approval of the United States
claims for indirect damages.
and commercial.

Rcceipia

by Rnilraada and Steamboat*
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 500 bbli
cars
lumber, 5 do corn, 1 do oil, 1 ao paper
!*uri
1
do furring, 1 do
spars, 2 do laths,1 do bay, 1 do beef
4 cio sundries.
For Lower Provinces—1400 bbls dour
3 ears sundries.
For Allan steamers—54 cars grain.
New York tttock and Jlbney Market.
Nkw York, April 30—Mornin*j.—Gold at 1129.—
Money at 6 tier cent. Sterling Exchange 100ft @ lio*
Stocks steady. State Stocks dull and heavy.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South
ern

securities:

Tennessee 6*s, new.
cu
Virginia tt’s, new..
Missouri 6’s..!!!..!! 95:
North Carolina 6's, now. .20
South Carolina 6’s. new................
31'

York, April 30—Keening—Money was easi
early part of the day at 6 @ 7 per cent., bu:
put up to 7 i»er cent. Gold to l-32d per day by th<
JjJJ’S?. w“° squeezed Money to depress Stocks. Ster
f»Mi9i«i?liequiet at 109J. Gold quiet and stead'

iu the
was

®

flat to 5 j»er cent. The clear
The Treasury disbursement
were 5680,000.
1 he engagements for shipments to
morrow arc $277,618. Governments *(a>4 i»er cent
lower, closing
State bonds quiet Stocks fel
4 tffi 11»er cent, on tight Money and heavy short sales
but the efforts of the Bears to cover were
nevertho
less ineffectual,
prices reacting immediately. Paelfli
Mail and Western Union were
dealt
in am
heavily

CSLmEKf00!?00steady.

advanced largely. Considerable North Western

bought in

Fpicmioes,

or to

JOHN C. PROCTER,

apl3d3weodsn

The Apache Indians have captured another
mule tram.
Water is to be let into the St. Lawrence canals on the first of May.
Several hundred people
left Washington
Tuesday for Ciucinnati.
Geu.

exchanged

wa:

under the rule and the stock commanded 1
bonus of | to 1 per cent, for caah delivery. At th<
close the whole market was up J per cent, from th<
lowest rates and was very strong.

Read Estate Broker.

Du Pont’s
Ths
of the

above

grades

So

on

®7 4. 8. BAILE1 4k €#.,

ISM.

1,1.

P.

at manufacturers’

prices.

Administrators’ Sale.
to a licence from the Judge of Probate for the
county of Cumberland, I shall offer
for sale at Public Auction, on the premises, on Tuesthe
fourteenth
day,
day of. May, A. D. 1*72, at two
o’clock p. m., the following described Real Estate, belonging to Win. H. Lovejoy, late of Portland, deceased. situated on the easterly side of Emery st., in said
Portland, commencing at the south-west corner of
land owned by Chas. Frost; tbcnco runniug southerly
from forty to forty-two feet on a line with Emery st;
thence running easterly on a parellel line with Spring
street fifty feet to land owned
by Henrv Cheney:
thence running northerly on the
of land
owned bv said Henry Cheney to land owned by Chas.
Frost; thence running westerly fifty feet on the dividing line of land owned by said Chas. Frost, to the
first mentioned bounds.
The above described lot of land is one of the moRt
desirable locations that iH available in that part of
the town, it being a portion of a corner lot situated
on a line of the horse railroad.
J^p-Terms made known at time of sale.
CHAS. H. LOVEJOY,
Administrator of Estate of Wm. H. Lovejov.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.
Fri
av»5 law 3w

PURSUANT

dividing'line

District

of

Portland

Falmouth, l
April 25, 1812. i

and

Proposals for nnpplying the 17. 8. Marine
Hospital at Portland, with 8nbMintence
8tores, etc., for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1873.
is
hereby given that sealed proj»osals

NOTICE

will be received at the U. S. Custom House in
the city of Portland until 12 o’clock meridian, on
in June next, for the supply of subthe first
sistence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
furnished can bo had on application to this office.
The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of tho articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to
all
articles which, iu his judgment, are not of the best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles iu their stead, and to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United StateR reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, and to accept the proposals for
the whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
I. WASHBURN, Jr.,
in the list.

Assignee’* Sale of Real Estate.

Collector.

ap25 2awtjune4

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS I
BEST QUALITIES !

LATEST

STYLES !

CHAD). CTSTIS & CO.,
293

up6*n eo<!3m

Congress St.

t,t, *8

on

the

on the
included in the Assignment of Luther J. Hill, fur the beuctit ot creditors,
made Mur. 25, 1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
100 feet
by 40 feet, with a dwelling houso anti stable
thereon, being No. 1» Abler Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage ot
$1824 and accrued interest, the right of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity of redemption, and
taxes for 1871 ami 1872.
April 25, 1872.
HENRY C. PEABODY. Assigns**.
ap25td

premises,

Society,

successfully presented

in

18*7,

Evening

Valuable lot of Eand at Auctiou.
Saturday, May 4th, at 3 P. M. we aliall.oUer the

OF

ON

valuable lot of land, ou Crow Sf., known aa tb<i
Thaxter property. Said lot is 30 ft. front, running
back 06 ft. There is a splendid well on the property.
This lot is situated near Middle St., and the sale
offers a line opportunity for Investment.
Terms,
&c,, made known at sale.
F. O. BAILEV & CO., Auctioneer.,

MAY DAY!
With

Seventy Performers,
And .Hnsic by Chandler,
followed by

To be

Promenade

apr27td

a

Administrator'* Sale.

Concert.

Block, Tools aud Furniture at Auctiou.

The ladies of the Sweden
bnrgian Parish will offer
assoitraent of Fancy Articles and Refreshments
for sale, with especial provision for the wants sf the
“little ones.”
Dinner at 1 o’clock. Tea from C to 8.

Waterman, Judge of Probate, within and for the
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction

PURSUANT to

an

3.

Doors open—afternoon at 2 o’clock;

Evening

at 7

o’clock;

commence

at

Managers.Bidwell

&

from

the

Hon.

J. A.

May

Wilkinson

Api26-dtd

FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY.

By 3. B. BAILEV A

ednesday, ]NLay

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
shall offer at public auction on Tuesday, May

1st.

eutitled:

Leap in the Dark,
—or—

Wedded, but
The cast will

Wife !

no

include

MISS DOLLIE BIDWELL,
And Fall

Prices

Dramatic Co.

usual.
Tickets ready Tuesday MornDoors open at 7: commence at 8.
as

ap274t

HOYT,

THK

OPENING

FI*. 7# FEDEBAL NTBEET, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales every Tuesday of
Dry Goads, Woolens, Clothing, Carpets,
Faney Goods, Btraw Goods A Hats.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Bhoes,
including New York City Ylnde Goods for the
retail trade.
MW AS
apg4eod3m

THE-

1st,

J. S. BAILEV &

1872.

TICKETS *1.00.

CO.,

Commission Merchants,

By Chandler’* Band, 1 Pieces.

-Wn.ir

WHEELER & BRADLEY
AUCTIONKKIfS,

BALL

SEASON!
Pavilion Hall, Sebago Lake
MAY

Auctioneer-.

WE

Mrs. May Agnes
Fleming’s Great Story, published in
the New York Weekly, Dramatized by J. L. Ashtou,

A

CO.,

14th, at three o’clock P. M., on the premises,
that beautiful garden lot, at Morrill’s Corner, Peering. known as the Portland Nursery, covering
about an acre aud a half of land, every foot of which
is under cultivation like a garden. It fronts on Forest Avenue, and is bounded on two sides by Cedar
and Morrill sts.
On it is a good two-sory house,
nearly new, 24x24 feet, with an ell 12x2$ ft.; It contains nine rooms, light, airy, and high studded, with
ffood closets, and spacious entries; water is brought
into the kitchen.
The grounds are stocked with
young and healthy fruit trees, many of which arc in
full bearing; with grape vines in variety, and currents, strawberries, raspberries and gooseberries in
abundance. The place isclebrated for its beautiful
flowers in their rich profusion; its hedges, ornamental trees and shrubberies. It is within a few minutes’
walk of both the railroads, of the seminary, the
church, «&c., and within twenty minutes' ride’of the
city, combining nil its advantages, without its evils.
The around* can be examined at any time, nnd the
house from 11 to 3 p. m, the day previous and on day
of sale.
apSOeodtd

STARTLING NOVELTY !

A

ing.

license

rale,

or

fC HALL!

M U S

a

FRIDAY.
3, 1872, at half-pa*t ten o’clock in
the forenoon, at tne late residence of Abial A. Cutter,
in Saccarappa, the following personal property to
wit: 2 horses, 3 cows and calf, 26 hens, double and
single harness, 1 and 2-horse wagons aud sleds. Mowing machine, hay rocks and
cultivators, harrows, farming tools, and also 16 barrels potatoes, 126
flour barrels, together with the entire household turniture.
Dated at Saccarappa April 21st, 1872.
N. P. ROBERTS. Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
on

at 8.

commence

Tickets—afternoon 26 cents; evoning 50 cents
three fur g 1.00,
ap22td

—AND—

An extra wilt run over the P. & O. R. R., between
Portland and Steep Falls, leaving P A K. Depot at
6.45 p. m„ stopping at Cumberland
Mills, S. Wind- I
ham. (sambo and Whiff R/v>k fnr th»> tionuflt
i.iona. I
“re seeker*.
Per Order.
Sebagc Lake, April 25, 1872.
ap26“i

AUCTIONEERS
nw. «

EAI HAHHE

!

RTBEET,

Next kelow Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY.
OBO. W. PARKER,
aptttf
R. K. HUNT,
—

THE CIRCLE OF

Commission

Merchant

February

ON

Afternoon A Evening.
May 1st.

11. 1868.

Auctioneer

dtf

allanjjneT
Montreal Ocean

Steamship

CARRYING

Co.

THE

Canadian and Vailed State* Hails.

Church edifice.
These Samaritan ladies

new

Passengers booked to Londou
derry and Liverpool.
Return. Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

are
making great efforts to
raise funds for a noble and praiswortny object.
It is
therefore warmly desired that they may be liberally
patronised.
Admission Free. Should the weather be»unpropitious it will be held Thursday, May 2.
ap30ul

CORINTHIAN, Capt. Scan,

He’s Grot to Come Back

Will

leave this port for Liverpool
Saturday,

Monday Eve’g, May 6,

and

ThJ O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
ll assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold* during the (fay in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.

a

FOR SALE.
Also Refreshments, and Ice Creams. A hot Supfter
will be served from 6 to 8 o’clock.
The proceeds to bo appropriated to furnishing a

Immediately

7‘A

or

Hay

4th.

the

after the arrival of the Train of
from Montreal.

previous day

RETURN FOR ONE NIGHT MORE.

To be followed on the 11th
by the Steamship

HARRY

8CANRANAVIAN, Capt. Rallantiue,
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 to 980

BLOODGOOD’S

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination
Embracing
A

all the

Star Artists.

MEW

BILL!

With

AT

THURSDAY

BURNETT’S

BONDS

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acqulntance in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland. 1 am making a sjiecialty "of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued.
luvi'RHgmuig tiifin very eareititty ana buying anil
offering for sale only those that 1 eonsiiler among tho
safest for Investment. They are Issued in 8100,8300
anil"8t000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and moat
careful investors. They arc daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
tarmB.
CHARLES VI. IIAVVHIiN,

HAY

Fogg

&

Ad.

Breed’s,

o’clock.

COCOAINE,

Uuiversally acknowledged
The Best and Cheapest Hair Dressing
Premater

of the Growth and Beauty af the

mch22

Hair in the World.
OTHER

NO

dtf

by all Druggists.

oodly

no29

NOTICE.

sn

On Monday*,

Constable's Sale.
OF MAINE, Cumberland, 88.:
on execution and will be sold at public
auction on Monday, the twenty-seventh day of
D.
A.
1872, at ton o’clock in the forenoon at the
-May,
Office of P. J. Larrabce, No. 99 Middle street, in
in
Portland, said county, all the right in equity which
Benjamin C. Richards of said Portland nas* or had
on the 6th day of October, A. D. 1871, at twelve
o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, being
the time of the attachment of the same on the
original writ, the following described mortgaged real
estate, to wit:
A certain lot of land with the
buildings thereon
situated on the southeasterly side of Salem street in
said Portland next
of
the
\jt sold by Neal
southerly
Dow of said Portland, to Edward Tuttle, measuring
thirty-seven feet on said Salem Street, and running

Style*

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,
FANCY & MILLINERY GOODS,
Just received from Boston and New York by

j MRS. CUSHMAN, Cor. Congress A Oak
Streets, Portland.
fry Burial Shrouds

on

hand and

made

to

order.

ap27—3w
Mr

sail

I’ll d. you

“Buy
Goad.*’—I)R.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
| healthy roots and berbB, such aa Sarsaparilla. Wild
| Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thorougbwort.
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, Jtc., so comjKmnded
t as to reach the fountains of disease, aud absolutely
I cure all Humors. Liver and BUHous Diseases. Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Scrofula, and all dtmImpure
cultlesarising from a dlsease-i stomacher
blood. Twenty vears of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world. LEG. t.
GOODWIN Sc CO., Boston, and all druggists,
I, J‘”
sn eod!6w

and

Express

Friday*,

passenger train

Exeter,

FAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial st., Portland.
April 20th, 1#72.

353

apZMlw i*

Liuardian's Sale of Real Estate.
to

license from

the Hon. Judge
Probate for Cumberland County, i shall sell
PURSUANT
the

easterly
and

apl8-dlaw Thur

an

will leave Portland for Boston at «> p.
M., slopping
at Dover, New Market, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence, arriving in Boston at 10 P. M. This train will
leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station foot of State Street,
where tickets can he purchased and ltoggage checked.
Returning leave Boeton from Station In Hay Market Square on same days as above at it P. M., stopNew
ping at Andover, low retire, Haverhill,
Market, Dover, South Berwick Junction, keimebunk, Biddeford and Saco, arriving in Portland ai
9 yi,
W. MERRITT, Sup’t, Bo*tou.

TAKEN

back half way to the contemplated street next southfrom said Salem street about one hundred
thirty feet more or less, being the same premises
conveyed to said Benjamin C. Richards by Samuel
Tyler and N. C. Rice by their deed of warranty dated
Dec. 27th, 1850, excepting therefrom a strip three
feet wide on the southerly side of the same conveyed
by said Richards to Simeon H. Higgins, January
4th, 1851.
Dated at Portland April 16th, A. D. 1872.
A. H. LlDol,
Constable of Portland.

Wednesdays

Commencing April 22d.

STATE

Mew

88 Kirhsaie st., Parllnarl

Boston & Maine R.R.

COMPOUND]

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale

Bonds.

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Couj>ons, drawing 10 per cent.
Interest, selling at prices which net from

HALL,

EVENING,

Tickets 25 cts, to be had a Hoyt,
an
at the door.
Doors open at 7. Commence at 8
td
Apr 29.

Payable in Gold

Freight

Municipal

Now Attraction*.

MECHANICS’

of May from Quebec,

or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 9 India Street.
ortland, Dec. 5-tf

For

Prices as usual.
Commence at 8 o’clock.
ap30—6t

Tuesday

reject

Aartionren.

subscriber will sell at public auction
25th day of May, 1872,
THE
3 o’clock. P M.,
tne Real Estate

reproduce the Operetta entitled

On the Afternoon &

Gunpowder.

ty Guns, Sorting Goods and Fishing Tackle constantly on hand at low prices.
C. L. BAILEY, 48
Exchange St*
E3F"’ Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”
aplSeodtfsa

r«.

a. m., the good
schooner E. E. Stimpson, of 123 tons or therebouts.
Has an American Register, and rlaa* A2 at American
Lloyds. Can be seen and examined at Kailway
Wharf, Cai>e Eliza l>elh, at any time previous to sale,
H. J. LIBBY,
Adm’r of the Estate of Jnliu Goddard.
Portland, April 23, 1872.
td

THE MAY FLOWER

undersigued

has taken the agency for the sale
Celebrated Powder, and will furnish all

Am tioun

be sold at public auction, at the Merc bants*
WILL
Exchange, Portland,
Thursday, the second

FAIR!

S.

Will

quantity

j

C'O

day of May next, at Eleven o’clock

MOTHER GOOSE RECEPTION !

HOUSE No. 63 Winter st.. brick, slated root, cemented cellar, any
of closet room, water, hard and soft. Good Barn opening on
court, as
well as yard. Price, fair. Terms of
payment easy.
and but a small amount down.
Or, It may be
for a little larger honse,
hanng a garden, which la the object
though
It may be further from the centre of desired,
business. An-

A

Administrator's 8ale.

For the benefit of Second Parish Society. Also

Exchange.

ap2tf-td

Auctioners.

VESSELat AUCTION

First-Class Concert.

Congress St.
s,t,&th

293

ap6sn cod 3m

00.,

J. 8. BAILE1

at

IN

CHID. CUSTI8 & CO.,

London, April 29.—[Special to New York
World.]—1 am authorized to say that the Brit-

A St. Louis despatch says it was reported
that Gov. Gravely died suddenly at Stockton.

F. O. BAILEY A

By

CITY HALL,

FINE SHIRTS!

A NEW YORK WORLD STORY.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

throughout,Sebago

Festival

MAY

! apSJd

city

This is a very conveniently a ranged house, situated
iu one of the best locations and neighborboods and
will be sold oft easy terms.
W. H. SOULE, Adra tr.

AT

WEDNESDAY,

as

*

ON

ap20td

AND

*

Thursday, May 2d at 12| o'clock 1*. m., I shall
sell the 2| story house No 9 Winter Street.
Said house contain* 9 rooms, g«x>d closets large attic,
water, good cellar and cistern
gas
all in good repair. Lid contains 3200 feet.

HALL,

BY

ly, Bernard Farley,
Tickets. One Dollar.

Aeftt

AduiiniMruloi’sSaleolReal ,;s|a|<.
on U in« r *il.at Auction.

Usefbl and Fancy Articles I

licence of the Probate Court for
tho County of Cumberland, to me
granted on
the third Tuesday of February, A. D.,
1872, to make
to

“

interest,

Raymonds Fall Quadrille Band.
J. W. RAYMOND, Prompter.
Floor Director,—Wm. H. Quink.
E- FW-rdi, John Cannon, Jno C.
Boland,
P. O Sullivan, Jas H. Rielly, John Halos, John
Rlel-

Wednesday

Administrator’s Sale.

Allen's Corner,
Wednesday, May

at

0,1

.v

WEDNESDAY EVE’U.Nay 1st, ’»9

WIU hold

Middle St.

auction,

a

Pine St. M. E. Church
Switches, &c.,
At Lowest Prices,
Fair and Festival,
At Mrs. WELCH’S,
VESTRY,

London, April 30.—A dispatch from Bayonne, France, to the Times says there have been
several petty encounters between the insurgents
and government troops in the Basune provinces.
In one of these 200 Imperialists routed
1200 Carlists. Keports from the seat of disturbance are very contradictory.
It is asserted that
the cause of Don Carlos is on the decline and it
is also reported that his prospects are exceed-

financial
Designs against Dululh, Minnesota.
Milwaukee, Wis., April 30.—A St. Paul
sjiecial says, last night Duluth was started by
two heavy explosion in the direction of Superior
City, caused by an attempt to destroy tlie| new
Dyke building and to cut off the 8t. Louis river
from its natural outlet. A considerable por-

GOODS,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Hoop Skirts, Corsets
Collars and Cuffs,

in

ofcultlvatlon.lSJu,’
*L.k£*l0<1V in hJ*1*
well
^ cl«Z; »*very desirable property rot tnVe»tm.il4rt
the city, and cutting hay cnough*to f,
'1^1"*
and must advance
the

OH

-OF

MILLINERY,

.

at

ing part of the

TUB

LANCASTER

50c.

Madrid, April 3U.—Marshal Serrano has a
congratulatory proclamation to the troops that
the loyal people of the provinces have taken
up
anus affainst the insurrectionists and that nearly all the Carlists hands in Arragon have been
dispersed or defeated by the loyal forces.

TIMES

W

—AT—

17$d.
16|@
Yarns and

Contradictory Reports.

of Terror in fin County, Missouri—Whole Families Flying for Safety.

seauence

bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 101,6,000 bush oats, 2,000 l ush barlev, 6 000

next below

merchant** Exchange.

1st, at 3 o’clock o'lm°f
of exoellent <,vi„

Wolfe Tone Association !

Sheei^

Chicago, April 30.—Flour quiet and firm; Spring
extra 7 10 @ 7 75. Wheat quiet and easier at 1 33 for
Spring No 2. Coni advanced; No 2 Mixed 42|c. Oats
firm at 34 jc for No 2. Rye strong at 77c for No 2_
Barley neglected and firm at 57 @ 57Jc for No 2 Spring
Pork lower at 12 47$ @ 12 50. Lard lower at 8 65
8 70. Bulk meats steady at 4$c for shoulders,
6$c for
clear rib sides and 7$c for clear sides. Hams in
pickle
8 @ 9$c. High Wines slow at 84c. Live
Hogs active
and a shade firmer at 4 20 @ 4 45. Cattle dull at 4 00
50.
@6
Receipts—6,000 bbls Hour, 23,000 bush wheat, 117,000
busli com, 16,000 bush oats. 1,000 bush barley, 9 000

Bailey A Co., Auctioneers,

l?chanKe St,,

BALL,

OF

IN THEIR

THE

®y

mate

MAY

Lambs sold high; sales in lots at 4 75 @ 6 70 each for
extra at 8 00 @ 10 75:
Spring Lambs 6 00 @

Reign

Holden, April 30.—Refugees from Cass
county arrived last night. It is repo'■ted that
the reign of terror continues in that county.

the Homoeopathic
apr25dlw
$1.00.

GRAND ANNUAL

UpiaUUB

rano.

j

Cites, &c.

—

beet

lu«v

stock of Millinery and Fancy Goods
Goods, Shoo Boxes, Hat Stands, Show
Dealers and Ladies invited to this sale
the stock contains many desirable
goods suited to
the season. Everv lot will be closed at
any price.
F. 6. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers.
__*p27td

nf

to be disused
fixing valued at $100,isFair
in Boston.

May

at

we shall sell a
a lot of Dress

l<’I HST

Michigan Central....115*

Fancy UoocIn

0N

at the .tor**

seen

A

tion.

No. 6 Clapp’. Block

st.

The Doll and

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 97*
Illinois Central.134
Chicago & North Western. 80}
Chicago <fc Northwestern preferred. 94)

*
securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102}
Union Pacific do. 921
Union Pacific stock.
40}
Union Pacific land grants. "... 81}
Union Pacific income bonds.
67

can

of for the licnetit of
Tickets for sale at

Erie.f 68*
Erie preferred.
K3*
Harlem.128*

road

be

Wardrobe,
WITH
H. TALBOT & OX,
iu

Congress

lUillinery

Elegant Boll,

An

N. Y. Central aud Hudson River consolidated.... 991
N. Y. Central and Hudson Riv ) consolidated sop 93*

Chicago & Rock Island.115*
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

auction sales.

Homoeopathic Fair!

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 76}
Pacific Mail. 76}

*

ers

for the

ENTER]1 A T X MENTS.

Currency 6’s.116*
The following were the closing quotations of

FU H FIGN.

you

the closing quotations of Gov-

United States 5’s. new.112)
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1171
United States 5-20’s 1862.115*
Uuitcd States 5-20’s 1864.115*
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 116*
Uuited States 5-20’s 1865, new.114#
United States 5-20’s 1867.115«
United States 5-20’s 1868.115?
United States 10-40’s., coupon.110}

half «f Uiiaeia
Fresh arrivals ad< ,
fresh fuel—Greeley gaining strength

j

were

ernment securities:

tojjjr
a,i{Ileluorts

Mr. Dawes—Do

Criminal* Well Disposed of.
New Yoke, April 30.—Edward Scott and
Tames Carroll, two negro burglars, were sentenced to the State Prison yesterday, the former
twenty and the latter fifteen years, by Judge
Moore, in Brooklyn. The same Judge sentenced George Driscoll to two years in prison for
swindling the community injihe garb of a priest.
Complaints against a C. 8. Consul.
It is stated that the merchants of New York
complain loudlyof Consul Dudley’s inefficiency
at Liverpool, and that the Congressmen from
New York will ask that Secretary Fish furnish
correspondence relative thereto for the information of the House.
“Reddy, the Blacksmith,” Shot.
Timothy Hussey, a pugilist, shot Wm. Varley, alias Baddy, the Blacksmith, in the cheek,
yesterday { because the latter demanded rent.
“Reddy is not seriously hurt.
Relief for the Sufferer* at Antiosh.
A meeting was held last night at the rooms
of the Young Men’s Christian Association, aud
a committee was appointed to receive
subscriptions for the sufferers by the earthquake at Antioch.
Robbery.
Early this morning three men in a wagon
filled with milk esus drove to John M. Stevens'
silk factory, Nos. 213 to 221 East 42d street, one
of them knocked at the office door, which was
opened by the porter, Michael Sherry, and
struck him on the head with a clnb aud he fell
insensible. He was then bound and gagged,
and $5000 worth of silks were stolen. There

|

have been immense. The city is full of
straug
and the interest every hour.
It has bee* settled that
was passed
Judge Stanley Mat
thews will be
Mr. Casaeriy offered a resolution asking the
temporary Chairman of the Con
details of accounts with the Pacific Kailroad
yention. Farther than this nothing is settlec
and the United States Treasury.
i m reference to other officers, though there ii
Mr. Coukling stated that all such informarelative to the permanent
nJ*5 8Peculatioii
tion was already published.
officers.
The interest relative to candidate!
was never so
The deficiency bill was taken up.
great as to-day.
A motion to table Mr. Morrill’s amendment
Great pressure is made for
Judge Davis, am:
his friends talk
was rejected—25 to 27.
confidently.
A vote was taken on the recomendatious,
seventeen cars came in at 11
Y
resulting, ayes 26, nays 26. The Vice President o clock from Paris, Decatur and other places in
voted aye. The question was then on agreeing
Illinois, bearing delegations, aggregating 600.—
to Morrill’s amendment.
clai*»ed they are largely in favor of Davis.
I he friends of Charles Francis
Mr. Alcorn said that no one at tire South
Adams hardclaimed that tlie United States ought to enterseem
ly
confident, though there is so much
chaos of
tain claims for property confiscated or destroythat
is
not
sate
to make preopinion,
ed during the war, but the people of the South
dictions.
The Kansas
did claim that private property taken by the
delegation held a meeting this
United States ought to be paid for under the
morning and declared informally for Trumbull,
but showed no
rules of civilized warfare and under a law
disposition to make a fight for
of Congress which provided a Court of Claims,
any candidate. Horace Greeley appears to be
in which the Supreme Court had decided such
choice for Vice President.
The delegates from Illinois are much divided
claims were entitled to bo heard.
Mr. Hill also opposed the amendment.
are
making towards conciliation.
On motion of Mr. Carpenter, the five minIndiana, Illinois, Missouri and other
ute rule was applied to debate on the [rending
delegations, held meetings this afternoon.
1 he Tenneseians held a
bill.
meeting this mornMr. Morrill’s amendment was then adopted—
lng, and were addressed by Col. Collins and
Col.
Byrd.
nays 27, yeas 26, the Vice President giving the
casting vote.
A4 a meJt\I|g of the friends of Davis, Palmer
aim inimbull
Tire deficiency bill was then passed.
from Illinois, an agreement was
Mr. Sprague from the Committee on Approreached by which in
Convention, Davis is to be
entitled
to half the delegates from
priation, reported the Military Academy approIllinois, and
^
^
priation bill with amendments.
^
divided between Palmer
and mInaint^er
On motion of Mr. Scott, tile bill to repeal the
Trumbull.
duty on tea and coffeo was taken up', and lie
Ak a general meeting of the Illinois delegation
tins afternoon the
moved au amendment providing that it should
following committee was appointed to recommend permanent delegates to
go into effect the first of July, and the the tea
the Convention for
and coffee in the public stores and bonded
Judge Davis: Hon. Leonard Swett, W nt
on the first
of July be exempt
Dexter, A. Gidlev and D. K.
^warehouses
•Will duty, and duties paid on it be refunded.
Fairbanks. For Gov* Palmer: E.‘M. Haines,
Mr. Sherman said that the Committee on FiRichard Ront. E. M. Edwards ami M. B.
Brown. For Trumbull: Ex-Lt. Gov.
nance, after considering divers views on the
Kerner,
had
as
the
tirst
of J uly
subject,
Hatch, Isaac Reyas and Wm. Jaques.
agreed upon
Ihe meeting was
the time at which the bill should take effect.
and somewhat excited.
large
The bill he thought ought to be amended so as
It is claimed that some of the committee have
to make it a free list, aud lie would, therefore,
not been closely identified with the movement.
vote to add other articles, the duties on which j
Later.—The day has been one of excitement
ought to lie repealed, as well as on tea and cof- among those interested in the convention
which
fee.
assembles to-morrow. Each batch of
delegates
The amendment offered by Mr. Scott was [ that arrived added fmah fuel and ■■amiuiu.i
:«■
agreed to.
more difficult to indicate what what tho
results
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, thought it ufiwise to I will he than it was
early in the. So far as the
reneal wholly tile duties on ten and coffee, hecandidates are concerned there is a chaos
cause it would leave us dependent upon the revit appears quite evident that since noon
though
enues from silks aud other article of
luxury, the feeling m favor of Greely for the first place
the importations of which would he greatly rehas been increasing. The delegation from New
duced in case auything would occur to curtail
York has received reinforcements from other
our foreign trade.
He moved to amend the bill
quarters in favor of their favorite, and the genby adding the free list contained in the tariff eral talk among delegates
indicates growing
bill passed by the Senate some weeks since.
strength in this direction. New York has deMr. Conklmg said he would vote for the free
cided to stand by him indefinitely.
list as an independent projKisition, but would
Missouri, to-day, at a meeting of delegates,
rot vote to put it upon this bill, because to do
declared strongly for Gov. Brown as first choice
so would wreck the hill in the House.
and when it was suggested that they should inMr. Trumbull opposed hasty action as it was
dicate some person as a second choice there was
probable before the 1st of July a general tariff a decided expression in
opposition to all preswill be passed including these articles. He
ent. Considering such contingency, they did
wished to repeal or reduce duties on other
not select their delegates to represent them in
things as well as tea and coffee, and he hoped convention, but will to-morrow.
Congress would not adjourn till it reduced taxaThe New England delegates held a general
tion at least $50,000,000 and abolished every feameeting to-night, though there is not as many
ture of internal taxation except that on spirits,
in all the States of New England as
delegates
fermented liquors aud tobacco.
votes to be east. From New Hampshire \V.
Mr Morton said he voted to take up this bill
H. Grove is the only delegate. Maine lias
in order to relieve tea aud coffee merchants
Hamliu of Portland, Lyford and I). T.
Wright
from their embarrassment and therefore he
of Lewiston, Mausou of Bangor and Perkins of
would not vote to add the free list lest it defeat
Ellsworth.
the bill, but he would not by any means consent
Massachusetts has a few more delegates than
that the reduction of taxes should stop with
votes.
New England, it is said,
willgive first
He agreed with Mr.
the passage of the bill.
a
complimentary vote for Sumner, then fur
Trumbull that the reduction ought to be at least Adams
first and Trumbull, and would, it is
$50,000,000 aud was satisfied we could afford to said, be
willingto take both Adams and Trumtake off oven $00,000,000 of taxation including
bull without regard to person or
place.
internal revenue reduction.
In
the
event of Trumbull’s nomination there
Mr.
argued against the piece meal is
Bayard
some
talk
that
R.
and weather cock legislation on the tariff and
Sheldon will be
Henry
urged for second place, by at least part of the
in favor of postponing the tea and coffee quesNew York delegation.
tion till it could be considered in the general
tariff bill when it came from the House. The
At a meeting of the Minnesota
delegated, 11
amendment adding the free list was rejected,
in number, nine were for Trumbull and two for
Davis. Though the Southern States have deleyeas 17, nays 32.
Mr. Trumbull moved to amend the bill so as ; gations here they are not
represented by so
to repeal also the duties on coal aud salt, yeas
many persons as the Western and Middle States.
33.
The
14, nays
revenue plank in the platform is as
yet a
®Mr. Casserly moved to strike out the first of disturbing question and a satisfactory concluJuly so as to make the bill take effect immedi- sion had not boen arrived at to a late hour toately on its passage. Lost. The bill was then night. At a conference held between the New
York and Missouri delegates, who are the most
passed.
It provided that on and after July first next,
interested in this question, it is rumored the
tea and coffee be placed on the free list and no
matter was committed to Henry A. Wells to
further duty be collected from the same, audull
a plank that will reconcile
all parties.
prepare
tea and coffee which may be in public stores or
It is very evident, however, that the ground is
bonded warehouses on said July 1st shall be
delicate.
very
subject to duty upon the entry thereof for con\\ hile the
are
largely in the assumption, and all tea and coffee remaining iu cendant hereRepublicans
there are not a few prominent
said stores on said July 1st on which the duties
Democrats who are about watching the tide of
shall have been paid shall be entitled to a reevents.
It is quite clear that the influence is
fund of the duties paid.
not evenly distributed throughout the
country.
Adjourned.
Some States have immense delegations while
HOUSE.
others are by no means powerfully represented
at least in numbers.
The bill euconragiug the planting of trees for
The first sensation of to-morrow will lie the
the preservation of the woods on the public
came
and
Messrs.
Banks
assembling of the Reunion and Reform Conof Mass.,
domain,
up
vention at Mozart Hall, called without respect
and McCormick of Missouri, favored it. After
to
debate tlio bill was rejected, 81 to 88.
party by the Reunion and Reform Association of this city. This body has been someThe House went into Committee of the
what overshadowed.
Whole on the tariff bill.
Mr. Roberts favored
the pending bill with the salt amendments.
Mr. Brooks of New York, presented tables to
Fin—Workmen Discharged.
show what the programme of the Democratic
members of the Committee on Ways and Means
Portsmouth, N. H April BO.—The farmhouse of Ambrose Wiggin in Stratham was
is in regard to tariff.
burned this morning. Loss about 83000.
Mr. Dawes of Mass., enquired of Mr. Brooks
Three hundred and twenty-seven workmen
whether it was his inteutiou and that of his two
were discharged from the liavv
Democratic associates (Beck and Kerr) on the
yard to-niglit
from
lack of funds.
Ways and Means Committee, to support the
bill.
Mr. Brooks—Whet ever we see a reduction of
•
taxation pop up anywhere we will go for it.
Mr. Dawes—1 want to know whether you wit* j
support this bill.
Mr. Brooks—Whenever you propose a reducTHE TROUBLE IN SPAIN.
tion of 40 per cent, ou taxation we will go for it I
hard but when you propose a reduction of only
10 per cent, we will go for it soft. We intend
A Proclamation by marshal Serto vote for every available reduction of tariff
i.:no

the New York charter. It is understood in the
Assembly that the Governor’s veto of the charter will lie sustained and the bill
rejected.

Cloudy

SENATE.
20.—The House amend
merits to the Texas bill were concurred in.
The bill authorizing the Commissioner of
Claims to make further reports, was taken up.
Debated and postponed.
A bill was passed, authorizing the President
to appoint a Commissioner to inquire into the
depredations of the Indians and Mexicans on
the frontier of Texas.
The bill extending the time two years, for the
States to locate lands|for Agricultural Colleges

Washington, April

everywhere.

NEW YORK.

Albany, April 30.—Gov. Hoffman has vetoed

Fair
Clear

The .»Ioriuou Prisoners Turned Over
the Territorial Courts aud Released.

Loans

Washington.
New York, April 30.—It is stated that the

job

an

City-

Hall, Biddeford, next Saturday evening, for
the purpose of nominating delegates to attend
the District Convention, to be holden in this
city May 9th.

evening.

We have no doubt it will beattended, for they have been very popu-

morrow

The Committee on Streets
yesterday, repaired to the “Pool" for the
purpose of locating
the proposed change in the Pool road at that

-—

1

nounced is one of the startling sensations
which are now occupying the stage, and the
company is large and able.

nnonr

are at

a

many admirers in this

&

Co., contractors for the Boston and Maine railroad extension work in the city will put the
spade in to-day near the foot of Bracket street,
though the work will not be fully in progress
before next week. They will give work to about
1200

at

Colds, Lung Complaints.

youth of that portion of the city.
It is

quarter of four, and returning will
leave by special train immediately after the
dance, probably about 2 o’clock.

noon

we

County Attorney.
Bradburyh.
Court Liquor Record for April.—For common seller, 1; keeping a drinking house and tippling shop, 3;
single sales of liqnor, $; search and seizures, 20; appeals, 6; discharged, 2; fines paid. $730.

■concert

Those persons in the city who desire to attend the Cadets’ exhibition drill and dance in
Biddeford on Friday can purchase tickets for
one dollar at Whittier’s and Lowell &
Senter's,
which will take them over the railroad both
ways, besides admitting them to the drill. The
Cadets will start for Biddeford on Friday after-

JUDOE MORRIS.

Tuesday.—John Foley. Intoxication. Imprisonment for thirty days in the county jail.
John Sullivan. Search and seizure. No one ap-

pearing to prosecute
discharged.

an
English paper, in
which that distinguished prelate favored the
moderate use of ardent spirits; and also upon
a similar doctrine advanced
by another distinguished English clergyman in conversation
with the speaker.

Nelson & Co., will open to-day a choice and
seasonable stock of goods. See advertisement.

Symonds & Libby.

municipal

ant

statement. Mr. Dow in his remarks commented upon a speech by the Bishop of

recently published in

Judicial Court.

an

...vUvw/.cu

of Hon. Neal Dow at the
Temperance meeting
last evening, regarding a certain gentleman
who stands as leader of a religious denomination in this city.—[Advertiser.
The Advertiser is entirely mistaken in its

Manchester,

Nuprcute

Till* is

season

a

XUID CONGRESS--SECOND SESSION.

Public Auction,

a

of
at

premises,
Saturday, the
next, at 10 o’clock a.m., four undividpart* of the Homestead of Nathaniel*
on

on

23th day of May
ed twenty-flrst
Peaae, late of Bridgton, deceased; saidj*ortion being
the Hhare of said estate belonging to Tlmraas P. and
Chas. T. Pease, minor children aud heir* of said deceased. Thi* Homestead comprise* about 18 acres of
cultivated and pasture land, with a house, stable,
barn aud out-building* thereou, situated in said
I

Bridgton.

Terms made known at time of sale.
MARY W. PEASE, Guardian of
Thos. P., & Chas. T. Pease.

Bridgton. April

ap23-law3wTu

17^1872.

A Rare Business Chanceretail

the beat locations for the
Grocery
ONE
Provision Business in Portland is offered for
health of the preseut
of

sale,

and

account of the failing
to
proprietor. Stock in store Estate *& Loan
A "tat
WM. II. JEURIS, Real
ad25*lw
on

51**0?-

_

Farm For Sale,
Or exchange for a house in the city
a small pleasant farm of 28 acres*
in West Falmouth,7 1-2 miles fn.nl
Good buildings, good orchard
_clty.
«)f graced fruit, 7U
trees; word
use.
If not sold will be let.
enough iur isiailj
Apply to WM. H. JEKK1S, Real Estate Agent.
Apr 35-eodtf

To LetA FINE dwelling House pleasantly situated on
2\. State Street. Possession given May 5th.
Enquire of DEANE & YERRILL, 40| Exchange
Street. April 20,1872.
eod-ls tf
^

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

_

Best.
EOUND UNDER

lay

1

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

SOLDIER'S PILLOW AT PORTBOYAL.

A

down to

uie

sleep

thought

With little

[Incorporated

or care

Whether my v.ahing find
Me here

manufacturers

I

A 1 mug breast.

the weary march
I know not how.

To march

I

am

not

am

At

ready not to
last,

do

at last.

half day’s work is
This is all my part;

done,

My

give a patient God
My patieut heart.
I

And grasp his banner still,
Though all its blue be dim;
These stripes no less than stars
Lead after him.

W. F.

They

about sucli trifles as the number on
their
checks. To their great souls a front seat
was
the goal, and on they
pressed, pushing
squeezing, and puffing, jumping into tlnl
most eligible position, and maintainin'* it
Down pressed the ushers. They
attempted
tooust some of these heroinesfrom their

etato

down the aisle she had

Bl\

never

a

Wanted.
GOOD trimmer to take charge of the trimming
in
a
department
Millinery Establishment. Enquire of
KALEIt, MERRILL & CO.,
No. 3 Free St. Block.
ap22tf

A

IN

—

—

Wanted—Partner.
half interest in a light manufacturing busiONE
ness ; constant demand fhr the goods.
Splendid
chance to the right man. Apply to G. F. WHIT-

AND

SELL

ALNO,

FOR

NEY, 59 Milk st., Boston, Msss.

Wanted

.V’

The finder

$1*0.

ing

Hah trl U UU

Mmc

with board, furnished or
unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of FranklinfeblTtf

Vessels

Notice of Appeals.
United States Internal Revenue,
top,
)
could no more get possession of her scat than
First Collection District of Maine, I
Assessors’ Office, Custom House Building, [
of the moon. She had half the
suit
spring
Fore Street, Portland, April 24, 1872. J
tom off her back, she had a parasol handle
I
OTICE is hereby given tliat at the office of the
stuck in her eye, she was black and blue on
■i. n Asaessor of said District in Portland, in the
both arms, and she stood up in the
lobby all Count? of Cumberland, on Tuesday, the 7th day of
the afternoon. Only one or two warlike
May, A. D., 1872. at 9or the clock in the forenoon,
nawill he received and determined by me the
tures took fire at the
of
the crowd I appeals
indecency
relative to any erroneous or‘excessive
undersigned,
and put up a job on one
party at least. Spyvaluation, assessments or enumerations, by the Asing a friend always ready lor a hint, standing sessor of said District, or bv the assistant ‘Assessors
of any Division or assessment district within said
almost exhausted a little in advance, ladv
First Collection District, returned in the annual list
No. 1 shrieked out:
for the year 1871.
“Why, Mrs. Hudson, you here! This is
The law prescribing the duty of Assessors in relathe first time since
tion to Appeals, provides that “All appeals tactile
Jolmy got the small-pox Assessor
snail be made in writing, and shall
that I’ve seen you out.”
Specify
the particular case, matter or tiling,
Mrs. Hudson (?) takes the cue and
respecting which
yells
a decision is requested, and shall state tno
ground or
back:
principle of error complained of.”
The 9th section of the Act of Congress, approved
“Yes, poor little fellow, and my cook was
July 13, 1868, amending what is known as the Intertaken down last night, that makes five of

sick with that dreadful
disease,
then I must see Parepa.”
A very decided movement in all directions
greets this sally, and the manoeuvres of the
Hudson party afford them breathing room
and opportunity to draw front without losing their back hair.

APril 24‘1S7Z_

leading from Stroudwater
corner

tVIrnti

Long Creek Mills, to the
of land of Levi Skllfen; thence
by land

easterly seventy-live
iL^' Point,
p5Se",v,“uth
Bocky
thenee following the course
Crock Kivcr

49 1-2

rods to
of Long

Jew^s

YOUNG
A

N

found

is

I

!XgnrHHt/5?5“,t,loIfMateria Medina

strengthening

riVer* f2°t

circulation, giving vigor
It regulates the bowels,
the nerves, acts diquiets
°“
secretive organs, and, by its powerful
H
Ionic and restoring
eftects, produces healthy and

vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt
Street, New York.
Soie Agent for the United States.
Pri™
ia n
Price rw
One Dollar
per Bottle. Send for Circular
mch30
j 4w

UIWEDY W HEMLOCK OIUTMENt!
The proprietor, has, by the assistanoe
or Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock
Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheu-

urinary urgans existing m male or lemale, irritation
Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder. Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra. Retortion or Incontinuence of Urine, CbronlcCatarrh or Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medieiu

beobialnod st

STBEKT.
dcl2«od-6«n

everywhere.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
The Beautiful Dayt that

W. C. STRONG & CO.,
Beacon St., Boston.

THE

FIXTURES,

Gas and Water

liy

i

j

Pipe,

I

Street.

HIGH

Clothing

for sale.

prompt and faithful atten-

!!„“ u„f
ed upon to

*"

deceased,

indebted to said estate
make pavment. to

Portland af.^ENE WEYMOUTH,
Portland,
April loth, 1ST2.

are

XI.

KINGSBURY,
JOSSELYN,

I.

!

“THf
from

tlmS

|

383S?
l ""H®

to.,J»n“

“

a

ABIGAIL

In the County of
bonds as the law directs.

riven
All persons bavin* demauds upon the estate of aald
are reoiiired
to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said
•state aro called upon to make
payment to

deceased,

SAMUEL CHASE, Adia’r.
Portland, April 2d, 1872.
apM3w

AND SWEET BREAxTt
PLMS>
*re 8ecur®rt ^ c0»nse of
Thsntsa’s I very Pearl T.tih.—aH
II is the beat Dcntrinrr
Sold bv Druggists and Dealers in Fancy fiords' pm,.
rric®
So and 50 sedts
per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
O

stunt

luTowH!

_

Boot and

F° nJhid’ ?,n.

*

Shoe Store.

hading thoroughfare.

«

instructions given.
ap30dlw

l0*°rTed’

»' *'
and

Satisfaction snarsnteed.
°!'rler'

Life ITnveiied” by Edith O’Gorman
A
true lxiok. One lady
Vk‘ bra™,
“n’ Pub- Co.
Hartiord, Ct.

Quarters

for

Agents

EVERYWHERE

!

wants to go

every

SE

v

7 ;

01

1

uesaav, the 7th

ohwfeefh’JwT I,r,,Ivl;Uug material, building and

day of
com-

at Al-

fl'r,1,er information may be ob,anyabove
UintKl until the day
named for tbe
of

opening

year
said

Proposals will likewise be received for tlie matesial
contained in tlie old Jail, if suitable to be
used in the
oonai ruction of tbe new.
Til® Architect will be at tlie office of
the Clerk of
Courts at Allred, on Wednesday tbe 24th hist to
give
n <le8ircd ia
rcgard t0 t,la,,s and »pec-

ap5dtf

ft

•

and resisted alltill it
a
initution to

Platform Driving Buggies
Top and No Top.

Spring Platform RoadWagons
Stylish.

Box

No

and

JUMP-SEAT
Light

Buggies,

Top.

Heavy.

and

ritOPBIKTOB OF

HAS

Three Spring Cut-Under Beach
Wagons,
Top and No Top.

The public

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the

reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
Instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means q/' cure, be:

CABRIOLETS,

ing the

Fine Family Carriage.
are invited to call and
examine th,

most

comprehensive

Philadelphia,
A

on

the subject ever
Mailed free to

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Rlrtel, Bo.(on, Man.
jnnl4dlyr

StatetANT

WORK

work

yet published, comprising 150 pages.
any address for 25 cents. Address,

above named Carriages which are all of
our owe
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durabilit,
”* n0t 8ari,a!l8ed
builder
In
bf any
tlie
We also have a stock of Carriages from Massachnrf!
etts, Connecticut and
which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

ORDERED

A T? R

favorable terms

Wharf, Jersey

jn3dlyA3,K"
UTT T

A TMriTriLrxr'-vr'i’

Commencing Monday, April 99d, 1879.

For

Cough*,

OFFICE

SPECIALTY.

OF

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

LOCKHART & SLOAN,
Succcessors to E. K. Lemont &

j-inlffSijviHy.

|

giddeford
K.Pom^,oUsh.
f!I
P'£U.a,Hl tlO.OO A.
Pt5-30 p- M-> ttt 8.oo p
"Pullman

sleeping car express train,
tAccommodation

M„ (10.40

m,*10.10 p.

A.
m

j

Fir.st
Cold* and

m

(jpggggCommencing

conatantly

Fek’

“

uml

—

T}™ undersigned reserve to themselves the right t»
tf*«Cii^i,y«!ind ‘V proposals received under line no-

thee^iSr*nientthel"tere8t0f
^ire»
Alfred, Ajiril 13, 1872.
aplSd t

my77

the

County

ALFRED HULL,
ALBERT W. HUSSEY,
DIMOK ROBERTS,
Conimif“,io"e's for York County.

MUSIC BOXES

! MUSIC BOXES

at

BY nAWDAl.l.

A

and Dealer* In

for Bangor, Ns.
12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00.
Arrives
at Bangor 7 :30 a. m.
Connecting with E. «ft N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Halifax.

No. lo. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Lewiston via Danville 8:65, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad tor Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
AugnRta 10:30 a. m.
Portlaud at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
.!*••
.Leave
via Danville 2:50, Readflcld
3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5:10
Lrtinswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Rnox and Lincoln railroad for
Damariscotta.
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Skowbegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. A N. A. Railway
for
at

Oldtown and

Mattawamkeag.

9

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7 -45 Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:16 p. m.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05
p. m., tor Lewiston via Danville,
arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

Trains Dae at Partlaad.
No. 1. Leaves Augustaat 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6-45 Am
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
Lcaves Bangor at 8:10 a.m., Dexisr 8:15
9:40, Waterville 10:45,
bkowhegan
11-45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Readflcld Augusta
11
Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m„ Bath 5 Bruns(Via
5’
Arli«'aa‘

The Best

Try It!

BILLIARD TABLES
Everything pertaining

Endless Belts, of any .required
dimensions Exact length guaranteed.
Perfectly Spliced.
i hrsr Belts are all prepared under
McRimv
EY-S PATENT STRETCHING
wHl
>e found superior to
any in the market.
CHAS. McBURNEY, Prost
Jt AN DOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.
apl2d3m

PROCESs'nnd

__

Boxes biuan.1'rti,1lfli,ng'
Z
struments*
of
Pimnft
a

»oon

large

w

at

little Music
“' larger
ones, up to immense inChilds
as
powerful as those
Pr<y*uce

MTOUKr'sxnKET11^
dMh
8eluct
that i,

stock,

,,u!yK

so

♦'•lime

West.
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Let Me Speak Once More 1
YV,IL';I;,,han1'!iD.K

the

eood people of Portland,

Christmas,

XeW Year*1,1 ibo oars
of your delighted

femiiy^thC
MENTS.^ud
a^uU^SrtmSiTof
JLAN,I> INSTRU*
MUSIC and MUSICAL
TEKCHAMnlSwru?,enJ’NDISE, also

•ale at the store of

-A_ND-

harness,

[Opposite llie

FOR SALE.

hi

I

H^e.f

•easonable

for

rate; old

ones

also

neatly reualrrd

heated gases pass first through the

^HOUSEKEEPERS !•
TTJE BEST.

WILLIAM J.
19

engine, it will

than any boiler of the

same

heating

surface in the

market, and will continue to do so. as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

ernment Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces
tho feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followlag facts, that while
running this
boiler with coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
be fore realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theon/ we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to
give us

chimney’

a

call.

W. T. BROWN &

del8_Cor.

PORTLAND &

Leave
The

SMITH,

LINDALL
STREET, BOSTON.
8 preparod to
supply to families and others the lest
American, English, and Scotch Ales, put up in onart
mil pint bottles, iiacked in quantities of
one 3uten
,
:“d upwards, ami sent by Express, C. O. D A lso
Iniorlsan Ale in quarter and half barrels.
aplB-lm

»-dH

Halifax,

-.

VLA

7.40

A. M.

East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, dally.

At

South Windham for North
Windham. Casco >
and

l/l

Al,

U.l* A

Naples, dally.
Con“Uh’ Kezat Falls

fOT

daily.BaldWin
At Brownfield

and

Porter,

for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.
3
At Fryeburg for Lovell,
daily.
The 8.4.5 A.M. train from No.
arrives
In
Conway,
1 ortlaud in season for
early afternoon train for Boston and jiassengers
by the 1 P. M. from North Cm.
way can take the Portland steamers
Bosarriving
* In DO!’
ton early the next
morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket oflice M. C. R R

Novembjffijwi™’ aapiH^ul-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangement.
On and after

passenger
JriXjjaregSlgttD..
Rochester

THE NOVELTY

tl-.tp.rt, Calais

Monday, December, 18.

Portland

trains leave
and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P.
,,
M.. niaMna
direct
connection at Rochester with trains
for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
halls and Conway Railroad for Conwav

on

both ends

SPRING

Is the easiest

THE NOVELTY

I

f

Is the Strongest Wringer.

These with other advantages make it
than any other.

more

nfflord to

bay

a

Try it and satiaiy yourself that
everywhere,

It la

o’d^k^nn
mchl3

Sat-

Pnrsousficld,

Trunk

I
I

-p*-

»-

CHANCE

FOB ARENTS
traveling,
*5
*20 a day

Do you want an
agency, local or
with an opportunity to make
to

i®BBAT
wdUng

Wb"r''
d0;;:,ss::w
halt
ranee one

Freight

CO., General Agents,
Middle and Exchange Sts.

1.7

M-

House,

°MWl|

OIUUUU,

pl°MERS, Eastern Agent,

die.

new

Line*.’
tor circular. Address at once Hudson
Wire Works, ear Water st„ and Malden
N. Y., or 346 W Itandoph st., Chicago.

1

WUgTNKV

*

I»i3-tv

to

ALTERATION
WINTER

OF

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

TsSsraSoiraEBn.0?

un

‘rai"

at

M. for
M.,n .....
rans'am> Intermediate stations.
ail So.“th
vBtoppIng at all stations) for Island
r>™^*
„t
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec
**
Montreal and tl\e West, at 1 lo P
M
aD<1 ■utermediate

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
TIIOJIPSON’fl
POiHADE
OPT HUE,
used daily, will make it So. It Is entirely a Vegetable

DO

C. WELLS & CO.,

_192 Fulton Street, New York.
TO RAILROADS !
^een

Invented by John N. Antholne,

"“deford, a Self-Acting Car Coupling or
Latch, that will latch itself without help, and will
become detached if one car
tipB over or falls, and can
be detached while the train fa at full
speed. It is
about as cheap as the old
coupling, and on about the

principle.
Patent has

same

been applied for through W. H. Clifford, of Portland.
ap24dlm
A

on

our

arrive as follows:
Soutu i aria and Lewiston, at 8.15
A. M.
^nebec’ Gorham and Bangor, at
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
t^Sleeping (Jars on all night trains.
not rcstKiusible for batreaee

to

WELLS A CO.
--_192 Pulton Stmt. New Yorit.
Fop Salei

~

to

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
nwiical work, written by Dr. F.
Hal
who has
Jiad greater success in the treatment of
diseases which
are described in this work than
ever fell to
perhaps
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Manhood
Weakness
and all diseases of the Generative
Organs in both
*eue**
Sent free on receipt of stamp
Address
™
HAU-OCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court

loot,

107

ap5d4w

DEALERS,

T^J

11111*

an

excel-

RHEUM,

u> a

•u.d

by
and by respectable Druggists
by the dozen averv liberal disPrice SI, with full directions,

st.,
V1 Congress
For cash

everywhere.
eount
ror

Inza.

mbs'..

and for sale Wholesale
Pef^i8!11?!? J'1'1 >«<-eived
>’>• M. II. May. W F.
‘«m1«Yu~ in-*%,
■*' W ciii
i*vrlsiiis and
II Wood

State Street.

Catarrh & Deafue.ss Cured

tlia

Compound and Olntment.^The chsr•uter of the
nianufacturer, and the abundant evidence
mrnishe,! dntlng the last
twenty-five v“r*o“lm
0{
gives us confldence
inofteiW
*,Hr®II,e<Lv.
m
ottering it for the tUefof
sufferers.

FOLGER & WILLARD
GINN,

to the trade.
further particulars

see

the article.

mch6d2m_WM. B. TBUFANT. Bath, Me.
AGENTS WANTED FOR

by Hyatt’s
“
~

a"d
t0t!l,ly OKAS’ from it 15
vooL'‘a'l
years. I Vatarrl,>
have
Catarrh and h..-» J... J.1 L.
the result of
using One Dollar Ske, 'fD HvatVa
Inza. Miss Malvina Piercv

J E 3 LI S

Hy 1'II AU

Wa"

V BHHWB, iV*Tr—1

a!^BuSTn8ffapBHy^eWlnffS13oa^ron^v?r

m

^ Y’
that^Ca/rAiinii^tii
ArAiuui, in many
hundreds of cases
ri'i'j
exintina
™^TnSf^7?R?ca5?or *rra
been I'ermanemi;. m”ed hv th.B.?^rrfortJ.year"' tu“
0ne Hollar
Is hereby given, that the sultscriber has
Packet of Dr. H VATT’q vvaUS*
NOTICE
been dulv appointed and taken upon himself
U,IM
and soothing remedy
Send *1™?
*or
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
o

plain truthTul statement
sonn*

per
F. 0.

TRI

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

hl*

9 A to INDIA NT.
J. B.

_

SALT

C. E. FOL*OJI A CO.,

A

WHY

__

S’* WILDER

Middle8t» Up8tairs.

And other diseases of the Skin, has
consigned to

now no
a

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
°f KW
every time vou oo’ont?
vare .n
..euovate
those you /3lovC8
have with
JOITVEN’H INODOROUS KID
GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them
equal to new with scarcely
5 anv
y
iroub e. Be careful to
get the Genuine.
'“KSlsts ami Dealers in Fancy uoous.
i,
5oId„.by
^
Goods
Price 25 cent*
boftle.

173

Mr. WM. B, TISUFANT, the discoverer
ol
lent remedy for the cure of

Agent* is Boston.

tlm?X.nthe*rare

/v

PL2MM

other Marine Paints.

,.»pmMMOntrCal’

any amount exceeding #50 in value
I
al) unless notice is given, ami paid (and
for at
ot I
one
passenger ‘or evow $500 additional value.
Director.
H BAb
f

Patterns of Garments

DiSARfiAfi At*

Equal

WHOLESALE PAINT

BUTTERICK'S

—y- .*•—Df. HaUock, who is the Chief Consulting
I hjsician of the Institute, can l*e
consulted person
^
ally or by mall._mchS«d3m

own

consider it Superior to
any in the market, ami aoiiclt
orders from all who
may wish a substitute for Metal,
and invite the most
rigid test in comisulson with any

Passenger

are

Imiim1 lb P— II_n__
“*v
J

-lH, feel justified in recommending it fully to all
who may wish to protect their
vessels from Barnacles,
Grass and Worms.
We Guarantee it
and

7.30 A.

YOU

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by
bruggfats and
Dealers In Fancy Goods. Price 25 and
50 cents per

A.BBBICAN COPPER PAINT CO.

hrom

Company

PAINT !

The undersigned havlug taken the
agency tor the
Paint, manufcctured by the

.taS*!Sl^i0.rSott0,Parl“
trains wm

The

COPPER

sale of the above named

»*n m»»follows:

i.ssg Whan, g,.,.u,

AND

apl3t4w

un<1 llflvlno

NAtll'snx*Agents,

Sewing Machines

w

A Pare Chiuene Yen.
he Best Tea ‘Imported.
Warranted to suit all tastes. Put up
in our “trademark”
half pound
and pound
packages only, 30 and
60 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale
only by
the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. O.
Box 5506. New

,l„aftcr Monday. Oct. 30, ml,

J5"5sHK§8Ir,ai,,»
fW TfirA. P*“*ne.er

sail.

and Routt

ELIAS HOWE

River
Lane,

vess

sept25dtf_Bangor, Me.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

the rate ot

(ht* We^t I*v the Penn. R. R
1 f connectln* lines foi
warded iree ol
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Kor Freight or Pustage
apply to
lot

Tfctrnnd IPkite Wire Clothe«
They last forever; sample free. Send

our

AMERICAN

Chicago.

S, oppo.

V,_

tb^of^*"9'

25th

commission!U

point lu the

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
best routes ’advertised
by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
and
obtain
Depot
prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Baggage
1 ‘““"Cars wcurod K«n
Portland to
D. H. BLANCHARD
Preble

<

yru® Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 i..m
pk"*ui-

Railway

GREAT WEST.

until

’.eaveeaoh port erwj Wedn»*d4T*8*tnrdai

iug direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M.. via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Easlern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P.«M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
We8t u»»am, Standisb, and No.

ani

•»“*"«

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Lino.

api3t4w

connecting with down trains on m.
Winniplscogee, aud Portsmouth, Great Falls
Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train mak-

Par

of

Machine Co.

Chambers Street, New York.

The 7.30 train

Newfield

Is,

,la-va

°“

Sold

POrUa"d andw“-'- 8ta«<”>»a*

Llmingt^dafr;
We8t B“ton> »«* Ea*>*
an1tLimC.nC.Cdanyf°r
Centre Watcrboro’ for Limerick.

e<l

r6C

boston

Bailey Washing & Wringing
102

the

with steamer
QUEEN for
and with N. B & C. Rail-

PRpisCf,!%atK

baa

best.

the

W

iyaf"e

HOUSEKEEPER
Wringer until she

on

ol

Calais,
oodstock and Houiton.
St‘
wl,h the Steamer EM
“d;'°?n
Annapolis, thence
rail to
“ghv
Windsor and
Halifax and with the E. * N byA Rail.
”
lt>t«rme<liate
stations,
?ii‘fjj88 an,J

wajr for

desira-

examined the NOVELTl'.

John and Eaatport

St.

dayin*

Chyneeling at East port
St. Andrews and

NO PRACTICAL
can

?£«,

Railroad Wharf, foot

Tha"‘Uy’ ttt 6 00 *•
TE^t^naSlSt'jo'Sn"11
leave

sanm

tho most durable Wringer.

ble

—

leave

working Wringer-

•

I*

URANGKMENT

J&T.'X
,Si55Sri*??»AY.lfatcl1
v**-*- Field, and the Steamer
A
JffejrX?
illJn'niNrrx
11 > Capt s. h.

Winnipiseo^
PortsmoutE, Grelt

and

A

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK I

THK ifOVBLTl
Roll* separate freely at eithei end.
THK NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp.
THE NOVELTY

•

•

CO.
Dl,by

of the Rolls.

THE NOVELTY

POHTEOUS. Agent.

Windsor -nil Halifax.

Patent Flung Cop Wheels

oar

At

*7 00

I.\TERXATI0XAL STEAMSHIP

Has the

STAGES

Portland,

8hP13tf_JOHN

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
notice, trains will run as

from

Room.

api'lyt0 LB,LM*US

OGDENSBURG R. B.

attached^

Raymond

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State

1$tf

P. M.
3.15
N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
7.40 A. M. from Portland anil LOO P.
M.
wU ^ freight traina with

Nova Scotia.

f*vonte Steamship OAR
,.™h.e will
LOTTA
leave Galt’s Whart
SATURDAY
.at 4 P. M. for Halilax
direct
■
1
’making close connections with the
Nova Scotia Railway, fir
Truro New
Wimlaor,
and
Pictou.
Glasgow
Returning wUl leave Dominion Wharf, naniaxevHalifax ev-

General Superintendent.

[!::”:::™:.^^g“^dIw^*«l'er
I"™ Portland, 01A.7.40M.
Leave

M.

everv

and after

°H

laSiaBmi

3P^

WEEKLY LINK.

$S

vs'mqqqm'V'M

F.

ALE, ALE, ALE.

May

For

or about 6. 30 a. m
Dexter with tile 8.15 a. m. train for
°8t°n'
F“rC tt,Portland
*B0°; to

J-M. LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872,

at

“n;'bihTlr

GaUford. Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
r »Si?lseia
a. m.
Connecting* with
Dexte£at
the^ight Express
from Portland.
ln Portland for
Houlton,
To,
arc/°,d
d St- JoUn’ for
8S’°°; “d tu Halifax for
00
Augusta,

THURSDAY,

evffr
The Dirigo ami Franconia are lit ted
un with Hn«
accommodations for passengers, making this the moat
convenient and comfortabte rimte for reveler,
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room *5. Meals extra.
to and from
./S*"*8
Montreal, Onebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parta cf Maine. Shippers
to the Steamers as
fre'8ht
ewW M IP M°
the day** they leave Portland.
w,yJS
« »a* x?
For
or
Freight
Passage apply to
Galt’s Wharf, Portion.I
AMES' Aer *’ E‘ R Nc* Yurk

for

to.

in

bottle.

--

^dec"^i&wtc

SiOOO Valuable Farm.
sale at a bargain, 20 miles from Boston.
Good
house, 13 rooms; hear chorches, schools- sole,,
did orchard anil plenty of grass; good
barns8-car"
liage- house; running water at house and barn-’verv
desirably locate I and shaded by Iroes. Terms’ea«v'
TYLER A- CO., 20 State street, Boston, Mass/'

I^OR

One *r the Best Teams i„
the Cily.
For particulars call on

Conn

C°'*

THE

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

Bobber Belting,
Bobber How.
Robber Packing, gfcc.
Railway Brit, for Cotton Mills,

and

to Billiards at lowest price*.
Catalogues sent by mall.
H. W. COlLENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor So Phelan A Collender,
738 Broadway.
apt3t4w

Illustrated

Dover and Foxcroft at

itostonSG.M

LINK

Steamen Dhigo and FMnconia
w 1, untU further
notice, rnu as
follows:
; Leave Galt'a Wharf Portland,
: niv
MONDAY ami THl'RS4 P. M.. and leave Pier 38 E R
DAY. at,~Toe\v;>
New v.irir

Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
ticketed through. Fare $5.00. A
good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. in. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Connecting at

Co

w*w AKKHbi;ni:yr.

are

Leave

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY

UTANDARD AMERICAN

GET

any

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built uimn a
new principle, namely,(hat of
Hopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by weans of two horizontal diaphragm» running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three ^temperatures of

While doing average work, coupled with a
good
supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same w eight of coal

OF

■

taining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
«& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch
office, cor. F. and
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.
apr5t4w

OALIFORNIA,
Or
other

the third compartment. By this
operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing
temperatures of
water.

MANCFACTFREBS

!

Maine

lV:45)’.

untfl

!

American the week they issue. Send for
Pamphlet. 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for ob-

:lo,

?orUamf6’«Tifn

PERFLMER

Paper

Kennedy.*

“McClellan”
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Wellington
*
by7
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Xor/olk to Petersburg and
Richmond, bj-river nr rail: and by the Ves. <t Tenn.
Mr Line to all
(obits in l irginia, Tennessee, AlaGeorgia and over the Seaboard ami Boa-

itiiH' 5’I? “2

-FOR-

VI..,._

FABRIC CO.

Steamships

*'’«•<* »nd South Carolina
2?*®,•***■'?*« Anaegieau Is the cheapest and
i? It.
best illustrated weekly paper published.
Ohio It.
Every nuiu- by the Balt, dk %'*“"*
to Washington
and
*
lier contains from 10 to 16 original
engravings of new -1 daces West.
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges Engineering
Through rates given to South and West,
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
ine I assenger accommocation*.
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s numEerth and Meals t0 Norfolk $12.50
™S»!?clud%
bers contains 832
and
several
t,®e
hundred
pages
eugrav2 Sour8[ Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
ings, Thousands oivolumes are preserved for bindNorfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
ing and reference. The practical receipts are well
For further information
apply to
worth ten times the subscriptions price.
E SAMPSON,
Terms, $3
«
Agent.
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be had ot
Junefifcf
33 Central Wharf. Boston.
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches
examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific

By purchasing ticket, via the

mills.*

once, No. 95 Devonshire Street.

w

William Lawrence.”
William Cram.”

William

Trains From Portland.

Grand

Late of the Gardiner Hotel,the Maine
Hotel at* Uam"
n,m
ariscotla, and Columbian House, Bath.
Rood Li very Stable is connected
with the

BOSTON ELASTIC

^—

to

"George Appold.**

$5.00 SAVED

The smoke and

e'_mrMdtf

Farina

THEA-NECTAR

—

Ho^iT^

Steamships of this Line sail iroin
en«l of Central Wharf. Boston
Semi-W eekly, 2.30 1*. si. for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Water, and 1*

t"—^tadlapeaaaWa

Uo“ff,"’c“

Portland, April .6,1*2.

refreshing

A^\^a*riu,"e *f f«uulne

^Cm

5“l#r'

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Waahiugtuu,
Do Cm Steamship Line.

disorders of Liver andStomacli, Headache, Dyspepsia, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
iur4!3m

Jjg^fgg ;

sonsfleld and Osslpcc, Tuesdays,
3
urdays, returning alternate days.Thursdays
Centre Wa,etb°ro’ *»«■
Limerick,

SALK AT

LJ
KEWDALL’8

Me.

Cure

—D he* the delicate

Steamer

Bj**ton

Druggists.

RAILROAD.

Pasesnger traius leave Portland
6, (night express via Augusta,) at

ME.

^ FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

^4 fimr-KTS.

*\ 1 jffMil*

T,H.ti!:;,i”,.OARS,E*NE^ a!"i

Portland,

^O.

C H A K I K k
HOUGHTON, Alex Farnham
"*H l«»ve Atlantic
V wl*
A harf. foot of India
St., Portland
every Wednesday, at « o'clock A.
*r Waldoboro,
* at Boothbay and Round
touching
Pond
Every Saturday at A. M.. for OwDartKoUa
touching at Boothbay aud Hodgsdon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
at 6 A. M.. apd Oaiuarlscotta
everv Monday at D A
M., touching at intermediate landing*, connect Inc
with the
Boat* at Portland, and with .he
Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
arrivine In
1 ortland in season for
paaeengors to tnke the aft*-rii'M»n train for Boston.
tickets
sold at the offices of the Boston «&
Through
Maine and Eastern RaHroads, and on be
ard Boston
Boats. Freight and
passengers taken as low as by7
I any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOB & CO.,
**
«•

Uoanrurw.

feb26-3m

Trip April
The

the U. S. Send for Circular.
agent
Sold by
Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,

Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30,3.46 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from
Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route
p- CHASE.
oo*,
ap22tf
Supt. P. S. & P. R. R.

Street,

__»p2Stf_34

«vmri

Central

Light Carriages A Sleighs,
No. JS Preble

FOR

in

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells's Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cU per
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y„
Sole
for

train.

dally

SECOND NATIONAL
BANK,
KlCh"n«C 8«-

a

box.

§ Mail train.
^Express.
ttRuns Monday, Wednesday and Friday
ouly.
#y*The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
of
the Maine
Depot
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*rportfand, March 17th, 1*72.

trains leave Portland dai- I fllHESK TABLETS present the Acid in corobinafor Portsmouth and Boston,
other efficient remedies, iu a popular
(Suu■ ww
form, lor the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG DU'.-n-J lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t«.15A.
M., §9.10 A. M., (3.30 P.M., t3.45 P.
ulceration of ti»
THROAT are immediately relieved and
M., ( ttG.OO P. M.
statements
are
for Portland at t7.30 A.
sent
to
being
tile proprietor of rebel
A.
I
M., (8.30
in cases of Throat dUBciiltles of
M t 2.5P.M.,,3.00P. M., (tt6.00P. M. *8.00P.M.
years’
standing.
1
for Portland at 8.00 A.
M., returniug ut
5.20 r. M.
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Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

!

Heavy.

EXTENSION TOP

with

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIIV,

Heavy.

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS

discovery

apr20-eod&eow

CARRIAGES,

and

This

cines and most eminent
physicians in this country
and Europe. In his MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, first published in 1S54, these subjects are
treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician nr author.
Dr. A. H. HEATH, by request and permission of
bis patients, can present the evidence of those who
had suffered from a few months to 30
years; been
treated by as many as 90 professors and physicians:
paying from 9100 to 96,000, and pronounced incurable, who have enjoyed the best of health for one
to 96 years, since his treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not secu one-tenth of our patients, of course
curing
them at their homes after receiving full statements
of their past and present condition.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 116 East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1860, and receives patients
till 9 P. M. daily, and in the evening.

_

and

cured.

detect the fatal and latent complications affecting his patients, is the reason of his
curing so many w ho have tried the advertised medi-

opuug, business box Buggies \
Top and No Top,

Spring

was

gifted

OF

-n

Practice

by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
startling fact that a majority of those suffering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Exhausted Vitality, Premature Old Age, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Piles, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Consumption,
diseases of the Skin, Blood,Heart, Xiver, Kidneys,
Bladder, etc., were caused by Seminal Weakness,

E. K. LEMONT & Co.
Cl • .1
oiuc

Large
Specialties

these

in

Can be found at the old stand qf

fficyat"om

^Nee
Ce“p’hila™

Exchange

A

Sheriff.

CARRIAGES.

Housekeeper,

PROPOSALS will bo received by thcandt'nsiL'oed at. the Office of Clerk of Courts,
in A I-

Horse, Express Wagon

BAILEY A CO., Ih
ap26

I, April 4,

«
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ALED

J*n’l__SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

P. O.

AGENTS

Notice to Builders and Contractors.

P.D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
M- SWEAT,

owner

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
tactical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dw1y-l

“Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.
1872.

entirely

harmless.

that the

!

In Y ork County, at
Alfred, Me.

WILL BE SOLI) CHEAP!

street, Boston.

p

N

New Jail and House of Correction

SPRINGVALE.

Well estab-

Notice,

or,
It is by odds the most
taking and salable book in the
ncid. 1 It IB on a vitally imjxirtant
subject. 2 It is
bv America s most ixiputar writer on health. 3
It is
for the price, the
aftd handsomest book ever
largest
sold by subscription.
Agents, the people are eager
for such a book, and will
urge you to bring it to them
Write for terms A-e., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
133 Sansom st.. Phila.
ap.3ut4w

ap30t4w

TEBBETS HOUSE,

Bto’c'*^°<A,tor®’ wi!,> "“>*11, clean and wollliave other bui|ne»lfr,?1‘t.1>ark*ln ,s offered, as owner*
their attention.
3*29
TV LFr tJ1*J.,,nc®d 811
State
-X

BKIDALandFoncrsMYrrath.
Brattle st., Also Hair Work

DIGESTION;
My Jolly Friend’s (Secret.

Por^tlic

FOR SALE!

aelectcd

50^20

OUR

Farmer, Trade
and professKm.
sick and well. A reliable
book of permanent value to
every wide-awake progressive person. It sells itself. Extra terms.
Address P.M. Keed, 130 Eighth st., New York.

of

We will send a handsomo Proenoetua of
x-.
illustrated Familr Bibi.
„,cr«n
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent
ol
National Publishing
Pa

As the

without further notice.

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

Light

LEWIS’ last and greatest

DIO

is

-,

in iiMium?
,„LTi'L

physicians,

Round & Square Corner Phaetons,

,,

cha^Addren

the most congenial purgative vet. perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of
jreat benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
cfioctual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are

Notice is also given

PERRY,

a

are

places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

E. IS.

as

Diuner Pill, and Puri
fying the Blood,

their

law,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
SPRlNGr

on

enbark at Cunartl

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

ap22dtf

Monday, Wednesday uiui
Friday Evening*, at Hi o’clock,

every
■

commencing Monday, .2nd in*t., for Bangor, (or a*
far a* the ice will nermit,)
touching at Rockland,
Camden. UiK-olnvUle. Belfast, Sear»|K.rt, Sandy
Point, Bockaport, w iuterport and Hamblen.
Retuniing, win leave Bangor every Monday,
educeday and Friday Morning* at 6 o'clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving at Portland at 5 o'clock P. M.
For further particular* iuquire of Ross & StunUvunt, 17‘J Commercial St., or Cyra* Sturdivant, Geu-

Front Liventool, Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derry bo
Boston or New York, $34
CURREXC’Y
Passengers booked to all parts of tho Unitetl States.
Drafts issueti on Great Brittain and Ireland for
£1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
itannagc apply
at the Company’s Office. 80 State Street. For
steerage pannage, at 99 State i> reet, Benton.

Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

353

oi

—

containing

Gout, Neuralgia,

LIQUORS.

Top and

in

Free to Book
Agents.

CHASE, late or Portland,
Cumberland, deceased, and

Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,

Portland who have not been personally notified
by
myself or deputies, on account ot our inability to find

of any violation of the

tFast

can

that the snbecrib
IV Lhniiu
tom a''fEBY
and taken upon hlmrorttod,j£Uy4ff?8%- L- I)
ilf
trai
^ appointed of
t! u,t of Administrator
•elf lhe
the estate of
er

tism,Erupt ions and Skin
Biliousness.
Diseases,

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

Brewster’s Style

f,rk Cumin MeDlt Il0U9f.of c‘"-rection

during

st. No

v

Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
T? leanetl their DockH and other propery in

SimI’8()n
^nZai‘etia7ti°
1 71’ ♦am,e8 E;
1. 1872, and

]£ree

be made by
Agents in
More Monfivcanvassing
$5000~
for Youman’x
ofEvcvr-Day Wants, containing 20,000
{tseSlrS*?
Receipts in every Department Human Effort than Town of
Deering Bonds !
any other ixwsible way. From $25 to $40
week
insured. It
for

Jr.,

one

Center aud

cornel

Sheriffs Notice.

Light

s^UEKNSEya#ord'N-»-"?

tTceT
for

Apply

jnn30tf

Portlan

Family Physic,

a

Costivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Eoul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

to Let,
Also Ladv Boarders

without board.

Light

TO

Board

twcntf-scvc,,th day

or

wanted.

Express.
{Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT,
Superintendent,

Return Tickets

BttnnongerH

Cify

WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Cant. C. Kilby, will leave
Railroad
Jv
Wharf, foot of State *t.,
■

apl3f4w

chas. McCarthy, jn
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD’
EBEN COREY,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
H. W. HERSEY. Treasurer.
wviJUNsuN, uuy uierk.
ap29td

N o

the
call-

_ap25-3wd

on

B°8,0n-

Licensing

MM A.
W1NSHIP,
W. H.
JOS. S. YORK,
MARQUIS F. KING,

LUC

Ex'lr.

th‘8

BENJ.

is hereby given that the snbseribe*- has
NOTICE
l>een duly appointed Executor of the Will of

u«wuu 'WlUaUHB UL'Uil
are required to exhibit

Siven that the

AnH?AdeD°Um2“d8

ap20-3w

su*r'ur

■

For all the Purposes of
CURING

Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS
Every Style of

ply therefor.

directs.

....

rush for

wl8

N°„T.I,GEJ.0 hcJe*’y

has
upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate oi
HENRY MERRILL, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law
All persons having demands
estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
ELIAS MERRILL, Adm’r of Bangor, Me.
r>
x,

f

Side

U.

Agents,
Quick Issues!
it)
'work

Look ! Head

of the City of Portland, will meet at the
Mayor’s
noom, on MONDAY, the 6th day of
May, at 7 1-2
clock for the purpose of
granting licenses to Innholders anil Victuaiers, who
may then and there an1

apBOtf_
is hereby given, that the subscriber
T^TOTICE
been duly appointed and taken

ISABELLA W. BISHOP, late of Portland,
in tho
county of Cumberland. deceased, and has tak*n upon himself that
trust, by giving bonds as the

»

ap:i0t4w

ap30t4w

•

Near the Park.

Portland, April 16,1872.

the

Washington, I). C. Its simplicity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever lnventetl.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

innd^'soo TJ.

To Innholders and Vtctnalers in
the City of Portland.

man-

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,

SluD.k

iA ITH

on re‘

DI&OTcW

CHAS. H.
ap29d&w2w

or

Furnished Room

AND THE BLC E-BIRD. Hackleton. 30

ecn>teofmaeil^,>eand'°ng,5ent’

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
CLOTHES
and all kinds of goods dyed in
thorough
Also

8ecend-lmnd
All orders will receive
tion.

throughout

«

SCHOOLS,

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

iylStf

Side

Agents Wanted

for which its happy
arrangement of Theorv, Exercises
and 1, 2,3 and 4 part Songs,
it.
admirably
Price, $1 00.

Clothing Cleansed.
ner.

0Xaminati'’"’ »>'

_

of all other

r_

EMERSON and W. S. TILIJEN,

la“g“,SeaffcPheOr”Sfy’0n

CD IE

apl.Vllm

a

THE

Capital Song for Young Singers.
MA

KINSMAN,

_1 ‘1* Firhanfr

0.

_

general
S. A
six inch, is used bvtheGovernment in the Patent Office,

V

HOUR OFSINGING.

.r

New

use

^

Bast, Howard. .35

are

f

BURNHAM’S
Turbine is in

£

P*1
rjl

HUGHES,
Street, Portland,

Concord Style Business Wagons,

Op30t4w

L

adapt

Rubber Hose, Ac.
J.

L.

For

DR.
by.>.'L«e.(!Smg
nl 1865d&w No. 172 Cumberland

tt
ST.aug23
To be Let,

CONSISTING

ailments.) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invlgorator.
sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

j

Is the book to be used at the coming Great Festival
It in now in the hands of tho 20,U00 singers who are
to comjmse the choir.
The music was
carefully eelccted by the Music Commlttee, and the book will be a popular and useful
kook for uec in all Musical Societies, and should be
in the hands of oil in the audience at the
Colisenm
It is the very best kiml of Libretto.
178 Octavo Pages !
Price, 75 cte.

Dealer* and purchaser* of Fruit and Ornamental
Tree* and Plan's will find their interest In
examining
our largely increased and
unequalled stock, which is
•nperlor in quality, with many Novelties, selected In
Europe, by personal imspcction, last toll. Send for a

GAS

inflammatory nature.
WHIPPLE, Agent,
Portland, Me.

most nonnl'ir uudB.>5nn

source

r

Chorus Book.

_

(the

H

World’s Peace Jubilee

Let,

Light and Heavy.

Tlie

X".

eodly

11^28

TJBK

Catalogue.

an

HEALTH

Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and Its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
A

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic Storo,
11 miDBI.K
EV"Mu»ic sent by mail.

of

_»p30t4w

or

second floor. Also
with board. 49 Frankon

whole or part ot the block of Brick Stores
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

Gold, additional.

Boston, Haymarket Square.

!

The

Passage Money,‘including fare from BontontoN York,
Cabin, $80, $100.81,10 gold—according to accummtvdatiun. Steerage, 830
Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

Freight
atation. Causeway street.
*
Accommodation.

MAINE CENTRAL

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES
particularly iavites all Ladies, who
need o medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arr
anged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic
Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy arid superior virtue in
regulating all
lemale Irregularities. Tlreir action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will flnili t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after ail other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the
health, and nrav be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the
country, with full directions.

let, containing? rooms*, Sebago
particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

water.

station in

G O R

TRIP* PER

“Black-stone.”

to

TENEMENT
For

matism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach,
Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin DisW. W.

exchange.)
anu large stock of Sheet
music,
*
11ns
r*JPP«»- Also
of V.elius,|,*Il*'l
Huujss. Arams. Cail.rs,
jo.
Carnets, Ceacrrtiaas, Striaas, music Baxriaue
can

stomach,
t^CVtll,ougl1
Into,the
tlle

eases

in

one room o»i third floor
st.oc28tf

a

confl<lent*<*l an* will be

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Stamp for Circular.

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

To Let

the medical and

nutaiit assimilates and

S3T Send

IF

on

nourishing. Like

Address:

NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the now brick block of four, on the corner of
Neal and Piue su». will be rented on favorable Uyns.
There are first class hourea ic every respect, conaiumg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

obstruction of the
UTEltINE *

and'healt^^

■

Manufacture,

and

returnedTf^sh-c"015 8trictIy

First- lass Houses to Let.

In

It to

forwarded immediately.

R. CLEMENT.

irRiNtAirL0R0jdi8TESTINEls'

8,1

i° ?° i?

part of the Fumiturn of the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed oft', as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately,

room

Passenger

XalNE!

HAN

jSCoTIA,

purchased

•

—TO—

Steamers appointed to sail
FRO.VI > K H YORK.
'BATA VIA, Sat. May 4.
Apl
CUBA, Wed., ??t
May 1.
Wed. May 8.

trains between Portland and Boston

(^“Freight

daily.

INSIDE

THREE

R. Station

be

OeueHd^eut.

Portland, April 13,187*.

Currency

Springfield line.

Loaoe,Boston

are

found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milklsh hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure iu such
cases, and a
mil and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot
personally consult the Dr. can
wr*t-ing, l*1 * plain manner, a description of
♦
their
diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

tt

iront

the age of thirty who

frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be

A

London and Paris, it possesses
l0!iIC propertie8 kn0»“ to

‘i ri’Zu

OK

ORGANS!

All

According to

s

UL

Middle-Aged Men,

T^Sr® ■?? “any men of
troubled with too

For Sale or To Let.
STORY and a half house with 7 finished rooms,
large garden spot, and stable, situated on
Vaughyn St., nearly opposite the residence of Geo. W.
Woodman. For particulars apply to
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

CELEBRATED

Steals.

founded

are consulted by out' jr
pwiwb
young men with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such eases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.
more

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-dAwff

aplltf&S.

Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t. 3.45* P M
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives In Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11 10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M.
Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York auil the South. 3.30t P M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for Now York
via Shore
P. R.

landings.
For further particular* inquire of Rocs &
Stun]’vuut, 17i# Commercial street, or
1’VBIM MTI'IIDIVATT,

Queenstown, Cork Har.

Cabin, $80 & $1 00 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Milton and

can

wUrHaVl.

Boston.

uui we

acres, together
buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Bam,
Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing mounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market
fishing and lobster business. Terms

26th 1872.

men

ranted.

Let.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
AN miles
from main land, containing about 40
with the

Apr

Testify
Unhappy Experience!

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

aplltf

st.

,?1,1,.'ilfleaBes of the BLOOD,
25.vPfSL WEAKNESS, GLANDULOUS TUBOBOirULA, INTERNAL AD-

BURDBTT Ac WOOD’S

es,

ri

Young

to

Apply

roomB.

Exchange

Islaud to

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurnbeba

ARCTIC,

Merchandise,

(Old Instrument* taken

to exceed the

even

fwK si “c H\:r 0l

constantly

J

VERY

JURUBEBA!
jSssSBsrsffssifaasawiarj
anticipations

Exchange Street,

This Refrigerator is constructed on the most
perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be the
best yet introduced.
For further particulars as to
iis merits, sixes, style, prices,
&c., call and see or
send for circular.
Ice Chests of all sizes
on hand very low.
All in want of Refrigerators should call and see before purchasing.
Refrigerating Rooms for markets &c,, built to order. Refrigerators of all kinds repaired.
Manufactured by
3. F. MERRILL,
Cotton Avenue, between Cross and Cotton Streets,
Portland. Me.
HF1 All orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
ap24eod3m

nimishea and bids are invited upon each. The ordinary furniture has been pledged by Castine. Work
to be completed before December
1, 1872.
E. G. HARLOW,)
C. M. POWERS. ( Committee.
FRED. N. DOW,
*
wl*
tmayi

HEED

the languor

lassitude of spring comes upou him. Come and
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful
South
American Tonu:

Patented by D. W. C. Sanford.

specifications mav be seen at
Castine until April 23d, and
subsequently at the Secretary s Office In Augusta. Two plans have been

PIANOS of the best

as

of 10

■

The above trains leave P. S. &
foot of State street, where tickets
and baggage checked.

at

DEERino,

Dejert.l

Steamers appointed tc sail

—‘■ ■
M-, 3.3Ut, 3.45*, 6.001 texnressl P.M.
Keturuiug *7.30, f8.30 A. M., *12.15,
*3.00,6.00t (express) P. M
For Itochester, Alton Bay,
*6.15, A. M.
Manchester ami Concord, N. H„ via U. Ot P It R
Junction, 6.16* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester ami Coucord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M

or

LIISTE

DIRECT UKO.il BOSTON
Tum., May 7. j PALM Hi A, Tue.. May 21
A uk
Tue., May 14. OLYMPUS, Tue.. May 28
£"*AKIA,
KfcUAR, Sat., May 18.| ALEPPO, Sat. June 1.
ryPaaneugern embark at the Cun art I Wharf East

E'.lgS??BatiOD, Portland,

~

House to Let.
convenient house
BRUNELL & CO., 150

PLEASANT

n

re-

of Union
Suitable for
Grain,
heavy Grocery Trade
Double counting room in 2d
story. For terms apP'y to
EDWARD FOX.
mch27
corner

liu

Child Again !

sLEhs the weary and exhausted one,
and

to let.

THE

For Bent.

To
a

FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
1. he Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and
Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure
uw
low: do not wait for
unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
H°w Many Thousand*) Can
to This
SEEK

No. 15. Commercial st.,
STORE
St., occupied by George M. Small.
Flour and
and

M.

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.
dc30dtf

Would I Were

occupied bv Hovt,

MATTOCKS & FOX,
_88 Middle street.

mar28dtf

Wanted.

Oh,

ICE CHESTS.

at.?e Coun.cli Chamber, Augusta, until May 1,
1872, for the erection and completion of the Normal
School building at Caetlne.
including heating anparatus. Plans and

OOK8I8T1KO

MAN to lOarn the Preesman’aArade.
Apply at Press office, between 2 ana 5 P.

REFRIG ERATORS!

Normal School Building.
PROPOSALS. directed to the Governor
SEALED
and endorsed “Sealed
Proposals.” will be

Musical

W ANT E I) !

_

men28dlaw3w_JOHN

___apll-diftw

__

AND (T.AKS.

CORTLAND.
All orders bv mail promptly attended to.
ap20d MW&F eod 3m

at low water, to the south
westerly corofAqnila Jewett ; thence by said
J,®”** being
,n,;rthrecorded
we,,cr|y into first mentioned bounds. Said
deed
Cumberland ss. Kegiatry of
Deeds, Bonk MO-Page 487, to which reference is hereby made. Said Mortgage haring been made as aforesaid to secure the payment of certain
notes therein
described, and as the conditions of Raid mortgage
have been broken, I
claim
a
foreclosure
or the
hereby
M»mc and give this notice for that
purpose according
to the Statutes in such cases made and
provided.
Dated this twenty-fifth
day of March, 1872.
A. STROUT.
°f'“<1

profitable business,which will pay at the rate of $10,annum.
The best of references given and required. Apply to or address
GEORGE WEBSTER.
34 School street, Room 14,
_apf29 dlw
Boston, Mass.
000 per

Posters, Transparencies, Ac.

comer of land of
rods on the road

to

PARTNER WANTED.

LEAVITT,

now

sillily

Have Confldeucei
All who have committed au excess of
any kind,
whether t be the solitary vice of
youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

For Rent.
Store 92

Middle street,
THE
Fogg and Breed. Apply to

generally

paying

oc-

To Let,
West Gorham House, occupied for the last
seven years by Jedediah
THE
Graftam, Esq. All, or

Young man of goood character—one who is
iAwOling to devote himself to business during reasonable business hours—to
engage in a light and

Covers, Canvass Advertisim

Elizabeth,

$55000.

A

iMF'Wagon, Box and Boat]

John A. Strout, then of said Cane
Elizabeth, now
of Keunebunk, in the Countv of
York, certain real
*
•s»«tc situated in isid Cape
and bound
and described as follows, viz:

north

$55000.

f3T Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

me

westerly
running sixteen

BOOK

Awnings, Verandahs,

Bv.jgawayraarftgtia

179 Commercial st.

Agents for a New Work by John S. C. Abbott, suited to every family ‘and all classes.
The theme—the price—ami style, renders it the best
b<K>k for canvassers ever published. The field is clear
with no competition. Address at once. B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

Yacht A Boat Satis,
TENTS

east.

Wanted.

manufacturer of

currra.

s^SUl?ing?t ,hf 80utt!
Aquila Jewett and

A.

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

mar26thdtf_

td_eod

F.

Wanted.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

Law, requires each Postmaster to whom
sent, to post the same in his office,
C. B. LORD,
Assessor First District Maine.

Notice of Foreclosure of
mortgage
STATE OF MAINE, Co. of Cumberland ss:
Ab""
PT.”
ntUma, mf Car* Bliapfcflk,
• n naid
Coaaty, and la nil *lfarr aersans
whom II may

points

[*

ble for wholesale Flour or
Grocery Business Gas
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & C
O.,
146 Commercial treet.
janl6tf

by leavHASSAN’8.

[PERMANENT
-1ted with
rooms

hvIniaU1111"
hj“ $! ?,“ ,<?a?’
f^ t;

Let!

No. 149

injurious.

1879.

P- S- * P. R. K. StaTTT.imMaTTIr'1'"!1*8 |eUV,e for
Boston, *6.15, *9.10

1-

CAPT.

will leave (until further notiee)
Rallroa.l Wharf Porilaud, every h riday evening, at ten o'clock, for lWk.
land. Caatlne, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
(Mt.
Mlllbrkige, .loueaport ami ilachlaaiaji t
an the ice will nermit.
Returning will leave Machiaaport every Ttmadav
morning, at 3 o’clock, touching at the above named

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

Arrangement, April 99,

Lewiston,

MAIL STEA tlEKM

BOSTON 4s MAINE RAILROAD.

whose

^ mU»t

^

R1ould bo pakticulak iii
selecting
as U iR a httaentable
yet iucontrovertihla
tllat many syphilitic patterns are
made miserable with ruiued constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice;
to1''*
* IM>'nt
conceded by the best syphtlographers, that the
and management of these
should
plaints
engross the whole time of those who
would be competent ami successful in their
treatment
and ours, flie inexperienced
general practitioner,
neither
opportunity nor time to make himgrit acquainted with their
pathology, commonly purguea one system of
treatment, in most cages making
an indiscriminate use of that
autiquated and dangerb
ous weapon, the Mercury.

Mo.

Commercial st., recently
Store,
BHXCK
cupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler: suita-

ill l>e suitably rewarded

w

hi“

CASCO NATIONAL BANK,

Portland,

regularly-educated physician,
flt

a

e°r, with
ruml, yet the country is flooded
nostrums
and cure-alls, purrarting to he the bestpoor
in the world,
which are not only useless, but ulwavB

good order.

at

time*._

Npriug

The Ihvorite Steamer

aj>-

cents, children half price.
apl

CUNARD

Reliable information cheerfully furnished
wl5
ap6d&w
i*4t

£

know

remedies handed outfor general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested
experience in
that

A..

or transient boarders accommodagood rooms and board. Two connected

more unceremonious

family

nonfninln..

Boarders WantedT

eod3m

nal Revenue
this notice is

VVnJIot

at_ap2fftf_COGIA

scrimmage. The poor
dear little soul, who all the week had her
ticket under a tumbler with a flat-iron on

my
but

a

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

the
Fare down and back 25

Portland, April 1, 1872.

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange Street.
all

ONE

Hale’s and Hayes
A IV*

between F. F.

YESTERDAY,

wa-

plving

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

long-standing

To Let.
2 story house, with stable
attached; also lor
1
sale, pr. Ox wheels six inch rim with hay rack,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse.
Apply to John
H. Heed, Woodfonl’s Corner.
apl8*lwthtf

Lost.

MALE

antwered.
Special attention to packages received by expro'^.
an 30

CONVENIENT rent for a small family, Apply at No. 25 Winter st.
ap2dtf

A

European smi Norui American First Mostuaue n. !». iwnus, o per real iu v»oui, at yu ami interest.
We draw Exchange an
Ann Francisco,
Montreal, Ac. John, nud Halifax, and Buy
aud Sell on Commission Stocks and Bunas in Boaton and New Yotk.
Inquiries bv mail promptly

was

upl8d2w

Immediately,

sjandmg

permanent cure.
He would call tile attention ot the
afflicted to tho
friet of his
and weU-eanied
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skillreputation!
and suc-

TRIP PER WEEK.

and 3.45 P. M.

parties can be accommodated by
5^-Private
to
Caotain on board.

Machias.

Spring Arrau|[«m«ul.

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.,

1

perfect

ONE

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER.

-__

TO

Desert and

EXPRESS,

I

FOR SALE !

17-dlm_

—-

ortm-tiiil

imoi LINE

Bt.

Peak'* Island BteamkaatCanapany.
8TKA9IER

OLD

Passenger Ticket Agency!

privately, and with
by the afflicted, at all

the bands of

Fonr (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in
For further information address

To

A

pure

STEAMERS.

For Peaks’ Island.

AT THK

Rooms, i

Cumberland Street,

hours

located, being less than 1-8 mile from
Railroad depots, both east and
west;
streets, and is .well arranged for manuand axles, cottou or woolen
car-sprin^B
a machine shop, foundry or
paper mill.

Wanted.
SMART active Boy from 15 to 16 years old; good
wages paid. References wanted.
Apply at
LOBENSTEIN,
No. 4 Deering Block.
ap30dtf

City, State. Couaty and United State? Bonds.
ACmKNTA FOR TUB SALK OF
BuuuMtnoM, Cedar Rapids, ami Minnesota
First Mortgage li. R Bonds. 7 per cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 iu Gold,
and tfca U. 8. Funded Loan.

stripped from

There

with board in a private family, by
of three iiersons. Address, stating
location, W., Portland P. O.
ap30*lw

11HREE
family

terms and

never-failing supply of

a

PROCURE TICKETS

daily, and from 8 A.M. to 8 P. M.
Travelers for CALIFORNIA
"*drabs«“ fhose who are
buttering under the I *ll:l*"^ffl???§an,l the Weal, Mouth and Northaffliction of private diseases, whether
arising from i r-.e
'■"a*.we«t, may obtain through Tickets
the terrible Tlc« "f self-abuse.
nS„CJ>J1n“H'!n
-“*"by the brat aid moat rcliuble
his entire ?!
time to that particular branch of
Devotini,
route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
profession, he feels warranted in Guak- any point desired, at the loweat
at the old
anteeimi a Cube in all
Casks, whetlier of long and reliable Union Ticket Agency rates,
of
or
recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of diseaae from the
a
system, and making
**
and

Mechanics.

ter, is well
wharves or
fronts three
facture of
goods or for

April

Foreign Specie and Coupons.

American and

-O'---"7--Miuiupuoi

other ladies’ costumes.

DEALERS

has

STEAMERS.
____

FOUND AT HIS

Medical

No. 17a

MAIN

steain^nd

RAILROADS.

he can be consulted
vy HEREutm""f
coafldenee

First-Clam (Modern) Brick JBuildiug,
Far term of years—Rent law.
BUILDING 160x40 feet, 3 1-2 Stories high.
Wing 70x40 feet. 3 1-2 stories high: Forge
Room
*
120x32 feet, 1 story high.
There is in the building a 100 horse
main
engine
lines of shafting, elevator, is piped for
gas, water and

Wanted.

W7anted.

Private

A

FIRST ClrssTaiior logo into the country. Arta\ dress “BETHEL," Bcihcl P. O.
ap25tf

Co.,

«AN BE

TO "LET.

t

Street, Boh toil

—

coign'
of vantage; they had better have spent theii
on
the
roeks
at Hell Gate. Impuny strength
movable sat the Amazons; on came the
crowd. The usher, bor le down to the orchestra rails, seeing nothing but impalement
on parasols for his devoted
carcass, flung
himself over among the bassoons, and escai'
ed under the stage.
I saw a woman with a black velvet polonaise
adorned with three yards of yellow guipure
three different remnants of fringe and a
lace,
1...—
i.—..

reer

Wanted.

BANKERS,

bother

never

landMc._apl5

_MIDDLE
>TO\E & DOWNER,

Irving place was a jam of carriages and pedestrians. The doors opened, and in walked
the high-toned ladies of New York. Do I
say
They rushed.

IMMEDIATELY

few male and female agent, to
canvass for the National Linen Marker and Card
Printer. The largest indncementB ever offered to
Agents. No capital required. Canvassers will find
it for their Interest to do all business
through this office ; for reference please call or address "Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent
Block, Portltu
a

rooms

sins at matinees:

walked'?

WTanted.

ST.

for

sex

&

No. 33
ap26tf

at

aud

Manufacturers

~

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Store to Xet.
TORE on Exchange st., recently occupied as an
1^5 Oyster Saloon. Apply to Symonds & Libby
91 Middle st.
ap25-lw

ap26dlw

recommended, is wanted
SUITABLY
Free St., by C. W. Goddard.

AGENTS FOR THE CO.

A New Yobk Woman Rebukes Heb Sex.
—An outspoken New York woman, who
writes weekly letters to the St. Louis Repub-

lican, administers this rebuke to her

Phillip*

To Let.
¥>LJfcASANT front room 21J FREE ST.
X Terms reasonable.
ap25*lw

i Good Cook

Dry and (.round in Oil,

eager, bold,

Immediately,

Address MerliBBic,’Portland P. O.

o<i.

of

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Ture White Lead, both dry and ground in oil
we warrant to be strictly purr, and
guabantek
that tor fineness, body and durability, it iB not’ surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
55**^ order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
a. our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Dure I-rod
None genuine without it.

Nor strong—all that is past;
I

Wauted

Pure White Lead !

now—

GEO. W. H. BROOKS.

BiHik-keeiier—onewbo Is familiar wlUi
ALADY
Double ami Single
eulry; good reference requir-

BOSTON

My good right hand forget

cunning

ap26dlw

99, 94 Sc 96 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

Office

burning, burdened head,
Thai, ouiy a**k* to rest,
Un jueflJoiiing upon
A

Its

lttWJ

in

J. H. Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,

there.

or

Wanted
Immediately.
mwo good Baker., (u.iie other need
apply). Also
*
Stable Boy—one who is acquainted with
,,
t bo care of
Horses, atyBrooks’ Bakery. No. 79 Brackett st.

"TtEDICAL^^”

TO LEI.

*„

3

I

advice to Dr F K

Hyatt’s

fr<*’

Medicine and

w

LifeBal^rdfaWG^ast
N'hYCCKbr'>,e;!
on’ receipt “eg!" *

JOSEPH H. BURNELL, late of
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demantis upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD A.
Adm-r
Deerlng, April 2d. Is...

Deerlng,

Test .ample

10,000 Choice Plants

I Wtni«thel,uWif a‘ m>'
litL.wu‘in if tWCV vAlso FluWt;riJ

ni’w

on

1*1°ithe
Gardening

ailn.t

aplOdlm

-vear' Rt

for Sale.

BURNELL.

Green House,

apB-3w
hereby given that the subscribe,- k
iv been tlulv appointed and taken unm. M,, te
trust of Administrator of the caumT hlm‘'lf lh«
ABIAI. A. CUTLER, lateof
__

for floral deco» reasonable price.
attended to.

WTOTICE Is

promptly
JAMES VlCKKY,
119 Spring Street.

made in this Hank, on or before Friday, May 3d, will commence interest on the
first of the mouth,
FRANK NOYES, Ttvus.
apl5 t my3

DEPOSITS

in the County of Cumberland
bonds as the law directs.
mantis upon the estate of saitl
to exhibit the same;
aU
estate are

Ali

Portland Savings Bank.

anil

,

deoe'is™itbr0°!f' K

nSwSn^’wfc
“aTl°g

w»r^n^

w«tb,ook.AprtM^gN p-

i

de-

^ .rftiulrr!
- -"<

k6beh:^“-

